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PREFACE

This volume contains six papers commissioned by SRI International on behalf of the U.S. Department of Education on the topic of teaching advanced skills to educationally disadvantaged students.

Both the latest Chapter 1 authorization and recent writings of education experts and policy makers call on teachers of students considered at risk for academic failure to provide instruction in higher-order skills. This effort poses a challenge for education practitioners who for years have been urged to focus their efforts on direct teaching of discrete basic skills. Their instructional methods and curricular materials all emphasize basic skills rather than the more advanced skills of reading comprehension, mathematical reasoning, and written composition. Thus, practitioners are now being called on to address new content using quite different approaches: they need a clear idea of what this kind of instruction should look like.

The purpose of this volume is to provide practitioners with concrete, realizable models for effectively teaching advanced skills to disadvantaged students in elementary and secondary school grades. To this end, we engaged some of the nation's leading researchers in advanced-skills instruction to provide descriptions of practical approaches for teaching reading comprehension, writing, and mathematical reasoning to educationally disadvantaged students. Together, these papers demonstrate that powerful methods exist for teaching advanced skills to students who would be at risk of failing in more traditional classrooms.

Each commissioned paper is followed by a reaction, written by an individual with extensive direct experience in classrooms of disadvantaged students. These discussions offer further perspectives on the application of the instructional and curriculum ideas to the wide range of compensatory and regular classroom settings in which disadvantaged students learn.

Although the six approaches described focus on different ages, subject areas, and skills, a small set of themes characterizes this work as a whole. The first chapter of this volume synthesizes these themes and discusses implementation issues.

It is our hope that this collection of papers will inspire policy makers, curriculum designers, and teachers to raise their expectations for disadvantaged students and to try new approaches that foster the development of advanced as well as basic skills throughout all students' academic careers.

Barbara Means
Michael S. Knapp
January 1991
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MODELS FOR TEACHING ADVANCED SKILLS TO EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

Barbara Means and Michael S. Knapp
SRI International
MODELS FOR TEACHING ADVANCED SKILLS TO EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN

A fundamental assumption underlying much of the curriculum in America's schools is that certain skills are "basic" and must be mastered before students receive instruction on more "advanced" skills, such as reading comprehension, written composition, and mathematical reasoning. One consequence of adherence to this assumption for many students, particularly those deemed most at risk for school failure, is that instruction focuses on the so-called basics (such as phonetic decoding and arithmetic operations) to the exclusion of reasoning activities and reading for meaning. Demonstrated success on basic skills measures becomes a hurdle that must be overcome before the student receives instruction in comprehension, reasoning, or composition.

Research from cognitive science questions this assumption and leads to a quite different view of children's learning and appropriate instruction. By discarding assumptions about skill hierarchies and attempting to understand children's competencies as constructed and evolving both inside and outside of school, researchers are developing intervention strategies that start with what children know and provide explicit models of proficient thinking in areas that traditionally have been termed "advanced" or "higher order." This volume offers descriptions of six instructional models that appear successful in teaching advanced skills to students who generally would be expected to fare poorly in the typical school program.

Together, these papers comprise a critical mass of evidence that these children and youth, whom we will refer to collectively as educationally disadvantaged students, can profit from instruction in comprehension, composition, and mathematical reasoning from the very beginning of their education. In this summary, we highlight the issues that led to a search for alternative instructional approaches, describe a set of overarching themes that set these approaches off from conventional approaches to compensatory education, and discuss the implementation problems that must be addressed if we are to see use of these approaches in the classrooms that serve the educationally "at risk."

Compensatory Education As It Is Today

The prototypical compensatory education program is offered at the elementary school level. Children who score more poorly than their peers on standardized tests and teacher evaluations—many of them poor and from diverse cultural or linguistic backgrounds—are given special practice in reading, most often in a special pull-out room, sometimes in the regular classroom (Biman et al., 1987). While their classmates are working on reading new materials with comprehension, children in the compensatory program typically receive drill on phonics, vocabulary, and word decoding. Each of
these is taught as a separate skill, with little or no integration. Often there is little or no coordination between the compensatory and regular classroom teachers and no congruence between the content of the two classes.

Compensatory programs in mathematics (second only to reading programs in number) tend to have a similar emphasis on teaching individual lower-level skills. Students practice basic arithmetic operations using workbooks or dittos. On the assumption that they cannot be expected to do even simple math-related problem solving until they have mastered the basics, students are drilled on the same numerical operations year after year.

Results from state and national testing programs suggest that this kind of instruction has had some positive (though not dramatic) effects on student scores on basic skills measures, especially in the early years of elementary school. What has been disheartening is the fact that comparable gains have not been seen on measures of more advanced skills. In fact, despite years of compensatory education, the majority of educationally disadvantaged children appear to fall farther and farther behind their more advantaged peers as they progress in school and a greater emphasis is placed on advanced skills of comprehension, problem solving, and reasoning.

For too long, there has been a tendency to blame this situation on the students. Tacitly or explicitly, it was assumed that they lacked the capability to perform complex academic tasks. Recently, however, there has been a reexamination of the premises underlying the instruction provided to educationally disadvantaged students in general and the most prevalent approaches to compensatory education in particular. Critics point out that we have decried educationally disadvantaged students' failure to demonstrate advanced skills while ourselves failing to provide them with instruction designed to instill those skills (Cole & Griffin, 1987). There is a growing understanding that the failures lie both in the compensatory program per se and in the regular classroom in which educationally disadvantaged students receive the rest of their instruction.

Classroom studies document the fact that disadvantaged students receive less instruction in higher-order skills than do more advantaged students (Allington & McGill-Franzen, 1989; Oakes, 1986). Their curriculum is less challenging and more repetitive. Teachers are more directive with educationally disadvantaged students, breaking each task down into smaller pieces, walking them through step by step, and leaving them with less opportunity to exercise higher-order thinking skills. As a consequence, disadvantaged students receive less exposure to problem-solving tasks in which there is more than one possible answer and they have to structure the problem for themselves (Anyon, 1980).
A recent summary of the critiques of this kind of instruction offered by a group of national experts in reading, writing, and mathematics education (Knapp & Turnbull, 1990) concluded that such approaches tend to:

- Underestimate what disadvantaged students are capable of doing.
- Postpone more challenging and interesting work for too long—in some cases, forever.
- Deprive students of a meaningful or motivating context for learning or for using the skills that are taught.

Why the Prevailing Emphasis on Lower-Level Skills?

The critique outlined above suggests that the dominant approaches to instructing educationally disadvantaged children are in fact holding them back—providing little or nothing to foster the growth of reasoning, problem solving, and independent thinking. Our goal in this volume is to offer some concrete alternatives to prevailing approaches, but before turning to those alternatives, it is important to consider the reasons why educationally disadvantaged students are now taught the way they are. A thorough understanding of the theoretical tenets and organizational factors that support the current curriculum and instruction in compensatory education is needed if we are to design and implement alternative models of instruction.

A critical theoretical assumption underlying much of the curriculum and instruction provided to educationally disadvantaged students is that academic skills are hierarchical in nature. Some skills are “basics,” and these must be mastered before more “advanced,” “higher-order,” or “complex” skills can be attained. This presumption is very deeply ingrained in the American curriculum. Thus, it is assumed that the basics of vocabulary and phonics must be mastered before students work on reading comprehension skills or critical literacy. In the area of writing, the mechanics of penmanship, grammar, and spelling are treated as prerequisites for learning to compose. The math curriculum presupposes that learning to execute basic numerical operations with accuracy and some speed is necessary before tackling problems that require reasoning with mathematics. Once this assumption of a skills continuum from basic to advanced is adopted, compensatory education’s focus on basic skills seems eminently reasonable.

This assumption about a skills hierarchy pervades the instructional and testing materials available to educators. Anyone attempting to implement an alternative instructional approach incorporating advanced skills throughout the curriculum must be prepared to face the barrier of a scarcity of compatible textbooks.1 Today’s reading

---

1 We are beginning to see indications of a change in this situation, as textbook publishers respond to the critiques of educational reformers such as the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).
texts are generally structured as a strict sequence of skills, beginning with phonetic decomposition and vocabulary. Math programs start with arithmetic operations performed on small numbers and proceed through a fairly standard hierarchy, with applications of math to real problems postponed until the necessary operations can be performed with consistent accuracy on abstract content. Thus, following the textbook results in treating discrete basic skills as a prerequisite for exposure to more complex, meaningful tasks.

The same thinking underlies the design of educational tests. Basic skills are emphasized in tests for students in the early elementary grades, with more advanced content added in later years. Even then, the minimum-competency movement and the difficulty in measuring meaningful higher-order tasks with economical paper-and-pencil measures have led to an emphasis on measuring discrete components of complex tasks rather than the tasks themselves (e.g., grammar rather than composition). It is only natural that schools that are held accountable for student performance should tend to orient their curricula around the content of those tests.

Mastery learning approaches bring curriculum content and classroom assessment together in a unified system that requires students to demonstrate achievement of lower-level skills before going on to receive instruction on advanced skills. Instructional packages based on this approach institutionalize mastery of basic skills as a prerequisite for getting instruction in skills considered more advanced.

One point made by the papers in this volume is that we have been too accepting of the assumption that mastery of the skills traditionally designated as basic is an absolute prerequisite for learning those skills that we regard as advanced. Consider the case of reading comprehension. Cognitive research on comprehension processes has shown the importance of trying to relate what you read to what you already know, checking to see that your understanding of new information fits with what you have already read, setting up expectations for what is to follow and then seeing whether they are fulfilled. The research described by Palincsar and Klenk (this volume) demonstrates quite clearly that students can acquire these comprehension skills—which we have traditionally called advanced—well before they are good decoders of the printed word. Children can learn to reason about new information, relate information from different sources, ask questions, and summarize using orally presented text. We may or may not want to call these comprehension skills advanced, but it is clear that children—including educationally disadvantaged children—can acquire and exercise them before they master all of the so-called basics. Similarly, Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter (this volume) describe research showing that first-graders can solve a wide variety of math problems, using modeling and counting, before they have perfected the computational algorithms that are traditionally regarded as prerequisites. Likewise, Calfee (this volume) points out that children can perform sophisticated composition tasks before they have acquired the mechanics of writing.
In the early school years, children's achievement is typically measured in terms of their ability to perform basic skills in an academic context. Skills are formally assessed—children are asked to perform independently and to execute the skills for their own sake, not as part of any task they are trying to accomplish. Children from impoverished and linguistically different backgrounds often perform poorly on these assessments. Their performance leads educators to conclude that they are severely deficient academically, a conclusion predicated on the assumption that the skills being tested provide the necessary foundation for all later learning.

Ironically, the decontextualized measures of discrete skills that we have come to regard as basic offer less opportunity for connecting with anything children know from their past experiences than would more complex exercises emphasizing the skills we regard as advanced. To prepare them for writing, children from diverse linguistic backgrounds are drilled on the conventions of written standard English. These will be harder for them than for other children because the conventions often conflict with the children's spoken language (Scott, 1988). On the other hand, a task that focuses on higher-level issues of communication—for example, formulating a message that will be persuasive to other people—is perfectly consistent with many of the child's out-of-school experiences. At the level of language mechanics and communication formats, there are many inconsistencies between the backgrounds of many disadvantaged children and the conventions of the schoolhouse, but at the higher level of communication goals, there is much more common ground.

A similar argument can be made about reading instruction. Young readers deemed at risk of school failure are subjected to more drill and tighter standards regarding their pronunciation in oral reading (Allington, 1980; Brophy & Good, 1974). These children must struggle with a pronunciation system that is different from that of their spoken language or dialect at the same time that they are trying to master basic reading. When it comes to comprehension skills, on the other hand, we have every indication that disadvantaged children can make use of their past experiences to help them understand a story. Palincsar and Klenk provide examples of young children regarded as academically "at risk" applying their background knowledge to make inferences about text. In one such example, a first-grade girl uses her prior knowledge about seasons to make inferences while listening to a story about a baby bear who played too roughly with his sister and fell off a tree into the water: "You know it kind of told you what time of year it was because it told you it went 'splash' because if it was this time of year [February], I don't think he'd splash in the water, I think he'd crack." This inference making is exactly the kind of comprehension-enhancing strategy we regard as advanced. Real-life experiences and skills are relevant to these higher-level academic skills. Instruction in advanced skills offers opportunities for children to use what they already know in the process of developing and refining academic skills.
Compensatory Education As It Could Be

This volume contains six commissioned papers describing alternative models for teaching advanced skills of mathematics reasoning, reading comprehension, problem solving, and composition to educationally disadvantaged students. These models represent a new attitude toward learners who have been labeled "disadvantaged" or "at risk," a fundamental rethinking of the content of the curriculum, and a set of instructional strategies that allow children to be active learners but do not require them to work in isolation. Although the chapters describe different academic content and different grade levels, we can extract the major themes emerging from the set. These themes are summarized in Figure 1 and discussed below.

A New Attitude Toward the Disadvantaged Learner

The instructional models described in this volume reflect a new attitude toward the educationally disadvantaged learner. Rather than starting with a list of academic skills, administering formal assessments, and cataloging children's deficits, these researchers start with the conviction that children from all kinds of backgrounds come to school with an impressive set of intellectual accomplishments. This conviction is bolstered by years of research in cognitive psychology and linguistics. When we start to do a detailed analysis of what it means to understand numbers, what it takes to master the grammar of a language, what is required to be able to categorize and recategorize objects, we come to appreciate the magnitude of young children's intellectual accomplishments. When we look closely at how these kinds of understanding are achieved, we begin to understand that concepts are not something given to the child by the environment but rather are constructed by the child who interacts with that environment.

Children from poor and affluent backgrounds alike come to school with important skills and knowledge. They have mastered the receptive and expressive skills of their native language. The particular language or dialect they have acquired may or may not match that of the classroom, but the intellectual feat is equivalent. They have learned basic facts about quantity, for example, the fact that rearranging objects does not change their number. They have learned much about social expectations, such as the need to take turns talking when participating in a conversation. Moreover, they have a host of knowledge about the world: grocery stores are places where you pay money for food, new flowers bloom in the spring, night time is for sleeping.

Instead of taking a deficit view of the educationally disadvantaged learner, the researchers developing the alternative models described here focus on the knowledge, skills, and abilities that the child brings. Early accomplishments, attained before coming to school, demonstrate that disadvantaged children can do serious intellectual work. What we need to do is design curricula and instructional methods that will build on that prior learning and complement rather than contradict the child's experiences outside of school.
A New Attitude Toward the Disadvantaged Learner

- Appreciate the intellectual accomplishments all young learners bring to school.
- Emphasize building on strengths rather than just remediating deficits.
- Learn about children's cultures to avoid mistaking differences for deficits.

Reshaping the Curriculum

- Focus on complex, meaningful problems.
- Embed instruction on basic skills in the context of more global tasks.
- Make connections with students' out-of-school experience and culture.

Applying New Instructional Strategies

- Model powerful thinking strategies.
- Encourage multiple approaches.
- Provide scaffolding to enable students to accomplish complex tasks.
- Make dialogue the central medium for teaching and learning.

FIGURE 1  PRINCIPLES OF COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO TEACHING ADVANCED SKILLS TO DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS
Reshaping the Curriculum

The instructional approaches described in this volume eschew the assumption that students cannot meaningfully engage in activities involving advanced skills of comprehension, composition, and reasoning unless they have mastered the so-called basic skills. Once the conventional assumption about a necessary skills hierarchy has been abandoned, a new set of curricular principles follows.

Focus on Complex, Meaningful Problems—The dominant curricular approach over the last two decades has broken academic content down into small skills, with the idea that each piece would be easy to acquire. An unfortunate side effect is that by the time we break something down into its smallest parts, the whole is often totally obscured. Children drill themselves on the spelling and definitions of long lists of words, often without really understanding the words' meanings or having any motivation for using them. High school students practice computations involving logarithms, but leave school with no idea of what the purpose of logarithms is or how they might aid in solving practical problems (Sherwood, Kinzer, Hasselbring, & Bransford, 1987).

The alternative is to keep tasks at a global enough level that the purpose of the task is apparent and makes sense to students. Thus, children might write their city council in support of a public playground. In the course of the exercise, they may need to acquire new vocabulary (alderman, welfare, and community), but each word would be acquired in a context that gave it meaning. At the same time, children would be attending to higher-level skills. What are the arguments for a good playground? Which of these arguments would be most persuasive to a politician? What counter arguments can be expected? How can these be refuted?

The programs described in this volume abound with examples of providing students with more global, complex tasks. Collins, Hawkins, and Carver describe a math and science curriculum organized around the problem of understanding motion. Students engage in extended investigations of topics such as the physical principles of motion underlying an amusement park ride of their own design or a foul shot in basketball. Vye et al. describe a program using interactive video to present students with complex problem situations, such as moving a wounded eagle to a distant veterinarian by the safest and fastest route. A whole series of rate, fuel consumption, and distance problems must be recognized and solved in the process of devising a plan.

Certainly these tasks are more complex than simple computations or phonics exercises, but there are instructional techniques (described below) that lessen the burden on any one student. Moreover, as we argued above, these more complex tasks build on things that students already know.
Embed Instruction on Basic Skills in the Context of More Global Tasks—Teaching advanced skills from the beginning of a child's education does not mean failing to teach those skills generally called basic. Rather, what these alternative approaches advocate is using a complex, meaningful task as the context for instruction on both advanced and basic skills. Instead of constant drill on basic addition and subtraction facts, these skills are practiced in the context of trying to solve real problems. Peterson et al. (this volume) describe the pedagogical use of problems stemming from daily classroom activities—for example, figuring out how many children will be having hot lunches and how many cold lunches at school that day. Children can practice addition, subtraction, fractions, and record keeping in the course of this authentic classroom activity.

There are multiple advantages to this approach. First, the more global task provides a motivation for acquiring all the knowledge and skills entailed in its accomplishment. It is worth learning the conventions of writing if that will enable you to communicate with a distant friend. Word decoding is much more palatable if the word is part of a message you care about. Second, embedding basic skills in more complex task contexts means that students receive practice in executing the skill in conjunction with other skills. One of the things cognitive research on learning has shown is that it is possible to perform all the subskills of a task without being able to put the pieces together into any type of coherent performance. Cognitive psychologists call this the problem of orchestration. The ability to orchestrate discrete skills into performance of a complex task is critical. After all, the desired outcome of schooling is not students who can perform arithmetic calculations on an arithmetic test but students who can use these skills in performing real-world tasks. The latter will require that the calculations be performed in conjunction with the higher-level skills of problem recognition and formulation.

Finally, teaching basic skills in the context of more global, meaningful tasks will increase the probability that those skills will transfer to real-world situations. The decontextualized academic exercises within which many basic skills have been taught are so different from what any of us encounter in the everyday world that it is little wonder students question the relevance of most of what they learn in school. Some students come to accept the idea of performing academic exercises for their own sake. Others reject the whole enterprise. Neither group could be expected to use what they learned in school when they encounter problems in their everyday lives. Thus, we have students who learn to find the lowest common denominator in order to complete exercises with mixed fractions but who have no idea how these operations might be used in everyday carpentry or cooking. Much classroom instruction focuses on how to execute a skill without adequate attention as to when to execute it. Students learn how to make three different kinds of graphs but receive no instruction or practice in deciding what kind of graph is most useful for what purpose. This issue of how to decide which
skill to apply does not come up when skills are taught in isolation; it is unavoidable when skills are taught in a complex, meaningful task context.

Make Connections with Students' Out-of-School Experience and Culture—Implicit in the argument above is the notion that in-school instruction will be more effective if it both builds on what children have already learned out of school and is done in such a way that connections to situations outside of school are obvious. Resnick, Bill, Lesgold and Leer (this volume) describe a program in which young children are not only given realistic problems to solve with arithmetic in class but are encouraged to bring in their own real-life problems for their classmates to solve.

At the same time, it is important to recognize that there is great cultural diversity in the United States and that many children in compensatory education come from homes with language, practices, and beliefs that are at variance with some of those assumed in "mainstream" classrooms. Moll (1990) argues that the strengths of a child's culture should be recognized and instruction should capitalize on them. He describes an intricate network for sharing practical knowledge and supporting acquisition of English skills within a Hispanic community. This cultural practice of knowledge sharing can become an effective model for cooperative learning and problem solving in classrooms. Bryson and Scardamalia (this volume) argue that students can learn to use writing as a medium for thinking while working on literary forms that are compatible with their particular cultural background. An example is provided by Griffin and Cole (1987), who had black students compose rap lyrics in collaborative sessions using computers. Although rap is not a form of literature found in many standard textbooks, it is no different from the sonnet in terms of having a structure and set of conventions. When working with this form, which was both relevant to their culture and motivating, black students from low-socioeconomic-status homes demonstrated a high degree of sophistication in their composition and revision skills.

Applying New Instructional Strategies

The rethinking of the curriculum described above must be matched by a change in the methods that are used to impart that curriculum. The programs described in this volume stress teaching methods that are quite different from the structured drill and practice that typifies most compensatory education.

Model Powerful Thinking Strategies—With its focus on teaching cognitive (as opposed to physical) skills, research in cognitive psychology has long been concerned with making the thinking of expert performers manifest. A key goal has been to understand the processes that expert performers use in addressing complex tasks and solving novel problems and to explicitly model these processes for novice learners. Great strides have been made in understanding the strategies that accomplished readers use to monitor and enhance their understanding of what they read, that
mathematicians use when faced with novel problems, and that skilled writers employ. The research described in this volume demonstrates the instructional value of making these strategies explicit for learners.

All of the authors recommend that teachers explicitly and repeatedly model the higher-order intellectual processes they are trying to instill in their students. This means thinking out loud while reading a text and trying to understand how the information in it fits with previously known facts, externalizing the thought process in trying to solve a mathematical puzzle, demonstrating the planning and revision processes involved in composition. For too long we have shown students the product they are supposed to achieve (e.g., the right answer to a math problem or a polished essay) without demonstrating the critical processes required to achieve it.

**Encourage Multiple Approaches**—The alternative programs differ from the instruction conventionally provided in most classrooms in their encouragement of multiple solution strategies. Rather than trying to teach the one right way to solve a problem, these programs want to foster students' ability to invent strategies for solving problems themselves. In some cases, this kind of thinking is elicited by providing students with open-ended problems to which there is no single right answer. Given the assignment to develop a description of one's city that would attract other people to live there, for example, students are free to follow very different paths and to produce different kinds of solutions. In other cases, such as elementary mathematics, problems do have one correct solution. Still, there is more than one way to reach that solution, and one of the clearest demonstrations of real understanding of mathematics concepts is the ability to use those concepts to invent solution strategies on one's own.

To support the development of this essential component of problem solving, the programs described here invite students to think of their own ways to address a problem. In a classroom described by Peterson et al. (this volume), for example, small groups of students are given mathematics problems that each solves individually. As each child finds an answer, the teacher asks him or her to describe how the problem was solved. When all students have finished, the students' different paths to the answer are compared and discussed so that students can see alternative approaches modeled and come to realize that there is no single right way to find the answer.

**Provide Scaffolding to Enable Students to Accomplish Complex Tasks**—On reading our recommendation that disadvantaged students be presented with authentic, complex tasks from the outset of their education, a natural reaction would be concern about how they will handle all the requirements for such tasks. We need to be sensitive to the fact that many of the components of the task will be difficult and require mental resources. How is the student, particularly the young student, to handle all of this?

A key instructional concept is that of scaffolding—enabling the learner to handle a complex task by taking on parts of the task. One example of scaffolding is the
instructor's performing all the computations required when first introducing students to algebra problems. Another, described by Bryson and Scardamalia (this volume), is scaffolding of the writing process by supplying novice authors with cue cards reminding them to do things such as consider alternative arguments. The reciprocal teaching program described by Palincsar and Klenk (this volume) uses many kinds of scaffolding. In the early stages of teaching, the teacher cues the students to employ the various comprehension-enhancing strategies, leaving students free to concentrate on executing those strategies. A more extensive form of scaffolding is provided for students who have yet to master decoding skills: the teacher reads the text orally, allowing students to practice comprehension strategies before they have fully mastered word decoding.

Like the physical scaffolding that permits a worker to reach higher places than would otherwise be accessible, instructional scaffolding makes it possible for students to accomplish complex tasks with assistance from the teacher, special materials, or other students. The ultimate goal, of course, is for the student to be able to accomplish the task without assistance. This requires the judicious removal of the teacher's support as the student gains more skill.

**Make Dialogue the Central Medium for Teaching and Learning**—In conventional modes of instruction, the key form of communication is transmission—the teacher has the knowledge and transmits it to the students. Just as the television viewer cannot change the content of a TV program transmitted to his home, the student is viewed as the passive recipient of the message the teacher chooses to deliver. The student can pay attention or not, but the message will be the same regardless. A dialogue is a very different form of communication. It connotes an interchange in which two parties are full-fledged participants, both with significant influence on the nature of the exchange. This concept of dialogue is central to the programs described here.

Reciprocal teaching occurs through dialogue—initially between the teacher and a small group of students, later among the students themselves. The specifics of the instructional content emerge in the back-and-forth interchange between teacher and students. Similarly, Peterson et al. (this volume) describe how student-teacher dialogue provides the basis for teachers to diagnose each student's level of understanding and design appropriate mathematics problems. Collins et al. (this volume) provide an example of the value of student-student dialogue: students who had developed hypermedia information displays found that students from another school were bored by the work they had regarded as exemplary. This experience led the student developers to look at their work from an audience's perspective and to undertake design changes to make their product better.
How Do Such Reforms Happen?

The papers presented in this volume provide a concrete picture of alternative models for teaching advanced skills to disadvantaged students. We are fully aware, however, that there are many steps and roadblocks between enthusiasm for a new approach and effective implementation. We are also aware that, while conceptually well grounded in modern learning theory, most of the interventions have not been extensively evaluated in a wide variety of settings. Nonetheless, the practical trials summarized in this volume suggest that these intervention models can work anywhere and should be tried more widely. Here, we consider what individual teachers, staff developers, compensatory program managers, and school or district administrators can do to experiment with and adopt such reforms. All these individuals have an important role to play. Furthermore, implementing new approaches to teaching advanced skills to a particular segment of the student population—the educationally disadvantaged—implies adjustments in the academic program for all students.

What Individual Teachers Can Do in Their Classrooms: Experiment with New Approaches

Whether they work in a regular classroom or a separate compensatory education setting, individual teachers can do much to bring about the changes discussed in this volume. Using knowledge about children’s understanding and the processes and strategies that support performance of advanced skills, they can select or develop more challenging problems for their students. They can seek “authentic” problems as a context for teaching and practicing skills, often combining reading comprehension with mathematics, writing with science, and so on. They can consciously provide their own thinking processes as models and probe students to get at their thinking. They can become knowledgeable about their students’ culture and seek to develop problems and activities that will draw on the strengths of that culture. They can develop classroom assessment techniques that get at higher-order skills and the ability to apply them to novel content rather than the dutiful repetition of designated phrases or stereotypic procedures. Finally, they can work with other teachers to share interesting problems and techniques and to make connections across the different subject areas and classrooms to which students are exposed.

For most teachers, these ways of approaching students, instruction, and assessment are unfamiliar. To realize them in the classroom implies considerable experimentation, once teachers have a clear concept of the approach in mind. The most adventurous of teachers will pick up the ideas on their own, but the large majority will need help and support. Staff developers have a particularly important role to play in this regard.
What Staff Developers Can Do: Provide Teachers with Appropriate Learning Experiences

Staff development opportunities are one of the most direct—and potentially powerful—ways for teachers to become attuned to new ways of teaching. Here, we consider the kinds of experiences teachers need to prepare them for new approaches to teaching advanced skills.

The same principles underlie learning new approaches to teaching as underlie student learning in the classroom. In the view of cognitive psychologists, human learning is not a matter of passive absorption of whatever information an instructor happens to provide. Rather, it involves an active role on the part of the learner, who tries to make sense of new information in terms of what he or she already knows. The way in which the new information is understood, the extent to which it is remembered, and the degree to which it will have an impact on future behavior depend on the learner’s prior knowledge and the connections that are made between new information and old. Thus, the learner is actively engaged both in assimilating the new knowledge and, if there are inconsistencies with old knowledge, restructuring or refining prior understandings to incorporate the new concept.

This is just as true of teachers as of their pupils. The way in which teachers will understand and apply innovative teaching approaches depends on the way those approaches fit in with their prior knowledge and beliefs. If the alternative approaches require a fundamental reshaping of those beliefs, teachers will have to be provided with a great deal of evidence and some experience applying the new approaches before real change in their views and behaviors is possible.

The alternative models of curriculum and instruction described here differ from conventional compensatory education in their underlying assumptions about the capability of educationally disadvantaged students to exercise sophisticated comprehension, composition, and math reasoning skills. Many teachers have lower expectations for educationally disadvantaged children, whether because they believe that some children’s backgrounds leave them inherently limited or because they believe that advanced skills cannot be acquired until all the basics are mastered. An important part of preparing teachers for these alternative models is changing this belief. This is not effectively accomplished by telling teachers to change. Rather, teachers need the experiences that will lead them to new conclusions about children’s capabilities. Videotapes of children engaging in sophisticated comprehension strategies or reasoning about novel mathematics problems have proved very useful in this regard.

In addition to an alteration in conceptions about the capabilities of educationally disadvantaged students, a change in well-learned methods of teaching is required. Many of the instructional techniques described in the papers in this volume are quite different from those with which most teachers themselves were taught in school or those
stressed in teacher training. The techniques of modeling, coaching, and providing for
reflection on performance are just as relevant when teaching these instructional
techniques to teachers as they are when trying to teach children. Those responsible for
inservice training need to model skills such as interviewing children to get at their level of
understanding. Teachers then need to practice this kind of interaction with real students.
Teachers who are expert in these techniques can act as coaches, providing support
during the interview and offering detailed critiques of transcripts or videotaped
interviews. At the same time that teachers are gaining skill in this kind of interaction,
they also gain more information about what students do and do not understand. This
experience can help them appreciate the importance of the concepts children bring to
school and at the same time perceive the cases where school-taught procedures fail to
connect with children's intuitive knowledge.

Similarly, these techniques of modeling and coaching can be applied to helping
teachers learn how to model their own thinking and provide scaffolding to students as
they work in specific task areas. Teachers need the opportunity to try out these
instructional techniques and to receive feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of
their efforts.

Both the literature on professional development and school change and cognitive
learning theory suggest that teachers will understand and embrace a system more
thoroughly if they have had a role in shaping it. We recommend that, rather than
adopting an instructional package in its entirety, teachers and their administrators work
together to adapt the instructional principles discussed here in ways that fit their
particular teaching situations and then develop or adapt curricula and techniques that
embody those principles. In this volume, we have provided descriptions of models for
instruction, but any of them would have to be thought through and refined to fit the goals
and circumstances of a particular classroom and school.

What Program Planners and Managers Can Do: Incorporate New
Approaches into the Design of Compensatory Programs

Compensatory education teachers rarely operate with a free rein to fashion a
curriculum as they see fit. More often, they teach their students as part of a program
designed at the school district level, in response to state and federal program
requirements and guidelines. The program is often fine-tuned within the school building,
however, and, depending on the relationship between compensatory teachers and those
in the regular classrooms, may be adapted to suit the needs of particular teachers and
classes.
The design of a compensatory education program has much to do with the prospect that the ideas presented in this volume will take root. Program planners and staff will need to consider, for example:

- **The emphasis placed on discrete basic skills in compensatory program objectives and materials.** Despite rhetorical support for advanced skills teaching, the materials and even the specific objectives of the program may still emphasize isolated skill teaching. Careful attention must be paid to the details of the compensatory education curriculum if it is to increase students' exposure to advanced skills significantly.

- **The use of tests or other assessment devices that tap only the students' grasp of basic skills.** Compensatory education programs may subvert their own attempts at teaching advanced skills by using and judging their effectiveness on measures that tap basic skills primarily. Alternative measures tapping advanced skills as described in this volume are not always available, but wherever possible, emphasis should be given to those available measures that aim most closely toward advanced skills (e.g., reading comprehension subscores as opposed to measures of language mechanics or decoding, math concepts and applications subscores rather than math computation).

- **The use of staff (e.g., aides) who lack the training to teach advanced skills.** Choices of compensatory education staffing need to be made with attention to the capabilities of staff—current and potential—for teaching advanced skills and to the resources required to train staff in appropriate techniques. This is a major issue in many compensatory programs, especially those favoring the use of in-class paraprofessional aides.

- **Limitations on the range of curriculum that falls within the purview of the compensatory program.** Often the content domain stipulated for compensatory education is too restricted to encompass some of the interdisciplinary approaches we have advocated for teaching advanced skills. A prime example of such limitations is the failure to include writing in most compensatory language arts programs, effectively depriving students of an important class of higher-order thinking experience that can not only impart skills in written expression but also facilitate learning to read.

- **Connections with the regular academic program.** Compensatory programs are linked to varying degrees with a regular academic program, which may or may not feature or encourage the kind of advanced skills teaching described in this volume. Doing a good job of teaching advanced skills implies closer coordination of regular and compensatory instruction than happens in many settings currently, assuming the regular academic program is designed to foster the learning of advanced skills.

These considerations are generally within the control of local program planners and coordinators, in collaboration with staff who are responsible for the regular academic program. The challenge is to explore the implications of the instructional models presented in this volume for all aspects of compensatory education program design and implementation.
What School and District Administrators Can Do: Develop a Supportive Framework in the Regular Academic Program

The kinds of approaches described in this volume imply other forms of school and district support besides appropriate staff development and compensatory program design. As noted earlier, compensatory programs are usually intended to supplement the regular academic program. The skills learned by educationally disadvantaged children are the joint result of their experience in the regular classroom and supplemental program settings. Therefore, the school and district policies that govern curriculum, scheduling, assessment, and other features of the regular academic program are intimately connected to the prospects for better teaching of advanced skills to the disadvantaged and to other children as well.

At a minimum, school and district policies need to foster professional interchange between regular and compensatory teachers and provide the requisite learning time for both. Developing a network of teachers who can model new approaches and help train their colleagues is vital. Administrators need to develop mechanisms for providing release time so that teachers can attend training and develop new instructional materials for their classes. Strategies that have been used include providing for team teaching, hiring substitutes, or using administrators to teach some classes while teachers are participating in training and development activities. Similarly, arrangements (e.g., videotaping classes, hiring substitutes) that enable teachers to experience each other’s classrooms promote coherence across the educational program and make it possible for teachers to learn from each other.

But a more extensive review of policies governing the regular academic program is also called for to ensure that the structure, philosophy, and support systems built into the regular academic program reinforce the teaching of advanced skills. Thus, a set of considerations must be addressed in the regular program as in the compensatory program:

- **Organization of the school day.** School structures that divide the curriculum into discrete pieces with only 20 to 50 minutes for a given subject limit the teaching of advanced skills. The kinds of complex, authentic tasks we are advocating often take much more extended time to address and involve more than one academic domain.

- **Curricula.** State or local curricula and instructional materials that enforce a rigid sequence of discrete basic skills make it difficult to engage in extended instruction of the sort described here. Requirements to use a basal reader or to use different materials for regular and compensatory education can hinder implementation of these models.

- **Testing and assessment.** Testing programs that emphasize basic skills and do not assess higher-order thinking or extended samples of intellectual performance (e.g., writing) convey a message that advanced skills are unimportant.

- **How teachers are viewed.** Administrators’ views that many teachers are not capable of offering more challenging, dynamic instruction foreclose the possibility that teachers will be pushed or encouraged to grow.
• **Resources to support changes in practice.** Lack of release time for developing new curricula and instructional materials or for sharpening instructional skills limits teachers' exposure to the kind of models discussed in this volume and makes it highly unlikely that any real change in teaching content or strategies will take place.

The innovations we are advocating need to permeate educationally disadvantaged students' regular classrooms as well as their compensatory programs. In this regard, it is important to note that our recommendations for teaching advanced skills to educationally disadvantaged students apply equally well to other students. The disadvantaged students' current program offers the starkest contrast to the kind of teaching advocated in this volume; but we would argue, as have many others, that all students experience too little coherent instruction dealing with real problems and calling for meaningful application of ideas and skills. Thus, the kinds of innovations recommended for educationally disadvantaged students would be advantageous for other students as well.

**A Whole-School Perspective on Teaching the Educationally Disadvantaged**

When one considers what teachers, staff developers, program managers, and school administrators can do to implement the kinds of approaches described in this volume, it soon becomes clear that whole-school solutions are especially powerful. Caijoe (this volume) argues that effective implementation of the kinds of instructional models described in this volume requires change not just on the classroom level but also in the school as a whole. He urges that the kind of dialogue that becomes the medium of exchange in the classroom be adopted among teachers and between teachers and administrators as well. In addition to raising its expectations for educationally disadvantaged students, the school must provide a coherent program that places sustained intellectual effort above categorical distinctions among subject areas or between regular and compensatory programs.

Compensatory education programs are evolving in ways that encourage whole-school solutions, and administrators should give increased attention to schoolwide programs as a mechanism for innovation. Chapter 1 regulations permit such programs, in which funds are used to support instructional innovations that will help all students, including those who otherwise would have received separate Chapter 1 services. School, district, and state reform efforts and Chapter 2 programs are providing additional sources of support for new approaches to education.

Any schoolwide approach must confront questions about the role of assessment in promoting advanced skills. A requirement for schoolwide Chapter 1 programs is that they be able to demonstrate that those children eligible for Chapter 1 services do as well as or better than they would have done given separate services. This generally requires use of nationally normed tests, and raises the issue of the congruence between what the
program is trying to teach and what the tests are measuring. Although many of the standardized tests given now tend to emphasize discrete basic skills, there are several reasons to believe that schools instituting alternative programs aimed at teaching advanced skills will be able to make their case.

First, although the programs described here have inculcation of advanced skills as their primary focus, the more discrete basic skills that tend to be measured by most standardized tests are dealt with in the context of more complex tasks. The evidence that is available suggests that students involved in the type of program described here often do as well or better on tests of basic skills than do students participating in more traditional programs of drill and practice on basic skills. Second, test developers are moving toward including meaningful measures of advanced skills (extended reading passages, writing samples) on their instruments, and such tests can be expected to become more available and more widely used in the next five years. Finally, the movement toward “authentic” or “performance” testing both signals increasing state and federal interest in measuring advanced skills and provides support for schools’ use of supplementary evidence, such as portfolios or locally developed tests, to substantiate the claim that students have made progress in the advanced skills that are the focus of alternative programs.

Conclusion

The papers presented in this volume attest that much more can be done in teaching comprehension, composition, and math reasoning to educationally disadvantaged students than most compensatory education programs have done in the past. It is time to rethink our assumptions about the relationship between basic and advanced skills and to examine critically the content and teaching methods we bring to the classroom. The models described in these papers were inspired by research in cognitive psychology and focus on teaching the kind of content generally regarded as “conceptual,” “higher order,” or “advanced.” The curricular emphasis and some of the instructional elements of these models have long been accepted as appropriate for teaching gifted children, older students, or those from educationally advantaged backgrounds. What has not been adequately appreciated is the relevance of these models for all learners—advantaged and disadvantaged, young and old alike. It is our hope that these papers will serve as a resource and an inspiration for educators who are undertaking the hard work involved in providing students with a new, more challenging educational experience.
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LEARNING DIALOGUES TO PROMOTE TEXT COMPREHENSION

Conversations with teachers responsible for the literacy instruction of elementary-aged students at risk for academic difficulty reveal the extraordinary agenda confronting these teachers. As one teacher indicated, with a mixture of apprehension and exuberance, “I want to engender an enthusiasm for reading and writing; I want to provide the kinds of experiences few of these children have had, that will enable them to have something to write about and provide the background knowledge that will be useful in their reading. And, of course, my job is also to teach all the basics.” The demands on this teacher and all teachers working in classrooms of increasingly heterogeneous learners are many.

Tensions in Literacy Instruction

The conflicting demands placed upon teachers reflect a number of tensions that currently attend literacy instruction. We briefly consider three of these tensions to set the stage for describing reciprocal teaching—an instructional procedure designed to teach heterogeneous groups of learners, through the grades, how to approach learning from text in a thoughtful manner. Following our description of reciprocal teaching, we will summarize the research investigating its use with at-risk learners. Finally, we consider some of the implications of our research for school change efforts in general.

Basic Skills Versus Critical Literacy

Fueled by concerns that American students have failed to maintain the competitive edge in a world economy, the argument is made that educators ought to return to basic skills instruction. For example, A Nation at Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983) urged that teachers be held accountable for students’ achieving minimal levels of competence. In juxtaposition to the “back to basics” movement is the call for critical literacy, or literacy instruction that equips individuals with the tools to engage not only in the cognitive activities of thinking, reasoning, and problem solving but also in the uniquely human activities of reflection, creation, and enjoyment. Integral to the dialogue regarding critical literacy is the tenet that every child has the right to the educational opportunities to achieve this level of literacy—not simply “bright children,” “normally achieving children,” or the children of majority-culture or middle-class families. Such a movement demands the use of what Hilliard (1988) has referred to as “maximum-competency criteria” (p. 199). The tension between these two movements gives rise to the question “What is the place of basic skills versus higher-order skills in literacy instruction?”
The greatest problem arising when basic skills are contrasted with higher-order skills in the reading domain is the faulty impression that not all students are entitled to instruction in both sets of skills. In fact, traditionally the trend has been to target basic skills instruction for younger and disadvantaged students while reserving the "higher-order" or reasoning skills for older and more successful students. It is this very practice that gave rise to this particular volume. However, if one maintains that the goal of literacy instruction is to prepare learners who are independent and ready to engage in life-long learning, then this "tension" between basic and higher-order skills makes little sense. Children, regardless of their age or achievement level, should be taught effective reasoning and the skills to learn from text. Let's consider what these skills might be.

One hallmark of the critical reader is a repertoire of strategies for gaining knowledge from text. These are often called the "metacognitive skills of reading" (Brown, 1980). They are the strategies that enable readers to:

- Clarify the purposes of reading.
- Make use of relevant background knowledge.
- Focus attention on the major content of the text.
- Evaluate that content to determine whether it makes sense and is compatible with prior knowledge.
- Monitor to ensure that comprehension is occurring.
- Draw and test inferences.

In this paper we discuss an instructional procedure designed to teach children to engage in the metacognitive skills of reading even before they have acquired the basic skill of decoding. We will make the point that the design of the context in which instruction occurs is as important as identifying the skills to be taught.

**Natural Versus Taught Literacy**

A second tension, between naturally acquired and taught literacy, raises the question "To what extent should literacy instruction be thought of as the transfer of knowledge from teacher to child?" The natural-literacy argument suggests that, given a literate environment, young children will make sense of written language in much the same natural and effortless manner in which they learn spoken language (Phelps, 1988). Supporting the natural-literacy argument is the evidence that children exposed to written language begin appropriating the literacy of their culture long before formal schooling. In addition, the natural-literacy tradition helps us to understand the diversity of practices and attitudes toward literacy displayed by children from various ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. However, the teacher is left dangling in the natural-literacy argument. Is it the teacher's responsibility just to provide a "literacy rich" environment where she or he merely facilitates the activity of fairly autonomous learners? Or should classrooms be places where teachers, through conscious teaching of the means to
understand text, enable learners to acquire literacy knowledge and tools? Indeed, Delpit (1988) has argued that the tenets of the natural-literacy tradition unwittingly deny African-American students entry into the “culture of power” by cutting off access to teachers as sources of knowledge. In this paper we explore how it is possible for both teachers and students to assume active roles in literacy instruction so that students profit from the relative expertise of the teacher and from one another.

**Reductionist Versus Holistic/Constructivist Instruction**

This final tension speaks most directly to the procedural question “In what context should literacy instruction occur?” From a reductionist perspective, the content to be learned is segmented into discrete parts, usually through an analysis of the components of a task. Each component or step is then taught to some level of mastery. In reductionist teaching, little attention is paid to the social interactions among teachers and students, and children generally work alone. Illustrative of a reductionist approach to reading strategy instruction (e.g., summarization) would be a lesson in which students are asked to underline an explicit main-idea sentence in a short and simplistic piece of text or to choose one of three titles for a short passage.

Poplin (1988), among others, has argued that a reductionist perspective has been particularly influential in the design of remedial education for children at risk. One alarming outcome of a reductionist approach is the impoverished understanding to which it can lead. We recently interviewed a number of disadvantaged and poorly achieving children in elementary school about what it takes to be a good reader. The children’s responses focused on: “Get a book, open it up, try to sound out the words.” “Get your reading done.” “Something you look at and say the words.” Their responses made sense when we observed that the teacher’s reading instruction focused exclusively on decoding and seatwork.

The alternative holistic/constructivist perspective urges that tasks be presented in goal-embedded contexts; for example, in reading strategy instruction the goal would be to develop a strategic conception of reading rather than to master a series of steps of a strategy. Furthermore, the goal would be pursued through instruction conducted during meaningful reading. Finally, there would be many occasions for teacher-student and student-student interaction. The reciprocal teaching method described below was designed to provide students practice in a coherent and meaningful way, using the natural social context of discussion.

**Reciprocal Teaching**

Reciprocal teaching is an instructional procedure in which teachers and students take turns leading discussions about shared text. The purpose of these discussions is to achieve joint understanding of the text through the flexible application of four
comprehension strategies. Research investigating reciprocal teaching has been conducted over the past eight years by large numbers of teachers working primarily with remedial, special education, and at-risk students in first grade through secondary school.

Reciprocal teaching dialogues are “structured” with the use of four strategies: question generating, summarizing, clarifying, and predicting. The text is read in segments silently, orally by students, or orally by the teacher, depending on the decoding ability of the students. Following each segment, the dialogue leader (adult or child) begins the discussion by asking questions about the content of the text. The group discusses these questions, raises additional questions, and, in the case of disagreement or misunderstanding, rereads the text. The discussion then moves on to a summary to identify the gist of what has been read and synthesize the reading and discussion. Once again, the dialogue leader offers the initial summary and there is discussion to achieve consensus. The third strategy, clarification, is used opportunistically whenever there is a concept, word, or phrase that has been misunderstood or is unfamiliar to the group. Finally, the discussion leader generates and solicits predictions regarding upcoming content in the text. The members are guided to make predictions based on their prior knowledge of the topic and clues that are provided in the text itself (e.g., headings, embedded questions).

The particular strategies practiced in reciprocal teaching were selected for a number of reasons. First, they represent the kinds of strategic activity in which successful readers routinely engage when learning from text (i.e., self-testing understanding, paraphrasing while reading, anticipating and purpose setting, and taking appropriate measures when there has been a breakdown in understanding). Second, they provide the occasion for making explicit and visible the mental processes useful for constructing meaning from text. Finally, these strategies support a discussion within an interactive and socially supportive context in which to learn about learning from text.

The following transcript illustrates the role of the strategies in supporting the discussion. Six first-graders were participating in this discussion, five of whom were at risk for academic difficulty. This was the 27th day that they had been using reciprocal teaching, and they were reading a story entitled “Black Bear Baby.” The majority of the children were not yet decoding at the level the text was written, so their teacher read the text aloud to them.

Since the children have already begun the story, their teacher begins by asking:

Mrs. D.: Boys and girls, last week we started a story about Black Bear Baby. What would be a good idea to do before we start today?

With this question, the teacher encourages the children to reflect on which strategy would be useful at this point in the reading. Several of the children suggest summarizing and several suggest predicting, since they are accustomed to predicting before they begin reading. The group collaborates on a summary of what has occurred thus far, the
children adding the bits they remember while the teacher weaves the bits into a coherent whole. The group is then ready to begin reading. The teacher asks Margo to be the "teacher," the discussion leader.

Mrs. D.: [reading]: While the mother bear ate, the cubs romped and tumbled and somersaulted, but most of all they liked to wrestle. Baby bear hid behind a tree, then jumped out, pouncing on his sister. The bear cubs rolled over and over growling fiercely. Baby bear was bigger than his sister and he began to play too rough. His sister jumped onto a tree trunk and climbed quickly upward.

Kendra: [clarifying] What's rough?
Mara: Like you say rough texture.
Mrs. D.: Well, that's one kind of rough.
Robert: The other one is like they beat you up.
Mrs. D.: That's another kind of rough. Let me read the sentence and see which one you think it is. If it's the way you feel, the texture, or the beating up part.

In this portion, the teacher, rather than define the word rough, invites the children to return with her to the text and use the context of the sentence to clarify the meaning of rough. She rereads the appropriate sentence.

Mara: It's the kind he [referring to Robert] means.
Mrs. D.: The punching and hitting, playing too hard. Okay!

Mrs. D. then continues reading. The story goes on to describe how with all the roughhousing, baby bear manages to fall off the tree in which he is chasing his sister and splashes into the cold water below. The paragraph concludes with a description of the mother rescuing and drying off her cub.

Mrs. D.: Now, I gave you a lot of information, so you might want to ask more than one question.
Margo: What did he lay in? [in reference to the skunk cabbage leaves in which the cub rests after his spill]
Mara: It's true you could get an answer but is that gonna get an answer from more than one people? Probably it's just gonna get an answer from one and there's better questions you could ask.

Mara's comment refers to the discussions that Mrs. D. has been having with the students about thinking not only of questions that ask for details but also questions that have many answers and get the group thinking and talking.
Mrs. D.: Let's go ahead, though, and answer Margo's question.

Margo: Mara?

Mara: The cabbage leaves.

Kinata: Uh-uh, it wasn't no cabbage leaves.

Kinata is confused here because the text referred to them as "skunk cabbage leaves."

Mrs. D.: Remember what they called it: skunk cabbage. Margo, do you understand what Mara was saying? Can you think of a question that could get a whole bunch of answers?

Mara: Like if you would like to see if everybody's knows what's happening in the story . . . you could ask . . . what's happening in the story here?

Mrs. D.: Let me help a little bit. What are the cubs doing while the mother is away? [Here the teacher models an appropriate question.] That might get a whole bunch of answers.

The children reconstruct the number of things that have occurred since the mother bear left, including baby bear's mishap.

Robert: He went bang. He was not real hurt 'cause water isn't hard because water . . . you can land on it and splash around.

Mara: You know it kind of told you what time of year it was because it told you it went "splash," because if it was this time of year [February], I don't think he'd splash in the water, I think he'd crack.

Margo: [summarizing] This part of the story told us about baby bear and sister bear wrestling.

Mrs. D.: Tell us a bit more; there's an important thing you left out.

The children then add other events that transpired in this part of the story, including the fall and baby bear's rescue.

Mrs. D.: Okay, now that's a good summary—and good questions from all of you. You had good ideas. I also like the way we have been clarifying those words. Okay, Travis, you're our next teacher. Have we any predictions we can make at this point?

The children discuss some possible events in the story, such as other trouble that baby bear might get into, other ways in which the mother cares for her cubs, and how the cubs grow up.
In addition to illustrating the role of the strategies in reciprocal teaching dialogues, this transcript reveals how the teacher supports the children's engagement in the dialogues. In reciprocal teaching instruction, the teacher assumes many roles:

- Modeling competent use of the strategies for the purpose of constructing meaning and monitoring comprehension.
- Engaging in on-line diagnosis of the students' emerging competence with the comprehension activity.
- Supporting students' efforts to understand the text.
- Pushing for deeper understanding.
- Consciously releasing control of the dialogue to the students as they demonstrate the ability to assume responsibility for their own learning.

The metaphor of a "scaffold" has been used to capture the role of the teacher in this instruction, providing adjustable and temporary support that can be removed when no longer necessary.

To contrast the nature of the dialogue occurring among first- and seventh-graders, a second excerpted transcript is provided below. In this discussion, remedial reading students are discussing a paragraph describing the layers of the earth in a passage about the formation of volcanoes:

The text concludes, "Below the crust is a large layer called the mantle. It is a much heavier layer. The part of the mantle just below the crust is a strange place. Pressure there is very great and the temperatures are very high."

Doug: [leading the discussion and summarizing] This told about the second layer of the earth, the one that is under the first one.

Sara: The one under the crust.

Doug: Yeah, the crust. It told about what it is like, like how heavy it is and what the temperature is. My prediction is that they will tell us about the next layer because this picture shows another one, and I'll bet it will be cooler because dirt gets colder when you dig.

Chris: That doesn't make sense to me because, because as it's been goin' down, it's been gettin' hotter.

Stephanie: And heavier too.

Chris: Pretty soon, we'll get to the gooey stuff and it's real hot.

Sam: That's the lava.

Ms. M.: Well, let's read on and see who's right in their predictions. What will the next layer be like? Who will be the teacher?
At the seventh-grade level, the students are able to perform more independently of the teacher; they can independently return to the text, as Chris does in this example, to support their ideas. There are more examples at this level of students bringing background knowledge (as Doug does) to the text. Finally, students, like Sara, can assist their peers.

Preparing Teachers to Use Reciprocal Teaching

For many teachers, learning dialogues are a new addition to their instructional repertoires. Hence, a critical step in the implementation of reciprocal teaching has been the preparation of teachers. In collaboration with the teachers with whom we have worked, we found the following procedure useful.

First, the teachers are encouraged to reflect on and discuss their current instructional goals and activities related to improving students' comprehension of text. Similarities and differences between the processes and outcomes of their current programs and reciprocal teaching are highlighted. For example, many teachers with whom we have worked already engage in strategy instruction; but the differences between teaching strategies as isolated skills (e.g., teaching summarization by asking children to read brief pieces of text and select the best of three main-idea sentences) and teaching strategies for the purpose of self-regulation in reading (e.g., summarizing in one's own words naturally occurring text) need to be discussed and demonstrated. This period of reflection is important; for some teachers, reciprocal teaching initially lacks a degree of face validity. For example, we have had teachers who believe that their first responsibility is to teach decoding. For other teachers, listening comprehension is synonymous with teaching children to follow directions. It is important that teachers reconcile their beliefs with the basic tenets of reciprocal teaching. Otherwise, naturally enough, teachers resist or, at a minimum, experience difficulty with implementation and adapt the program to accommodate the more familiar means and outcomes of instruction.

Following this opportunity for self-reflection, the theory informing the design of reciprocal teaching is introduced. The following points are emphasized:

- The acquisition of the strategies is a joint responsibility shared by the teacher and students.
- The teacher initially assumes major responsibility for instructing these strategies (i.e., the teachers "think aloud" about how they generate a summary, what cues they use to make predictions, how rereading or reading ahead is useful when encountering something unclear in the text) but gradually transfers responsibility to the students.
- All students are expected to participate in this discussion; that is, all students are to be given the opportunity to lead the discussion. The teacher enables the students' successful participation by supporting them in a variety of ways—for
example, by prompting, providing additional instruction, or altering the demand on the student.

- Throughout each day of instruction, there is a conscious attempt to release control of the dialogue to the students.
- The aim of reciprocal teaching is to construct the meaning of the text and to monitor the success with which comprehension is occurring.

Staff development continues by showing demonstration tapes, conducting sessions in which teachers role-play reciprocal teaching dialogues, examining transcripts to discuss some of the finer points of the dialogue (e.g., supporting the engagement of children in considerable difficulty), and conducting a demonstration lesson with teachers and researchers co-teaching. Following these formal sessions, additional coaching is provided to the teachers as they implement the dialogues in their respective settings.

**Preparing Students to Use Reciprocal Teaching**

Introduction of students to reciprocal teaching begins with a discussion regarding its purpose as well as its features (i.e., the dialogue structured by the strategies and the taking of turns in leading the discussion). The students are then introduced to each of the strategies with teacher-led activities. For example, questioning is introduced by discussing the role that questions play in our lives, particularly our school lives. The students then generate information-seeking questions about everyday events. This activity permits teachers to evaluate how well their students can frame questions. The students then read or listen to simple informational sentences about which they are to ask a question. Next, the students evaluate questions that are written about short segments of text; and finally, the students generate their own questions from segments of text. A similar sequence of activities occurs for each of the strategies.

These activities are included principally to introduce the students to the language of the dialogues and to provide the teacher with diagnostic information suggesting how much support individual children might need in the dialogue. No more than two days of instruction are spent on introducing each of the strategies in this fashion before beginning the dialogues.

In our research, reciprocal teaching has been implemented with small groups, generally ranging from 6 to 8 students, although junior high teachers have handled groups as large as 17. The dialogues have been conducted over a period of 20 to 30 consecutive days. The texts were selected according to the grade level of the students. Typically, the texts were drawn from readers, trade books for children, and content area texts (particularly with middle school students, who often find these texts difficult to learn from).
Evaluating Reciprocal Teaching Instruction

The majority of the research on reciprocal teaching has been conducted in reading and listening comprehension instruction by general, remedial, and special educators. Since 1981, when the research program began, nearly 300 middle school students and 400 first- to third-graders have participated in this research. The instruction was designed principally for students determined to be at risk for academic difficulty or already identified as remedial or special education students. Typically, the students involved in our research fall below the 40th percentile on nationally normed measures of achievement. The students entering these studies scored approximately 30% correct on independent measures of text comprehension. Our criterion for success was the attainment of an independent score of 75% to 80% correct on four out of five consecutively administered measures of comprehension, assessing recall of text, ability to draw inferences, ability to state the gist of material read, and application of knowledge acquired from the text to a novel situation. Using this criterion, approximately 80% of both the primary and middle school students have been judged successful. Furthermore, these gains have been observed to endure for up to six months to a year following instruction (Brown & Palincsar, 1982, 1989; Palincsar & Brown, 1984, 1989).

In the most current reciprocal teaching research, rather than involving an array of unrelated texts, the dialogues were used with primary-grade students to learn simple science concepts related to animal survival themes such as camouflage, mimicry, and protection from the elements. These themes were represented across the texts with which the groups were working. The use of an array of texts related to specific themes permitted the students to acquire and use their knowledge of these themes over time, an opportunity that was not available when the students were using random texts and one that is generally not available in most reading instruction. The students explained and justified their understandings of these themes during the course of the discussions. Twenty days of such discussion led to dramatic improvement in both comprehension processes (as assessed by the independent comprehension measures) and thematic understanding (as assessed by the content of the discussions as well as independent measures of the children's content knowledge). The children were asked to sort pictures of animals into the six themes that had been discussed during the course of instruction. Whereas their initial scoring was based on the physical characteristics of the animals, after the dialogues, the students sorted the animals correctly, by theme, 85% of the time. In addition, when presented with a novel example, they could identify the theme and justify how that animal exemplified the theme. Reciprocal teaching enabled the children both to learn a body of coherent and useful knowledge and to acquire a repertoire of strategies useful for learning content on their own.

The practical implications of these outcomes are worthy of note. At the middle school level, remedial reading teachers have reported dismissing larger numbers of students from their caseloads following involvement in reciprocal teaching than in any previous year. At the primary level, teachers have reported that a number of students,
whom they had initially regarded as at risk, demonstrated greater knowledge and skill in the dialogues than had been observed previously in the classroom. This observation makes sense when one considers that historically these children seldom had occasion to bring their own knowledge to bear in the classroom or to demonstrate the leadership and helping skills displayed during the dialogues, since instruction was focused almost exclusively on decoding.

Anecdotal evidence of internalization on the part of the primary children is provided by teachers’ reports that the children begin to use the strategies employed in the dialogue, unprompted, in contexts other than the listening comprehension lessons. For example, one teacher reported that children engaged in the same discourse during small-group reading and asked for clarifications during whole-class discussions.

Decoding-based curricula for at-risk children have been defended on the grounds that these students, often from economically deprived homes, come to school unfamiliar with the basic skills of decoding. Although we have not systematically collected data on the change in the decoding levels of the students in our research, there is evidence from the very successful Kamehameha Early Education Program that at-risk Native Hawaiian children placed in a heavily comprehension-based program (one-third of instructional time is devoted to decoding, while the remainder is focused on comprehension) show greater gains on both comprehension and decoding measures than students placed in a program emphasizing decoding (Calfee et al., 1981). In our own research, we have observed that as children learn to approach text to learn new information and make meaning of the text, the array of strategies they use to decode words increases to include not only phonemic analysis but also semantic analysis, focusing on determining what words make sense, and schematic analysis, or the use of background knowledge to figure the text out. These are levels of text analysis that provide children with considerable leverage in reading. We are not advocating that decoding instruction be replaced by comprehension instruction; indeed, there is considerable evidence to support the effectiveness of decoding instruction with young children. Rather, we are advocating that when decoding is practiced, it be subordinated to the primary activity of understanding the text.

Before concluding our discussion of the outcomes of reciprocal teaching, we want to address the issue of motivation. It is important to note that the students involved in our research have often been characterized as displaying motivation problems. In fact, particularly at the middle school and junior high levels, teachers initially have expressed concern that the behavior problems in their classes would preclude the use of an instructional procedure like reciprocal teaching. Contrary to their reservations, the teachers later reported that students generally were highly engaged in the discussions and acquired a newfound appreciation for the responsibilities attending the role of teacher (as they assumed the role of dialogue leader). The responsiveness of the students further supports research suggesting that motivation is fostered when students
are taught strategies to regulate their own learning activity (Paris & Oka, 1986) and when this instruction is conducted in social contexts that invite and depend on their engagement.

**Implications for Implementation**

Each of the instructional models discussed in this volume represents a departure from current educational practice. Therefore, it is necessary to consider how one goes about introducing, implementing, and sustaining interest in alternative approaches to the education of children at risk. In the districts in which we have conducted research, three factors have been successful in providing sustained interest in reciprocal teaching:

- The use of instructional chaining and teacher-peer collaboration for inservice education.
- The alignment of instructional objectives with assessment practices.
- An array of incentives.

Earlier in this paper we described the initial staff development model that was used to prepare teachers to engage in reciprocal teaching, including the use of teacher reflection, discussion of theoretical underpinnings, demonstration, modeling, role playing, team teaching, and coaching. Instructional chaining refers to the development of a network of teachers throughout the districts in which reciprocal teaching has been investigated. Remedial-reading and general educators who had the longest history with the research projects conducted inservice sessions, often with the research team. In addition, these teachers were available to provide demonstration lessons in their own classrooms as well as in others' classrooms. Before the teachers began this work, their principals attended information sessions; they also attended and participated in the inservice activities. In one district, over a two-year period, approximately 150 teachers in 23 buildings participated in dissemination efforts (Palincsar, Ransom, & Derber, 1988/1989).

In addition to the initial staff development, the teachers met in peer support groups to discuss the progress of their classes and to engage in joint problem solving regarding the difficulties they encountered. By sharing transcripts of different discussions of the same story, the teachers learned from one another.

Equally important is the compatibility of assessment instruments with program goals. If teachers continue to be held accountable mainly for the teaching of the basic and isolated skills of reading, it is foolhardy to think that real change will occur in the instructional opportunities offered to children at risk. With the leadership of the remedial reading staff, the district in which the majority of reciprocal teaching research has been conducted developed a new reading achievement instrument with a number of items designed to measure comprehension holistically, as well as to measure the four strategies of reciprocal teaching. We have been struck repeatedly by the importance of an alignment between assessment and instructional goals.
Finally, in addition to providing well-deserved official recognition for the hard work of developing and testing new ideas, districts have provided support in the form of release time for inservice sessions and substitutes to encourage classroom visits among teachers.

Conclusion

In this paper we have argued that, regardless of their status as decoders, all students need instruction and guided practice in the comprehension activities that are the basis of effective reading. Equally important, all students should be helped to understand that the primary goal of reading is comprehension and that there are manageable and concrete activities that they can master to improve their comprehension.

We have described an instructional procedure that has been successful in improving both the listening and reading comprehension of students at risk. In reciprocal teaching, students are taught four comprehension-fostering and comprehension-monitoring strategies for understanding text. They are taught these strategies in a context that features dynamic interaction between students and teachers as well as among students, a feature shared by all the instructional models presented in this volume. Teacher expertise is applied to diagnosis, instruction, modeling, and coaching at the same time that students are recruited to assume increasing responsibility for their own learning from text.

The following points are central to this paper:

- All students are entitled to literacy instruction that teaches not only the enabling skills of decoding but also the functional, informational, and knowledge-enhancing uses of reading.
- Strategy instruction is a successful means of teaching students how to experience the multiple goals of reading.
- Strategy instruction is best conducted in a context that maintains the integrity of reading activity and provides guided and authentic experiences in reading for meaning.
- Reciprocal teaching is one model of instruction illustrating how children who have yet to master decoding skills can still engage successfully in meaningful learning from text.
- The support that we routinely advocate for students must also be provided to teachers as they learn strategic concepts and approaches to reading.
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DISCUSSION: THE USE OF LEARNING DIALOGUES IN TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION TO AT-RISK STUDENTS
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For the past 10 years I have been working as a classroom teacher, university professor, and researcher in the field of bilingual education. More specifically, I have taught in inner-city bilingual classrooms and have taught preservice and inservice teachers how to work effectively with bilingual students. I have always been particularly interested in improving the education of linguistically and culturally diverse students, who have traditionally not been successful in schools. In my work with at-risk limited-English-proficient students, one instructional intervention that I have used in the classroom and have also found to be empirically effective in improving the comprehension of text is reciprocal teaching, the instructional approach described in the paper by Palincsar and Klenk, "Learning Dialogues to Promote Text Comprehension."

The purpose of the present paper is to evaluate the applicability of this approach for at-risk students. In the first section of this paper, the benefits of reciprocal teaching for at-risk classrooms will be discussed. The second part will examine issues that need to be considered when implementing this program with at-risk students.

Benefits of Reciprocal Teaching for At-Risk Students

Reciprocal teaching is one of the most frequently cited approaches to cognitive strategy training. The procedure takes place in a cooperative instructional environment where the teacher and students engage in a dialogue. In general, studies of reciprocal teaching have found that strategies can be taught successfully to low-achieving students and that once these are learned, their use increases reading achievement (Lysynchuk, Pressley, & Vye, 1990; Padron, 1985; Palincsar & Brown, 1984, 1985).

Palincsar and Klenk describe three tensions, or issues, that confront the reading instructor:

- Whether to teach basic or higher-order (critical-literacy) skills.
- Whether to teach literacy or let it develop naturally.
- Whether to employ reductionist or holistic/constructivist instructional approaches.

Reciprocal teaching procedures resolve these tensions in ways that are conducive to promoting the improvement of reading comprehension for disadvantaged students, particularly those who are culturally and linguistically diverse.
Instead of choosing between teaching basic and higher-order thinking skills, reciprocal teaching addresses both and provides a method for working on higher-level strategies of comprehension before students are fully able to decode. As the authors point out, the text on which comprehension strategies will be practiced may be read aloud by the teacher as an alternative to silent or oral reading by students. This technique can be very useful when teaching students who participate in Chapter 1 programs.

Students participating in compensatory education programs come primarily from culturally and linguistically diverse backgrounds (Slavin, 1989). Students, in these classrooms, therefore, may experience a great deal of difficulty with the language in most texts. Having the teacher read the text provides students with the opportunity to learn the comprehension strategies of asking questions, summarizing, clarifying, and making predictions, without having to wait until they learn to decode. In my work with limited-English-proficient students, I have found that the poorest readers tend to benefit the most from this approach (Padron, 1985). Even though these students may need assistance in decoding, they are able to learn comprehension skills while also learning to decode.

As discussed by Palincsar and Klenk, reciprocal teaching resolves the tension between "natural and taught literacy" in favor of active instruction, in which students become actively involved in teaching. I have found this to be an important benefit when implementing the reciprocal teaching procedure. Students not only assume a share of responsibility for learning but also become genuinely concerned with the teacher's role. As students participate in this strategy instruction approach, they acquire an appreciation for the teacher's role through their own experience as dialogue leader (Padron, 1989). As a result, I have found that behavior problems are virtually eliminated.

Finally, I think that the most valuable aspect of reciprocal teaching for at-risk students is its use of a holistic/constructivist approach. Lower-achieving students have often been denied the opportunity to learn higher-level thinking skills because schools have applied a reductionist approach in which students must demonstrate mastery of basic or lower levels of knowledge and skill before they can be taught higher-level skills (Foster, 1989). As indicated by the authors, the reductionist (discrete skills) perspective is particularly dominant in at-risk classrooms. Reflecting the teaching they have received, students tend to think of reading as being a series of distinct parts rather than a process of developing a strategic conception of the meaning of what they are reading.

In interviews with at-risk students, I have found that when they are asked what are good strategies for comprehending text, they comment: "looking hard at the words," "saying words over and over again," "reading slowly [or carefully]." Interestingly, these comments are similar to those reported by Palinscar and Klenk. In interviews with teachers of at-risk students and in classroom observations, I have found that much of reading instruction for these students focuses more on decoding than on...
comprehension. Understandably, during my research, students have often questioned why they are being asked about what they do to comprehend text. Students in my studies, for example, have stated: "No one has ever asked me how I read." "Our teacher never asks us to think about how we read."

In my work with Hispanic students, I have found that the teacher-student and student-student interaction provided by reciprocal teaching is particularly beneficial. The limited-English-proficient students involved in the reciprocal teaching programs in my research looked forward to reading instruction and were more willing to extend the reading period than were students participating in reading taught from a traditional reductionist perspective. Students seem particularly to enjoy the interactive social environment provided by reciprocal teaching.

Concerns About Meeting the Needs of At-Risk Students

Although studies using reciprocal teaching procedures continue to find positive results (e.g., Lysynchuk, Pressley, & Vye, 1990), few studies have investigated the use of this procedure with culturally and linguistically diverse students (Waxman, Padron, & Knight, in press; Padron, 1989). In developing strategy instruction for students who participate in Chapter 1 programs, special consideration should be given to cultural and linguistic differences. Students participating in Chapter 1 programs are generally low-ability students from low-income families. These children may be enrolled in migrant and bilingual education programs. Consequently, Chapter 1 programs usually include a disproportionate percentage of blacks and Hispanic students (Heller, Holtzman, & Messick, 1982; Slavin, 1989). Furthermore, cultural and linguistic differences should be considered because the successful use of some strategies appears to be influenced not only by age and ability but also by cultural differences (Waxman, Padron, & Knight, in press). In this section of the paper, I will address several issues that need to be considered when implementing reciprocal teaching with at-risk students.

Cultural Sensitivity

Prior knowledge plays a powerful role in comprehension and learning. Students participating in reciprocal teaching are asked to make predictions to activate their prior knowledge. Differences in students' prior knowledge are likely to affect the way they respond to instruction (Stein, Leinhardt, & Bickell, 1989). For example, expert comprehenders generally try to relate new material to personal experience (Campione & Armbruster, 1985). Differences in background knowledge or experience due to cultural differences may be an important source of variation for strategy use and outcomes (Steffenson, Joag-Dev, & Anderson, 1979). A student who has no prior knowledge about the topic being discussed may not be able to apply strategies such as summarizing, predicting, or asking questions (Stein et al., 1989).
In a classroom where students not only are of low ability but also have a culturally diverse background, strategy instruction thus becomes extremely complex. If students are young, of low ability, or culturally diverse, they may not be able to tap prerequisite prior knowledge without help and may need more teacher-directed activity to help them accomplish the linkage.

The lack of prior knowledge for some at-risk students, however, can be dealt with by providing reading materials that deal with problems universal to all cultures. That is, texts can be provided which address issues that all students can relate to (e.g., "protection from the elements"). The most recent reciprocal teaching research, as described by Palincsar and Klenk, uses this kind of universal theme and develops it over a whole series of related texts. In this way, students have the opportunity to develop the background knowledge they need for effective implementation of comprehension strategies.

Another approach teachers can employ is to use culturally relevant texts. Using this kind of material increases the likelihood that students will have needed background knowledge and also addresses a second key issue—student affect. As a result of their lack of success in school, many at-risk students have a low self-concept and come to believe that they are incapable of learning. Consequently, strategy instruction needs to include techniques that address students' affective needs (Coley & Hoffman, 1990). Although reciprocal teaching has generally been conducted with students who are not highly motivated, the program, as described by Palincsar and Klenk, does not address affective variables explicitly. I have concerns about the suitability of a strategy instruction program that does not address self-concept for at-risk students who are culturally and linguistically diverse.

I would encourage combining reciprocal teaching approaches with the fostering of students' self-concept by incorporating the students' culture into the classroom. This requires providing reading materials that are culturally relevant, meaning that they:

- Include ethnic characters
- Deal with universal issues
- Include settings and experiences with which students can identify.

By incorporating the students' culture in the classroom environment, teachers can help students feel better about themselves and their place in school.

Teacher Training and Reciprocal Teaching

From the teachers' point of view, reciprocal teaching procedures are very demanding. Teachers of children who are at risk are presented with a complex classroom situation. First, teachers must diagnose students' needs, discriminating the strategies that they do know from those that they do not know or use inappropriately. In
addition, teachers in these classrooms must deal with different cultural backgrounds. In many instances, teachers are also having to address different levels of language proficiency. The variety of languages found in these classrooms and the difficulty of assessing the students' level of proficiency can make diagnosis of strategies difficult. It is easy to confuse lack of language proficiency with the absence of an appropriate comprehension strategy. Diagnostic instruments need to be developed to help teachers readily diagnose students' strategy use.

Coupled with the difficulty of diagnosis is the fact that the majority of instruction in Chapter 1 programs tends to be delivered by instructional specialists outside the regular classroom setting. Although these specialists tend to have a higher educational level than the regular classroom teacher, they also tend to have less experience (Archambault, 1989). In my experience with teachers who teach in at-risk classrooms, I have found that novice teachers are often overwhelmed by the complexity of their classroom. To deal with this complex classroom environment, teachers tend to "problem minimize"—that is, to redefine their goals in a way that reduces the amount of effort required. Problem minimizing may have a greater probability of occurring in classrooms where students are disadvantaged and/or culturally and linguistically diverse. If students, for example, have not been exposed to some of the experiences or prior knowledge required by the content, teachers may problem minimize by deciding not to teach the content or teaching the content only to "those who know." As a result, there may be an overemphasis on repetition of content through drill and practice (Knapp & Shields, 1990; Lehr & Harris, 1988; Levin, 1987).

The manner in which teachers were trained is another important key to the success of reciprocal teaching. Palincsar and Klenk describe extensive inservice preparation for reciprocal teaching in which teachers were exposed to the variety of approaches used in the program (e.g., modeling, coaching, role playing, discussions). This is extremely important in training teachers to implement reciprocal teaching, since many teachers have not been exposed to strategy training procedures. Furthermore, as indicated by Palincsar and Klenk, many teachers do not believe that strategy instruction is beneficial, particularly for low-achieving students. Teacher preparation may need to address teachers' beliefs that these students are not able to benefit from strategy instruction. In my research, I have encountered teachers who have commented, "This type of instruction may be fine for high-ability students, but not for my low-ability students." Demonstration of the effectiveness of strategy instruction for low-ability students is needed to motivate these teachers to make the effort to acquire and practice reciprocal teaching techniques.

Finally, teacher training in the implementation of reciprocal teaching must be carefully orchestrated. Palincsar and Klenk point out in their paper that for many teachers reciprocal teaching is a new and different approach from anything that they have been exposed to in their teacher preparation programs. Teachers, for the most
part, have been trained with the direct instructional approach in which the teacher has a
dominant role. Reciprocal teaching calls for teachers to assume a very different,
"coaching" role.

Training teachers who teach at-risk students in a reciprocal teaching procedure may
require more than training in how to implement strategy instruction. I have suggested
that teachers also receive instruction on how to address the cultural and linguistic
differences represented in their classrooms. For example, teachers may need to
participate in cultural awareness programs. In this type of training, teachers can be
provided with information about the students' cultures. Learning about these cult
can help eliminate some of the stereotypical beliefs that linguistically and culturally
different students cannot learn.

Conclusion

This paper has addressed several issues in the use of reciprocal teaching with at-risk
students. First, the suitability of the program for at-risk students was addressed.
Considering the evidence of the positive effects that reciprocal teaching has had in
increasing students' reading comprehension, this procedure appears to be a promising
one for use with at-risk students.

The research on cognitive strategies strongly suggests that the approach can
provide a useful technique for enhancing reading comprehension of at-risk students.
Giving students models of appropriate cognitive reading strategies and practice in
applying them can help students become better readers. Postponing instruction in the
use of cognitive reading strategies may mean that children develop habits which will
make later comprehension instruction difficult (Wilson & Anderson, 1985).

Second, the suitability of reciprocal teaching for at-risk populations was assessed.
The teaching approach appears thoroughly compatible with efforts to incorporate
students' culture in the classroom and to foster positive self-concepts. However, these
issues have been given little attention in many implementation efforts. To make
reciprocal teaching more appropriate for disadvantaged students, cultural sensitivity and
carefully structured staff development procedures are crucial.

In conclusion, further research is needed in designing instructional programs that
address not only the cognitive needs of low-achieving students but also their self-
concept. Such instruction would help ensure that students not only acquire an
acceptable level of achievement but also develop the attitudes and thinking skills that
are necessary for academic success.
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TEACHING WRITING TO STUDENTS AT RISK FOR ACADEMIC FAILURE

In North America, writing is increasingly likely to be conceptualized as a learning tool that should constitute an integral part of the school curriculum at each stage in a student's development. Willinsky (1990) refers to this view of writing as "the New Literacy," and suggests that this pedagogical model represents a major shift from the way that educators have traditionally defined and implemented writing instruction. One might venture to say that in enlightened educational environments, students are encouraged to "write to learn" through a set of intellectual activities that integrate curricular strands, rather than to "learn to write" as an isolated practice engaged in for its own sake. Writing to learn is about composing texts in rich social contexts for personally defined goals—texts that actively involve students in coming to terms with saying something meaningful, irrespective of whether the particular task involves constructing a reflective argument, telling a story, composing a poem, or describing something interesting to a pen pal.

Needless to say, any specific discussion of "writing" means calling attention to a restricted range of activities and resultant products, both of which vary considerably across cultures and historical periods (De Castell & Luke, 1983). In this paper, we focus on a particular kind of writing that we refer to as "epistemic," the object of which is both to inquire into a particular topic and also to familiarize and/or to persuade one or more readers of the fruits of an investigation. Such tasks might include descriptive, opinion, or informative types of assignments. Evidence abounds that there is a huge gap between current pedagogical intentions with regard to epistemic writing and their execution in classroom instruction (Applebee, 1981). In a similar vein, large-scale evaluations of students' writing indicate that by secondary school, only a minority of normally achieving learners acquire a level of expertise in written composition that extends beyond functional literacy (Kirsch & Jungeblut, 1986).

For students deemed "at risk for academic failure" (e.g., learning disabled, minority, or poor children), the picture is even more bleak. Writing instruction for chronic low achievers typically focuses on techniques for remediating so-called "basic" skills such as spelling, grammar, and handwriting. A central assumption made by many educators of low-achieving students is that the acquisition of so-called "low-level" text production skills is a necessary prerequisite to the acquisition of composing skills associated with writing as a powerful tool for personal learning, such as problem-solving strategies and rhetorical knowledge. A direct consequence of this "bottom-up" approach to writing instruction is that the achievement gap increases as students move through school, and at-risk learners become progressively more disadvantaged because of a systematic lack of instruction in the higher-order skills that underlie epistemic writing. Accordingly, a more equitable and socially conscious use of the term at risk would be to characterize
those learning environments that are at risk of failing to provide a substantial proportion of students with equitable access to an empowering and successful educational experience.

In this paper, we outline the cognitive concomitants of epistemic writing by reviewing literature on the composing processes of both novice and expert writers. We will focus our discussion on two models of competence in written composition—knowledge-telling and knowledge-transforming—which are differentiated according to level of expertise in the domain. We will proceed from this foundation with an integrative overview of the instructional implications of our analysis of the cognitive barriers to the acquisition of epistemic writing. We will elaborate on the general instructional implications by describing a specific intervention study from our research program. The main goal of the M.U.S.E. (Monitoring Understanding + Strategic Execution) writing program is to foster expert-like problem solving during composing through the provision of a learning environment that features explicit cognitively based instruction in, modeling of, and support for knowledge-transforming types of writing strategies. In concluding, we will reflect on the sociocultural implications that stem from shifting control of the learning process from teacher to student. We also discuss the significance of key features of our specific model of composition instruction for accomplishing a wider goal—namely, the development of an empowering pedagogy for at-risk learners.

Writing as Problem Solving: Insights from Novice–Expert Models of Composing

Common sense wisdom suggests that, for novices and experts alike, written composition is a difficult and complex task. Perhaps writing is so demanding because it is a complex task that is best addressed as a problem-solving endeavor (that is, with a well-regulated application of strategies, subskills, and appropriate knowledge) but is, in essence, a task in which no problem is given.1 The theme, story line, or argument must be constructed by the writer through cycles of deliberate knowledge-building sessions. Research on thinking during composing, however, suggests that experts' writing problems are qualitatively distinct from those faced by novices.

Thinking-aloud protocols analyzed in research on the composing processes of expert writers (Flower & Hayes, 1980) reveal a tremendous investment of mental effort in the elaboration, coordination, and execution of complex goals and subgoals, such as how to shape content for a particular audience, how to express conceptual intentions in the language of prose, or how to construct a catchy title. In stark contrast, novice writers' thinking-aloud protocols reveal that, given a writing assignment, they set to work and proceed directly toward their goal in a forward-acting manner. False starts and

1 An earlier version of the description of these models appeared in Bryson, Bereiter, Scardamalia, and Joram (1991).
uncertainties as to how to proceed are rare. The most common difficulty faced by novice writers is knowing what to do when they run out of things to say about a given topic (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987).

To view writing as problem solving, therefore, is to view it in a somewhat paradoxical light. That is, not all writers view composition as a task that requires the kind of effortful and strategic use of cognitive resources that we commonly associate with problem-solving processes. The paradox can be largely removed by adopting the premise that expert and nonexpert writers are solving different problems. This premise is reasonable because of the ill-structured nature of writing problems. In particular, the goal in writing tasks is usually defined only in general terms, leaving the specification up to the writer. Consequently, writers who are ostensibly engaged in carrying out the same assignment can be pursuing radically different goals.

We have found it useful in our research on writing instruction to describe the thinking processes that characterize novices and experts using two contrasting models of composing (for more details, see Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1985). The "knowledge-telling" model avoids many of the problems of writing and, even for relatively young writers, makes efficient use of highly practiced skills. The "knowledge-transforming" model contains a dynamic that tends to escalate the complexity of writing problems. It is important to note that there are, undoubtedly, many models of composing in addition to the two that we have chosen to describe. Our goal here is to highlight clear differences in the underlying mental operations that appear to be accessible to immature, as compared with mature, writers. The fundamental purpose for including a section on the ways in which novice and expert writers seem to think during composing is to provide a theoretical foundation for our instructional recommendations.

Knowledge-Telling as a Problem-Reducing Strategy

Novice writers, whose thinking-aloud protocols show little or no evidence of planning or concern about main ideas or form, start writing almost instantly and proceed about as rapidly as they can move the pencil. According to the knowledge-telling model (Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987), novice writers follow a procedure that enables them to reduce the problems of writing to a routine procedure for "telling what one knows about the topic" (Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1986, p. 792). According to this model (see Figure 1), knowledge tellers, once provided with a writing assignment (e.g., "Is television a good influence on children?") begin automatically to retrieve knowledge using two kinds of cues. Topic identifiers (e.g., "television shows," "good aspects," and "children") serve as cues that prime associated concepts. Discourse knowledge provides a second type of cue. For instance, a writer whose concept of an opinion essay consisted of "Say what you believe about the question and give reasons" would use "Say what you believe" and "reasons" as retrieval cues, which, in combination with topic identifiers, would be used to retrieve from memory ideas relevant to defending an opinion about children and
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FIGURE 1 STRUCTURE OF THE KNOWLEDGE-TELLING MODEL
television. Knowledge tellers typically transcribe information as it is called up from long-term memory, or in short-circuit "think-say" cycles, rather than transforming it to fit rhetorical and more broadly based content goals.

The following segment of a sixth-grade student's thinking-aloud protocol (from a study conducted by Paris, 1986) illustrates the forward-moving nature of knowledge-telling in response to general topic and discourse structure cues. (Content statements are italicized.)

Segment from a Novice Writer's Thinking-Aloud Protocol

I think it is good and bad for children to watch television because I like the cartoons and some sad movies.

But I like good movies that come on T.V. because they are good to watch.

But usually it is good to watch comedy shows because they are very funny.

They keep you laughing almost every time you watch them.

It is good to watch interesting movies.

Interesting shows like Young and the Restless, All My Children, and General Hospital...because it's sometimes exciting.

But pay T.V. has some very good movies like Splash, Police Academy, Romancing the Stone.

But sometimes I watch sports.

My favorite sport is baseball.

I like football, but not that much.

I hate golf and tennis and all the other stuff except soccer.

But I usually watch wrestling at my friend's house because it's kind of exciting and I like the way they fight.

The overall picture of the composing process exhibited by this sixth-grade writer during thinking aloud is characteristic of the kinds of content-based thinking typically manifested by novice writers as predicted by the knowledge-telling model. The predom-
inant activity is generating topic- and genre-appropriate content. The knowledge teller does not represent the task of composing as a goal-directed one in which epistemological and rhetorical problems must be jointly resolved. Rather, the novice writer's greatest difficulty seems to be that of accessing a sufficient quantity of relevant knowledge to satisfy length and genre requirements. Problem-solving episodes are infrequent in knowledge tellers' thinking-aloud protocols because the task routine manages to bypass content-related as well as rhetorical problems.

Writing to Learn, or Expert Composing as Knowledge-Transforming

There are numerous testimonials from writers indicating that writing itself plays an important role in the development of their understanding (Murray, 1978). Henry Miller suggested that "Writing, like life itself, is a voyage of discovery." In a recent interview, Sam Shepard said:

_The great thing about writing is that in the course of going after it, it teaches you something. You start out thinking you know something about it, but then you discover you hardly know anything. And the more you do it, the more things begin to inform you about where you're going._ (Sessums, 1988, p. 78)

Likewise, Robert Frost reported that "I have never started a poem whose end I knew. Writing a poem is discovering."

Scardamalia and Bereiter (1985) have described the expert writer's composing processes as a dialectical interplay between content problems (what to say?) and rhetorical problems (how to say it?). These authors argue that expert writing involves successfully managing the coordination of both kinds of problems. Content problems are problems of the writer's own knowledge and beliefs, and rhetorical problems are problems related to achieving the writer's purposes. The following segment from an expert writer's thinking-aloud protocol (adapted from Paris, 1986) illustrates how a writer wrestles with both kinds of problems, and how the two kinds of problems interact. (Content statements are italicized.)
Segment from an Expert Writer’s Thinking-Aloud Protocol

So, I’m looking for examples of programs that could be argued...that could be argued were good influences on children.

Now I know I already don’t believe this, but Sesame Street comes to mind as a possible good influence.

And I find myself trying to work it out.

So I’m going to say...

I’m making up two columns here...and just trying to respond to my own thought processes.

Sesame Street jumped to mind as a good influence.

So I guess what I need is three columns here... I need a column just for the specific and the example. And I can work back and forth between columns.

Sesame Street is good because it could be argued that it educates.

And it educates in a specific way...giving children basic information, A.B.C.s, et cetera.

But immediately when I say it’s a good influence, I have reservations about it.

Now I’m just trying to clarify for myself the reservations about it...

In the knowledge-transforming model of expert writing (see Figure 2), problems arising in the “rhetorical space” are often translated into problems requiring solution in the “content space.” New decisions arrived at in the content space also create new problems in the rhetorical space, and so on in a dialectical fashion. The result often will be that by the end of the composing process, both the writer’s ideas and the nature of the written product have evolved in unexpected ways. Hence the experience of writing as discovery.

Solving content and rhetorical problems interactively is the distinctive characteristic of the knowledge-transforming model of writing. Thinking-aloud protocols generated by expert writers suggest that significant composing problems emerge from this back-and-forth interplay between knowledge and goals. As we described at the beginning of this section, expert writers often suggest that they experience a profound sense of
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"discovery" or "new learning" as a direct consequence of their composing activities. We have argued elsewhere (Bryson, Bereiter, Scardamalia, & Joram, 1991) that the dialectical processes that underlie a knowledge-transforming approach to composing are probably responsible for the learning that can occur as a by-product of writing. In contrast to "writing as dialectic," a more linear approach to writing (such as is often recommended in composition textbooks) would settle all the content issues first, after which the composition would be planned and carried out in a straightforward manner. But, as we have noted, expert composing processes are characterized by recursion, so that planning keeps being reactivated throughout.

Before describing the instructional implications presented by our conceptualization of writing in terms of fostering a transition from knowledge-telling to knowledge-transforming, however, we need to comment on the particular writing difficulties faced by students at risk for academic failure.

Process Analyses of At-Risk Student Writers

To date, studies of so-called "novice" writers have typically used normally achieving school- or college-age students to construct models of immature composing strategies (e.g., Scardamalia & Bereiter, 1986; Flower & Hayes, 1980). This practice raises a question concerning the suitability of such models for understanding the particularly intransigent problems exhibited by students at risk for academic failure.

Traditionally, educators have used a deficit model to conceptualize the writing problems presented by so-called "educationally disadvantaged," "underprepared," or "basic" student writers. This approach focuses on the inability of at-risk students to cope with the demands of literacy tasks as they are constituted within conventional, mainstream educational environments. Remediation usually consists of breaking down complex writing tasks, like composing a persuasive letter, into two levels of ability that are structured linearly from lower-level, or "basic" skills like spelling and punctuation to higher-level, or more demanding intellectual processes like synthesis or critical analysis. The main assumption here is that students need to acquire facility with basic skills before they can tackle the intellectually more demanding aspects of complex tasks. Writing instruction for at-risk students that is designed using a two-level approach to curriculum sequencing effectively prevents at-risk students from receiving instruction in higher-order thinking skills because they spend almost all their time attempting to master the basics. As Griffin and Cole (1984) suggest:

The widespread use of this educational strategy has, where proper management techniques are used, brought children up to grade level on "the basics" but failed to boost them into the higher-order activity. Widely discussed as the 3rd-4th grade watershed, the heavy focus on level 1 skills seems to help children do only what they were trained to do in a rote way; there is no "transfer" of the achievement up into the "higher level" of learning. A number of minority children get stuck at level 1: They are not exposed to practice with activities at higher levels of the curriculum.
they do not demonstrate mastery of the “basics.” This failing is then attributed to the children’s own lack of ability for the “higher” skills, which they were neither tested on nor taught. (p. 207)

There is no good reason for assuming that at-risk students are uniquely disadvantaged in the domain of higher-order thinking, or that remediation in basic skills will help them to become better writers. A more plausible assumption is that educationally prepared students come to school having learned more than unprepared students about the kinds of literate uses of language that schools validate. One source of evidence for this approach to understanding the writing problems that are particular to at-risk students is analyses of their texts for clues about underlying difficulties. As Hull and Rose (1989) suggest, a very good example of this kind of textual analysis is Mina Shaughnessy’s Errors and Expectations (1977), a fine-grained description of hundreds of essays written by underprepared students during the open-admissions era of New York’s City College. Shaughnessy categorized and interpreted students' errors by trying to imagine their sources. Her main finding is that students’ errors reflect an incompatibility between their spoken language and the arbitrary conventions of standard written English.

A necessary adjunct to studies of what students write is to design and implement research methodologies that promise to make explicit how students compose texts. Cognitively based analyses of students thinking aloud during composing have proven particularly useful in advancing our understanding of the mental operations that underlie the composition of error-filled texts by underprepared student writers. Perl (1979), for example, had five marginal students generate thinking-aloud protocols while they composed two essays. Her main finding was that although these students displayed many of the writing processes that characterize adaptive student writing—prewriting, writing, and editing—their coordination of these activities was dysfunctional. For example, students frequently interrupted their idea generation during composing to correct misspellings or punctuation problems, which resulted in failed attempts to sustain a coherent train of thought.

Bryson (1989) found that analyses of reading-disabled adolescents’ thinking aloud during composing revealed similarities between their writing strategies and those outlined in the knowledge-telling model of novice composing. Notably absent from the thinking-aloud protocols—as well as from outwardly manifested behaviors such as notetaking or revision—both of reading-disabled and normally achieving novice writers was any semblance of higher-order thinking skills. Bryson suggested that ineffective learners appear to persist, often indefinitely, in a novice performance mode. As a result, faulty, ineffective effort-minimizing strategies become entrenched and inaccessible. These students figure out a sure-fire way to satisfy the basic requirements of a writing assignment without making themselves vulnerable by taking risks or setting goals that would require significant personal investment in the task. An additional dysfunctional behavior exhibited by ineffective learners is a tendency to respond to in-task difficulties by blaming themselves, rather than trying to solve the problems. Maladaptive strategies
for coping with on-task difficulties also characterize the thinking-aloud protocols of highly apprehensive writers (Selfe, 1985) and of those afflicted with severe writer's block (Rose, 1980). Daly (1978) reports that low-ability writers tend to display high levels of writing apprehension. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that many underprepared writers would be highly apprehensive about writing and exhibit dysfunctional strategies during composing.

Accordingly, we might wish to think of at-risk students as novice writers who are uniquely unfamiliar with the conventions of standard written English and who develop, with a cumulative record of in-school failure, dysfunctional coping strategies that interfere with the acquisition of more sophisticated composing processes.

**Instructional Implications: Fostering a Shift from Knowledge-Telling to Knowledge-Transforming**

We have described two different composing models: writing as a form of knowledge telling and as a process of knowledge transformation. We used the categories of "novice" and "expert" to differentiate between immature and mature writers. However, this kind of analysis raises the question of how a student might best be facilitated in making a shift toward a more advanced kind of composing. We don't want to be satisfied with having "labeled" a student, but would like to make use of these models to promote more "expert-like" thinking in novice writers.

Many people grow up seldom or never doing epistemic writing, however, and so it is not surprising that many students never develop a knowledge-transforming approach. The blame is often placed on schools for treating writing as an exercise and never engaging students with its epistemic aspects (Applebee, 1981; Emig, 1971; Graves, 1983). That may be a justifiable charge, but it cannot be the full explanation. Expert writers have emerged from unpromising school backgrounds. And school educators have reported to us that even with a very enlightened writing program, in which writing activities are designed to engage students' interests and concerns as fully as possible, many children who start out as serious and thoughtful writers begin, by the middle years of school, to lapse into mindless routines and to avoid writing that really challenges their abilities. It seems reasonable, therefore, to suppose that there are also cognitive barriers to developing the knowledge-transforming process.

In the research to date on composition instruction, there are two arguments about how to promote higher-order thinking in student writers. Some have suggested that problem solvers have a finite set of mental resources to devote to a task, and that all writers have higher-level strategies available but that they are suppressed as a result of attending to lower-level concerns. One such intervention for teaching writing is "free writing" (Elbow, 1973), in which writers are instructed to ignore low-level problems like
spelling during first-draft composing in order to free their mental capacity for higher-level concerns such as planning.

Likewise, word processors are often thought of as tools that liberate writers from mechanical concerns, yet evidence from implementation studies suggests that caution is in order in recommending computers for fostering higher-order thinking in immature writers. Instructional research studies to date (see, for example, Joram, Woodruff, Bryson, & Lindsay, 1991) provide no evidence that novice writers have at hand a repertoire of high-level problem-solving strategies that are ready to emerge when low-level attentional demands are reduced. Instructions to immature writers to ignore low-level concerns do not free them to focus on high-level problem solving because they are not engaged in solving high-level problems.

A second line of argument concerning instruction for novice writers focuses on the need to provide instruction in, and supports for, the acquisition of advanced, or expert-like, composing strategies. A key assumption that underlies this approach is that novice writers are limited by the kinds of thinking they engage in during composing, in addition to experiencing a kind of cognitive overload that results from a lack of automaticity, or fluency, in basic skills.

It would appear that access to knowledge and verbal fluency, although incorporating several necessary conditions for good writing, are not sufficient for the development of an expert-like mode of writing. The most difficult aspect of writing for the novice is not to gain access to knowledge but to know what to do with knowledge so as to transform a list of disconnected facts into a powerful idea, an evocative story, or an elaborate conceptual structure. Thus, instruction for novice writers should focus on fostering the kinds of higher-order thinking skills that underlie epistemic, or knowledge-transforming writing.

Cognitively Based Instructional Environments That Foster Expert-Like Problem Solving

Results from instructional studies conducted by members of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE) Writing Research Group (for an overview, see Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987) suggest that several factors are involved in enhancing expert-like composing, as follows. We describe each component separately and discuss how it was incorporated into the design and evaluation of a specific writing environment called M.U.S.E. M.U.S.E. was designed to teach 10th-grade normally achieving and reading-disabled students strategies for sustaining independent reflective inquiry during the composition of argument-type texts (Bryson, 1989).

In the assessment study of the M.U.S.E. environment, our subjects were 31 students in two 10th-grade classes—one for normally achieving students and one for severely reading-disabled students. The intervention for students in the experimental group
included strategy-based instruction, modeling of expert-like thinking, and procedural facilitation. The intervention for students in the control group involved instruction in the structural features of good arguments (beliefs and reasons on both sides, facts/descriptions/examples, and conclusions). There were 10 instructional sessions for students in both groups over a 5-week period. Sessions were 70 minutes long. Post-test texts written by both normally achieving and reading-disabled experimental students were rated as significantly more reflective and structurally more complex than those written at pretest. Likewise, posttest analyses of control students' texts and thinking-aloud protocols revealed no gains as a result of instruction in the structural features of good arguments.

Below we describe the major theoretical principles driving the design of M.U.S.E. and the way in which each principle has been applied.

**Explicit Strategy-Focused Instruction**

Analyses of experts' thinking during composing reveal that they are using specific higher-order strategies to permit an active and effortful approach to writing. These strategies can be made explicit and taught directly to novice writers to foster a more expert-like approach to composing. Novice writers seem to lack these "heuristics for writing"—that is, executive strategies for making use of what is already known to extend current knowledge. For example, Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Steinbach (1984) taught reflective writing strategies to sixth-grade students and included instruction in a simplified version of dialectical reasoning. This was explained to students as "a matter of trying to 'rise above' opposing arguments by preserving what is valid on both sides" (p. 181). Posttest results revealed that the experimental students' compositions were rated as significantly more reflective than those generated by control-group students. In an intervention study aimed at fostering expert-like revision strategies, Scardamalia and Bereiter (1983) taught students to stop after composing individual sentences in order to execute a routine of evaluating generated text, diagnosing problems, choosing a tactic, and carrying out any revision decided on. Results revealed that students' revisions improved significantly from pre- to posttest in terms of both the kinds of thinking exhibited during composing and the rated quality of texts.

Teaching expert-like strategies to novice writers probably is not sufficient to bridge the gap between knowledge-telling and knowledge-transforming composing behaviors. Purposive skilled writing seems most likely to be learned in dynamic social contexts that provide elaborate support for, and modeling of, expert-like composing. Nonetheless, some kind of instruction in expert-like thinking processes during composing is probably a necessary component of an instructional program.
M.U.S.E. Application—Students received instruction in a set of reflective operations, as well as in strategies for argument construction. The strategies were divided into two main categories:

- Problem-solving strategies: (a) plan, (b) identify confusions, and (c) notice opportunities for new learning.
- Verbal-reasoning strategies: (a) build an argument, (b) challenge its assumptions, (c) elaborate statements, (d) search for additional ideas, and (e) put it together.

Procedural Facilitation

To foster more complex kinds of thinking in novice writers, it has proven to be critical to provide students with support for carrying out more demanding kinds of thinking. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1986) suggest that:

In procedural facilitation, help is of a nonspecific sort, related to the students' cognitive processes, but not responsive to the actual substance of what the student is thinking or writing. Help consists of supports intended to enable students to carry out more complex composing processes by themselves. . . . It can do little good to direct students' attention to their goals for composition if they are not consciously able to represent such goals. There is substantial evidence that procedural facilitation can increase the level of sophistication of the composing processes students carry out within the limits imposed by the kinds of mental representations they construct. (p. 796)

M.U.S.E. Application—To take over some of the information-processing load imposed by presenting students with a wholly new set of thinking strategies during argument construction, we provided "thinking prompts" for each of the target strategies. Prompts took the form of sentence openers printed on cards. For example, a student who had decided to get some help to challenge an argument in favor of a particular resolution could get a "challenge" prompt, such as: "Yes, I can understand the argument, but what about. . . ." or "A person who would be affected negatively by my argument could say that. . . ." Students were encouraged to incorporate the sentence openers into their thinking during argument construction.

Modeling Thought

Expert-like thinking during writing is usually invisible to students, who typically are able only to view finished products that reveal none of the cognitive activities behind their composition. Modeling expert-like thinking during composing has proven to be a powerful instructional technique for helping novices to acquire more effective kinds of writing strategies.

M.U.S.E. Application—Significant portions of the instructional sessions in the evaluation study of the M.U.S.E. environment were devoted to the modeling of expert-like composing strategies, first by the instructor and then by students. This provided
novice writers with the opportunity to witness, and then to practice, a higher level of argument construction than we had observed at pretesting.

The M.U.S.E. study provides us with an example of the kind of learning environment that can encourage novice writers to engage in a kind of thinking during composing that is closer to our expert model—a model of writing-to-learn processes. In this study, a cognitively-based analysis of students' thinking during composing suggested that both normally achieving and reading disabled students tended to conceptualize writing tasks in terms of telling what they knew about a particular topic, rather than thinking of writing as an opportunity to reflectively challenge their preconceptions.

The posttest results suggest that it is possible to foster reflective problem solving during composing by providing immature writers with a combination of strategies instruction and a supportive, socially collaborative environment. Novice writers need to learn how to think as "real" writers do—that is, in relation to a given writing task, to conceptualize and deal with interesting problems whose resolution during composing affords possibilities for discovery.

Implications for Writing Instruction with At-Risk Students

Studies of literacy instruction offered in Chapter 1 programs reveal that typically students at risk for academic failure receive: (a) less classroom reading instruction than nonparticipants and (b) teaching that concentrates on basic, or low-level, skills rather than on higher-order thinking strategies (Allington & Franzen, 1989). This kind of inequitable pedagogy increases the achievement gap over time between the haves and the have-nots in a purportedly democratic educational system.

The results from our M.U.S.E. study offer potentially valuable insights into the kind of instruction that can effectively foster expert-like thinking in students who are least likely to demonstrate strategic control over composition processes. Clearly, the particular problems faced by students deemed at risk for academic failure are not necessarily comparable to those faced by students labeled as having a learning disability. However, Ysseldyke, Algozzine, Shinn, and McGue (1982) found negligible psychometric differences between groups of students identified as learning disabled and low achievers. In fact, all such labels probably have much more to do with institutionally constructed procedures for categorizing and streaming students who appear to have serious difficulties with school work than with genuinely distinct categories of individuals. Thus, it is plausible to infer that instruction which was successful in improving learning-disabled students' written products and in enhancing their composing processes might also be valuable for students at risk for academic failure.
Students who are underprepared for dealing with the kinds of literacy tasks that are the mainstay of traditional schooling require intervention on several different levels, as discussed below.

**Learning Literate Uses of Language**

Sociolinguistic studies provide a growing body of evidence that at-risk students lack experience with the uses of language that characterize academic literacy (Heath, 1983). French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has argued that unless the exclusionary aspects of language are explicitly attended to in educational contexts, literacy instruction serves to entrench or “reproduce” existing social inequities (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1977). Epistemic writing, as we have described it in this paper, demands a certain relationship to language that can exclude students who have either a low socioeconomic or a minority cultural background. As Hull and Rose (1989) have argued, underprepared students need to learn a wholly new, unfamiliar, and intimidating kind of language to express themselves as writers in academic composition tasks. These authors suggest that at-risk students benefit from opportunities to imitate, and to practice using, kinds of discourse with which they are unfamiliar. Accordingly, it seems likely that basic writers would benefit from instruction in the kinds of literate uses of language, or genres, that characterize academic writing.

**Making Visible the Invisible: Providing a Window on Expert-Like Thinking**

The foundation of epistemic writing is the subordination of text-making activities to learning goals. Expert-like writing involves deliberate, reflective, strategic kinds of thinking directed toward extending the cutting edge of one’s own competence by representing and solving problems that require the generation of new knowledge. This complex web of higher-order thinking processes is “in the head,” and hence largely invisible to the immature writer who sees only a polished finished product. As Collins, Brown, and Newman (1990) suggest:

*Standard pedagogical practices render key aspects of expertise invisible to students. In particular, too little attention is paid to the processes that experts engage in to use or acquire knowledge in carrying out complex or realistic tasks. . . . Few resources are devoted to higher-order problem solving activities that require students to actively integrate and appropriately apply subskills and conceptual knowledge.* (p. 2)

Evidence from cognitively based instructional studies in diverse domains suggests that low-achieving students benefit from opportunities both to model and to practice and appropriate expert-like thinking skills. A key factor in studies that have provided encouraging results in teaching higher-order thinking to low-achieving students has been the provision of some kind of support, or “scaffolding,” during the learning of a new approach to a familiar task. The traditional model of learning, which focuses on the activities of a decontextualized learner who develops toward states of increasing
autonomy, essentially independently of any social network, has largely been supplanted by a model that features learning as a distinctively social process wherein responsibilities are negotiated, or "distributed," between two or more individuals. The provision of cognitive scaffolds for immature learners ensures that students at different levels of expertise have access to the kinds of support required for functioning at an optimal level.

Fostering Active Engagement in Learning Through Writing

Dewey (1916), Whitehead (1929), and more recent authors (e.g., Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1990; Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1990) have condemned the way in which conventional educational environments manufacture meaning for pupils by presenting learners with ready-made knowledge in isolation from any kind of meaningful context, and by artificially motivating students using some variation of the "carrot and stick" method. Clearly, writing activities that are not engaged in for any particular communicative or epistemological purpose are unlikely to result in active engagement of higher-order thinking processes. As Vygotsky (1978) suggested:

Teaching should be organized in such a way that reading and writing are necessary for something. If they are used only to write official greetings to the staff or whatever the teacher thinks up, then the exercise will be purely mechanical and may soon bore the child; his activity will not be manifest in his writing and his budding personality will not grow. (p. 117)

Voices, Visibility, and Empowerment for At-Risk Students

Students who are labeled "at risk for academic failure" undoubtedly constitute a diverse group, including students whose cultural heritage is not consistent with the sociocultural context of mainstream schooling, as well as students who are unable to achieve acceptable levels of literacy for a variety of causes, none of which allow one to advance a deficiency model of underachievement. It seems important, therefore, to suggest that we undoubtedly need to expand our notions about what counts as "literacy." We need to question and to deconstruct the kinds of arbitrary constraints that historically have tended to exclude minority students from effectively participating in school-based literacy activities. Griffin and Cole (1984) conducted an intervention study with minority students in which learners wrote to pen pals and composed rap texts in collaborative sessions using microcomputers. The overlap between the genres used in this study and the students' linguistic background resulted in high levels of engagement and considerable effortful, strategic thinking during composing.

Conclusion

Clearly, we need to devote serious attention to the question of how to help children who come to school poorly prepared for the kinds of literacy activities that predominate in traditional educational environments. To date, the focus of Chapter 1 illiteracy
Instruction has been on the provision of direct instruction in basic reading skills, to the virtual exclusion of teaching higher-order comprehension/interpretation skills as well as expert-like composing skills. It seems that the pedagogical emphasis in instruction for at-risk students needs to shift from a model of students as receivers of meaning to one that supports and values students as constructors of meaning. To this end, our main recommendations concerning the design of cognitively based writing instruction might be summarized as follows:

- Provide students with opportunities for imitating, practicing, appropriating, and modifying a wide variety of discourse forms.
- Make overt the covert cognitive activities that underlie expert-like composing by encouraging teacher- and student-directed modeling of thinking aloud and discussion of specific problem-solving strategies.
- Maintain attention to cognitive goals that involve learning and the transformation of knowledge through the writing process, in addition to text-based goals that pertain to satisfying specific task requirements.
- Provide support for distributed learning in a dynamic social context by including collaborative writing sessions and by structuring the learning environment so that everyone is both a teacher/learner and a reader/writer.
- Provide support, or cognitive scaffolding, for the acquisition of more powerful forms of thinking during composing, by structuring learning experiences that allow novice writers to practice new skills without being overwhelmed.
- Facilitate student-based ownership of an emergent learning agenda by encouraging students to set personally meaningful goals for writing and by ensuring that a genuine audience is available for children's texts.
- Identify the particular sociocultural biases that constrain traditional school-based definitions of literacy, and expand notions of what counts as "writing" so that minority students' linguistic heritage is not excluded.

Clearly, it seems fruitless to attempt to induce expert-like thinking in novice writers by providing instruction that focuses uniquely on the surface features of expert products, such as grammar or structural knowledge. It seems, rather, that students need explicit instruction in, and support for practicing and appropriating, the kinds of powerful thinking strategies that underlie expert composing. Likewise, immature writers need to be provided with writing environments where composing is a meaningful communicative activity that is engaged in for a wide range of personally constructed purposes. Perhaps it makes sense to conclude that, rather than trying to learn about writing, novices in this most exacting craft need to learn to think like writers, for whom it seems that composing is, and will always remain, a difficult and demanding intellectual pursuit.
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As a former Chicago public school teacher and now as co-director of the Illinois Writing Project, I have been concerned with the teaching of writing to minority, disadvantaged, at-risk, inner-city students for over 20 years. Right now, I am working with a team of talented teacher-consultants in conducting an ambitious multiyear, citywide staff development project on writing instruction, an inservice program that is unfolding alongside the wider—and widely hailed—school reform efforts here in Chicago. In running this project, my colleagues and I are working in schools of at-risk children every day, trying to help them and their teachers with the challenge of writing. Because I am so thoroughly immersed in the perplexing adventure of helping teachers teach writing, Bryson and Scardamalia’s paper is stimulating and welcome.

Bryson and Scardamalia provide strong empirical support for a major shift in the instructional strategies typically used to teach writing to at-risk students. Their research further discredits the skills-oriented curriculum that still prevails in so many public schools, especially those serving poor and minority students. Instead, Bryson and Scardamalia’s work affirms the emerging “process” paradigm of writing instruction, which calls for “scaffolded” classrooms where students acquire higher literacy, not through decontextualized skill-and-drill, but through long-term modeling, instruction, and collaboration. And although Bryson and Scardamalia’s research agenda is cognitive and their methodology is experimental, their findings are largely harmonious with those of other researchers who have focused more on social interaction, using qualitative research methods (Graves 1983; Heath 1983). Indeed, one very happy contribution of this paper is to solidify the emerging professional consensus about what sort of composition instruction is likely to work for students at risk—and, indeed, for students in general (Farr & Daniels, 1986). Among the key classroom strategies that this paper underscores, endorses, or recommends are:

- Students should spend less time on subskill activities and much more time composing whole original pieces of writing. This means providing ample daily writing time, which can be scheduled by reallocating the time currently spent on separate lessons in grammar, usage, spelling, handwriting, vocabulary, and the like.
- Students should select and develop their own topics for writing, rather than merely writing to whole-class, teacher-made prompts.
- Teachers should write along with their students, talking about their own planning, decision-making, and problem-solving strategies, thereby providing transparent demonstrations of how writers work.
- Teachers should schedule regular one-to-one writing conferences with students, since this structure provides the kind of scaffolded interaction that is most powerful in teaching writing.
When teachers give students feedback on their writing, they need to focus more on coaching the writing process and helping the writer think through rhetorical problems, rather than on identifying errors. It is actually more helpful to be a sounding-board for writers than to give them advice.

Classrooms should be full of social interaction around writing, with children coauthoring pieces, doing research in teams, sharing drafts aloud with the whole group, and helping each other revise in small peer editing groups.

Above all, teachers of at-risk students need to believe that their children can write—believing in the power of their kids’ language and the validity of their experience. At-risk children can and will write if provided the kind of rich, supportive, interactive, scaffolded classroom that Bryson and Scardamalia describe.

In our current inservice project in Chicago, these are precisely the strategies, activities, and attitudes that we are trying to help teachers embrace as they return to their students in regular inner-city classrooms, in Chapter 1, and in other special programs. And when teachers do implement this new kind of instruction, we often see dramatic results as these at-risk, over-drilled kids are freed to write and their teachers shift from correcting to coaching. These classrooms experience a writing boom. Children show a burst of fluency, productivity, and pride. Walls become covered with lavishly illustrated stories, poems, reports, posters, and cartoons. Letters fly out of classrooms, through the building, into the community, and around the country. Students keep journals filled with responses to books they are reading, as well as accounts of personal experiences, and they exchange these with other readers and writers. Home-made books are “published,” catalogued, and shelved in the school library alongside the other authors of children’s literature. Kids report that writing time is their favorite part of the school day; teachers testify that if an assembly or other schedule change impinges on writing time, the students rebel. Teachers also report, with delighted surprise, that these kids can really write after all, and sometimes they shake their heads with regret over past years of teaching when they did not even invite kids to write. Primary teachers often report that students learn phonics so effectively through inventing their own spellings that much less reading time is required for direct instruction in the sound-symbol relationships.

The overall message of Bryson and Scardamalia’s paper, as validated through our experiences with teachers and children in Chicago, is this: at-risk kids need time to write, they need encouragement and coaching, and they need to believe in themselves as authors. Other, more privileged children have plenty of other family and community experiences that invite them to “join the literacy club.” But for these at-risk children, we must be absolutely sure that school invites them into the circle of writers. This can be accomplished with amazing speed and effectiveness, if teachers change their instructional roles and practices in the key ways Bryson and Scardamalia have outlined in their paper.

Reactions, Concerns, and Suggestions

Bryson and Scardamalia are unusually realistic about the politics of literacy, schools, and change. They begin at the beginning by facing the worst-kept secret of American schools: that
students considered "at-risk" are almost invariably offered the most mechanistic, lowest-level curriculum, and that this pattern locks poor and minority students in at the lowest levels of achievement throughout school. Bryson and Scardamalia quite rightly turn the "at-risk" catchphrase around from a blame-the-victim euphemism to a critique of schools: It is schools that are at risk, at risk of failing students by depriving them of experiences that might actually work.

Later in the paper, Bryson and Scardamalia raise the complementary political point that prevailing American definitions of literacy are narrow and highly discriminatory. "Mainstream" people label as "illiterate" communities of their fellow citizens who in fact use language, literacy, and print in very complex but divergent ways. The families and communities of "at-risk" students are filled with powerful and elegant uses of language and literacy, just as are all human communities. The fact that these communities are socioeconomically isolated from the mainstream culture naturally perpetuates these differences, and public schooling, at its most insidious and ironic, penalizes such variety.

The theoretical centerpiece of the paper is Scardamalia's familiar construct of two polar-opposite kinds of writing—knowledge-transforming or epistemic versus knowledge-telling. The epistemic category presents a highly idealized view of what expert writers do: subordinating task assignments to "overarching goals for learning and the transformation of current knowledge." A skeptic might ask Bryson and Scardamalia: "Well, how may term papers or business reports actually do offer (or can ever offer) such grand personal-growth possibilities?" On the other hand, there are plenty of real-life writing tasks that clearly fall into the disvalued "knowledge-telling" category and yet pose tremendously interesting cognitive problems. In reality, most writing tasks offer various degrees of knowledge-telling and transforming, and a continuum model would certainly be more palatable to most everyday writing teachers.

What Bryson and Scardamalia do contrast very effectively here is whether writing is planned or not. Expert writers have access to rhetorical planning strategies and have ways of balancing content and rhetorical concerns as the composing goes on; inexpert writers typically do not. To a great degree, the article is about metacognition: the two think-aloud samples included show one youngster whose planning consists only of possible sentences for the text, and one "expert" writer who talks almost exclusively about his own thought processes. The main contrast lies in composition-planning strategies: expert writers have them and can use them when possible, whereas inexperienced writers lack them and lack the metacognitive awareness to use them.

Bryson and Scardamalia show strong faith that such planning strategies can be mastered through "direct instruction," faith evidenced both in their repeated use of the phrase itself and in such research strategies as handing experimental students revision-prompting cards ("Yes, I can understand the argument, but what about...?"). These aspects of the M.U.S.E. program appear to show a lingering faith that higher-order cognitive operations can simply be planted in children by clear-cut, immediate, and simple interventions. And while the reported research results suggest that M.U.S.E. students did retain enough of the target planning behaviors to pass posttests with significant improvements, no improvements against the control groups or over any longer term were reported.
Bryson and Scardamalia's faith in direct instruction is matched by a lack of attention to collateral, unconscious, or incidental learning in the development of writing ability. Since this sort of learning is the primary mechanism by which human beings acquire their native oral language—and because writing is another language function—one should expect that these indirect learning processes would play an important if not predominant role in learning to write. Along these lines, for just one example, there is no discussion in the paper of students' reading experience as a source of implicit information about higher-order composition. Similarly, Bryson and Scardamalia seem to think that the only writers who possess planning strategies are those who can verbalize them for think-aloud researchers. This is an alluring but unsupported assumption. Most bicycle riders cannot verbalize their riding either, but most of them get around the block and some are champions. Many effective writers plan writing by writing; they find their direction and plan their text structure in the act of trying out directions, sentence by sentence. Undoubtedly, these writers are engaged in a reciprocal internal dialogue between content and form concerns, making long-range text-level plans, but they are doing it outside of awareness. Indeed, such a writer might be almost helpless to explain to herself or anyone else how the writing got planned and done. And yet we need not classify such a writer as lower on a developmental totem pole of expertness. Still, to be fair, Bryson and Scardamalia do not rely only on "direct instruction" in writing behaviors. They also respect and draw on theorists who argue for diffuse explanations of language learning. Further, their M.U.S.E. program included many elements that, if implemented consistently, would indeed facilitate plenty of such incidental learning.

Still, in these hectic days of school reform, the use of the term direct instruction is potentially misleading, since this term has been adopted and aggressively "trademarked" by the defenders of a behaviorist approach that Bryson and Scardamalia explicitly reject. I think what they mean to endorse, and what would serve their case better, is something more like direct experience—Bryson and Scardamalia want students to have an active, direct immersion in certain target activities. They do not aim to reinforce the transmission model of teaching, but rather to assert that higher-order learning comes from active, guided practice in a supportive social context.

Classroom Connections

Too often, researchers need to call on the services of translators, popular writers, colleges of education, or school inservice programs to make their findings useful to classroom practitioners. Because Bryson and Scardamalia's research essentially validates and strengthens the emerging "process" paradigm of writing instruction, there are already ample resources in place to help teachers follow the guidance this work offers. And it is worth taking a minute to outline just how specifically such help is available.

Bryson and Scardamalia offer three main recommendations to teachers: teach planning strategies, provide procedural facilitation, and serve as a model of a writer at work. Although Bryson and Scardamalia might not be totally delighted by every translation, their main
books for teachers—works by Graves (1983), Calkins (1986), Atwell (1987), Romano (1987), and Zemelman and Daniels (1988). All strongly recommend modeling, calling for teachers to write often with their students, to offer pupils a window into the work and the thinking of an expert writer at work. Graves suggests that teachers offer occasional “think aloud” or “compose-aloud” sessions, during which the teacher vocalizes her thought processes while composing on a blackboard or overhead, giving students a chance to hear some of that internal dialogue between content and rhetoric that Bryson and Scardamalia so strongly recommend.

Bryson and Scardamalia recommend “procedural facilitation,” a kind of “nonspecific support related to the student’s cognitive processes but not responsive to the actual substance of what the student is thinking or writing.” Donald Graves (1983) teaches teachers to engage student authors in “process conferences” in which they ask students questions related to procedures, not content. “What are you working on? Where are you in the piece? What kinds of problems are you facing? What kind of help do you need to move on from here? What are you going to do next?” More generally, Zemelman and Daniels (1989) have described the entire role of the teacher in process writing instruction as a matter of “facilitation,” tracing the term back to its origins in group dynamics and humanistic psychology.

Note that the above approaches to modeling and facilitation are also specifically focused on helping students plan their writing, learning to consciously (and unconsciously) balance content and rhetorical concerns. This theme of developing higher-order, strategic planning—working and thinking like a “real” writer—pervades the “process” pedagogical literature. For just one outstanding example: Nancie Atwell (1987) warns teachers about the danger of allowing students to work only on content during revisions—in Bryson and Scardamalia’s terminology, this would mean remaining at the “knowledge-telling” level of composition. To counteract this tendency and push students up the cognitive ladder, Atwell recommends conferences in which the student begins, not by sharing selections, but by formally paraphrasing the paper and identifying its current problems.

Conclusion

Bryson and Scardamalia’s work in the M.U.S.E. project, as well as the several earlier studies they cite, provides strong support for the emerging consensus that so-called “process” writing is the best hope for at-risk students. Happily, we need not wait for classroom translations of Bryson and Scardamalia’s recommendations, because they are already in wide professional circulation in books, journals, and face-to-face workshops. Indeed, there is a strong, ongoing national movement to implement the key ideas that Bryson and Scardamalia endorse. What is needed is the time and the money to continue the process of nurturing a paradigm shift, which may well take another generation. Perhaps most importantly, Bryson and Scardamalia have reminded the community of professional educators once again that so-called “at-risk” students do not need a segregated curriculum: what works for them is what is best for everyone.
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Many children leave American schools without the literacy skills to thrive in our society. Societal demands for competence in thinking and communication have increased, and fewer families have the resources to teach their children the "school game." The challenge facing the nation's schools has been extensively documented. Knapp and Shields (1990a) note that "we often teach the children of poverty less than they are capable of learning," while Williams, Richman, and Mason (1987) report the consistent finding that a schoolwide effort is essential to effective compensatory education for at-risk students.

What can schools do to improve literacy instruction? Schools are the crucial ingredient for several reasons. We might urge families to read more to children, but such entreaties will have little influence on current societal realities. We might search for new instructional treatments for at-risk students, but piecemeal remediation has had little lasting influence. We might increase the pressure on students and teachers (higher standards, tougher selection criteria), but coercion is at cross purposes with American education and does not work anyway.

The option sketched in this chapter builds on two propositions:

- **Critical literacy**, a conception of reading and writing as high-level competency in using language as a tool to solve problems and to communicate, is the core curriculum for elementary education. Unlike prevailing notions of basic skills, critical literacy provides an "engine" advancing effective education throughout all domains of knowledge and skill.

- **The school as a community of inquiry**, building on the concept of critical literacy, can transform the school from an "assembly line" into a team of professionals working to assist all students in realizing their full potential. The same model works for both the classroom and the faculty meeting.

This paper connects three "buzzwords" now swirling through the myriad currents of American education: students at risk for school failure, the whole-language movement, and restructuring. Each theme encompasses a vital set of issues. The aim of this paper is to show how a reformulation of reading and writing in the elementary grades can integrate these three themes. The message of this paper is that critical literacy can serve as the centerpiece for empowering teachers and administrators as full-fledged professionals. When a school staff practices what it preaches and consistently promotes the effective use of language for thinking and communicating, the school is more likely to nurture student achievement. The synergistic effect of the two propositions is likely to be greatest for schools serving large proportions of students at risk for academic failure. These youngsters, more than middle-class children, depend on the school for challenge.
and direction; and these schools, more than middle-class schools, depend on the vigor
and competence that comes from genuine professional interaction.

This paper describes the concept of a schoolwide approach to the literate use of
language. I begin with anecdotes arising from my experience with two correlated
programs, Project READ and the Inquiring School, which have been implemented in
elementary and middle schools throughout the country. Project READ, the first stage of
the process, is a staff development program for helping classroom teachers to create a
literate environment, a setting where the literate use of language permeates the entire
school day. In the second stage, the Inquiring School, the literate-environment model
extends to encompass the entire school.

Stories from School

What you have to do with a story is, you analyze it, you break it into parts. You
figure out the characters, how they're the same and different. And the plot, how it
begins with a problem and goes on until it is solved. Then you understand the story
better, and you can even write your own. (First-grader, Los Angeles)

We started our play by finding a theme, something really important to us personally.
A lot of us come from broken homes, so we made the play about that. We did a web
[a semantic "map"] on HOME; that gave us lots of ideas. Then we talked about how
things are now and how we would like them to be. It's pretty lonely when you don't
have a daddy, or maybe not even a mommy. So the play began with nothing on the
stage, and one of us came out, sat down, and said "My life is broke." We thought
that would get the theme across. It worked pretty good. (Second-grader, Los
Angeles)

We thought about your suggestion—start in September with vocabulary strategies,
then narrative in October, and pick up exposition and decoding after the winter
break. But the team wasn't happy; "That will take the whole school year. We can
move faster if we work together." They came up with the idea of four cadres, one for
each component, everyone a specialist. It was great—by December, every part of
the program was in place somewhere in the school. (Teacher, San Francisco Bay
Area elementary school)

Several of us tried the program—it combines whole language with the skills our kids
need. And it worked! My third-graders were a disaster last year, and now look at
their projects. They think they can do anything, and all of them made tremendous
growth in reading and writing—and motivation. But we don't have the principal's
support; it's hard to find time to team with one another; and the district takes our
inservice days. I like the program, but it's not affecting the school as a whole.
(Teacher, San Francisco Bay Area)

It's depressing. After our success in integrating reading and writing, test scores up,
students writing like crazy—then the new superintendent cuts money for staff
development. Our principal is supportive, and we will keep the program alive at this
school; I'm meeting just this afternoon with a new teacher to plan and observe. But
our links to other schools are gone. Last spring this program topped the district wish
list—as a write-in! But I don't know what will happen now. (Teacher, Sacramento)
Tales like these are familiar to anyone who has worked directly with schools, especially those serving children from poor communities, in which demands are heavy and resources are slim. The stories have two morals. First, they demonstrate that students from at-risk backgrounds can become fully literate; they can acquire the capacity to use language to think and to communicate at the highest levels. Accomplishing this goal calls for a unified effort from the earliest grades onward. Second, the effort requires of teachers and administrators the same advanced level of literacy in dealing with one another as colleagues. This step calls for fundamental change, for restructuring of the institution. The process begins in the classroom, but it becomes self-sustaining only as it encompasses the entire school.

My story of an approach to such change begins in an unlikely setting, a school with no obvious problems.

Another Tale: Project READ

In 1980 I visited San Jose's Graystone Elementary School. In classrooms, students moved through the routines of the basal reader, following the neatly printed daily schedule, the class arranged in three groups by ability, one working with the teacher and the other two intent on their assigned worksheets. The scene was familiar to me, similar to my experiences in elementary schools from South-Central Los Angeles to Silicon Valley.

Like most series in the past quarter-century, the basal readers at Graystone employed a behavioral-objectives design. The program took shape as a series of stages (Chall, 1983), beginning with decoding skills (phonics), then fluent oral reading of words and sentences, and finally "real stories." The design introduced each objective in turn, then practiced reinforced, and assessed it. The guiding assumption was that "practice makes permanent." The teacher's role was to ask questions from the manual, which included the correct answers. The routines were not especially challenging for these students, but standardized achievement scores were high and parents were satisfied.

The times were changing, however. Several teachers had moved away from the basal primer toward children's literature. Others had taken workshops in "process writing"; they were experimenting with student journals that gave children opportunities to write about personally relevant experiences—spelling didn't count. A few teachers returned from conventions excited about a new approach, "whole language." Although not quite sure about the details, they were intrigued. The principal was encouraging the staff to look into an integrated reading-writing curriculum. These images of possibilities were fuzzy, and the faculty were wary: "If it ain't broke, don't fix it."

I shared my impressions with the staff, the "good news" as well as concerns. Somewhat to my surprise, the teachers invited me back for a second discussion. They
posed challenging questions: “What does research say we ought to be doing in reading and writing?” “What reading series would you recommend?” “How do kids learn to spell?” “What about children with dyslexia and learning disabilities?” The teachers continued the dialogue for several reasons: genuine interest in the issues (the school was well regarded by parents and the district, and could afford risks), dissatisfaction with boring routines (even basal advocates found the lessons lifeless), and informed leadership (for the principal, curriculum and instruction were the heart of the enterprise).

As a novice at staff development, I often made naive recommendations. “Maybe if you were familiar with findings from cognitive learning, linguistics, and rhetoric, you could see how to integrate reading and writing with materials you already have—like library books.” The teachers were cautious, even skeptical: “Doesn’t sound very practical. We can’t do a lesson with one library book; we need sets of 30.” “Seems like a lot of work, designing new lessons every night. Where will we find the time?” I replied that theory could be quite practical, and that students might learn more if they did more of the work. I assumed that, given sound and simple concepts, classroom teachers would make good instructional decisions. My previous experiences with teacher-proof packages had convinced me of the futility of that approach, and I believed that the principal could support the initial stage of change, even though it called for a major shift in teachers’ decision-making.

Summer Institute: Discovery Learning

The meetings led to plans for a week-long summer institute, a collaborative enterprise between our Stanford team and the Graystone faculty. Inservice workshops typically handed teachers routines and recipes. I cautioned the staff that I could recommend principles and procedures from research, but that they were the experts in practice.

We designed the institute around integration of reading and writing, but our plans soon encompassed the entire language arts spectrum. We included psycholinguistic concepts and methods from rhetoric (Booth, 1989), with concrete examples from a teacher familiar with “language experience” techniques (Ashton-Warner, 1963). A kindergarten teacher showed how storybooks could support the emergence of literacy in young children before they mastered phonics. A fourth-grade teacher described her “bootleg” drama program; her practice was to move students quickly through the basal readers, so her students had the spring to write and produce their own plays. The teachers stressed the importance of spending time reading to students, encouraging discussion, and supporting creative activities like compositions and presentations.

Some teachers asked, with concern: “When do you teach ‘reading’?” A crucial insight into this question came from the realization that literacy was a matter of mode more than medium, that the literate person has acquired a distinctive style of language
use whether reading or speaking, writing or listening (Horowitz & Samuels, 1987; Tuman, 1987; Olson, 1989). When first-graders contrast the characters of Swimmy and Frederick (Lionni, 1985), they are learning literate ways of thinking, even though the teacher may handle the mechanics of reading and writing. Teachers began to question the "no pain, no gain" philosophy; perhaps a reading lesson could promote growth in literacy even if it was enjoyable.

From the institute emerged a curriculum framework that linked oral language development with the technology of print. Our group agreed that students needed to learn skills, which took shape not as piecemeal objectives but as advanced-level structures and strategies for handling topics and texts. The basic building blocks came from rhetoric, which students usually encounter in high school and college, if at all: concepts like character and plot, semantic maps and compare-contrast matrices. Some teachers worried whether low-ability students could handle these abstractions; my recommendation was to experiment—try the strategies and see how they work.

Translation and simplification of the research ideas were important. For instance, "semantic map" is a mouthful (and head-full) for kindergartners. The underlying concept is simple; any topic of moderate familiarity can be diagrammed as a small set of nodes that organize the details. The result looks like a spider web (Figure 1, top panel); web is a workable label for young children. The strategy for producing a web structure is relatively simple. The teacher asks students to free associate to an everyday word like fish, writes their reactions on the board in clusters, and then asks them to justify each cluster. The middle panel of Figure 1 shows a second, more demanding strategy. Here the teacher records the responses in a list, and students then have the job of devising clusters that make sense to them.

A second rhetorical structure, the compare-contrast matrix, is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 1. Processing demands in this strategy are greater than for the web; the student must hold two or more topics in mind, while simultaneously considering dimensions on which the topics are similar or different. We called this structure a weave, a label familiar to most kindergartners. One strategy for constructing a weave begins with a pair of webs; "What words do Charlotte and Wilbur use to describe Charlotte in Charlotte's Web?" From these two collections, students arrange the words into a matrix.
FIGURE 1  A “SEMANTIC MAP”: EXAMPLES OF WEB AND WEAVE
First-Year Aftermath: New Discoveries

In September, after the summer institute, Graystone teachers proceeded to implement the ideas. They were generally pleased with the results. They found that the structures and strategies allowed students at all grade levels to "compose" complex but coherent texts, given some instructional support and an occasional transcriber. Teachers discovered that kindergartners as well as fifth-graders, low-achieving "robin" as well as the "cardinals" in the high group, had greater potential than they had thought. They were impressed with changes in student interest and interaction. They found themselves shifting roles from possessors of knowledge to orchestrators of learning. The high-level routines supported cooperative learning and tutoring; the suggestion to "web" a topic allowed a student team to generate a multitude of ideas with minimal guidance.

The Stanford team had emphasized the importance of metacognition (thinking about thinking) and metalinguistic awareness (talking about language) during the institute (Garner, 1987; Palincsar & Brown, 1984). Metalearning leads children to apply what they have learned in one setting to a novel situation; they are more likely to transfer knowledge and skills when they are explicitly directed to look beyond the limits of the initial learning (meta is Greek for beyond). Salomon and Perkins (1989) refer more simply to "high-road" transfer, which depends on reflection as well as practice.

The Graystone teachers took on this challenge and began to create meta-instructional lessons, in which students shared responsibility for setting the purposes and outcomes of a task. This shift in emphasis was accidentally fostered through classroom observations of the Stanford staff, who asked students: "What are you doing? Why are you doing it?" These questions tapped meta-awareness, providing useful feedback about program effectiveness, but teachers also saw the questions serving an important function during teaching and learning. Students often knew more than teachers expected (Peterson, Clark, & Dickson, in press). Fulghum (1990) comments, "To answer the question, 'How do children learn?'... I asked children. Because they know. They have not been hanging in a closet somewhere for six years waiting for school to begin so they could learn" (p. 90).

Evaluation of the first year of Project READ (Calfee & Henry, 1986) showed positive outcomes on standardized measures of student achievement. Teacher morale was high, and Graystone began to attract visitors from other district schools. The next year the program was recommended by the administration to six inner-city schools in the district. We soon discovered the meaning of "institutional support." The new schools served student populations we would label today as at risk, but we came to doubt that the children were the problem. In classrooms that adopted critical-literacy strategies, improvement in student achievement was sudden and dramatic (by achievement we meant children's competence in reading and interest in writing, not standardized scores). But the schools were overburdened with conflicting programs; time and resources for
staff development were sparse; and staff expectations and vision were eroded by years of frustration.

The second year was instructive for us. On the one hand, we were encouraged by the outcomes for students whose home and family backgrounds were quite different from the Graystone neighborhood. On the other hand, institutional barriers to program implementation were daunting. As years have gone by, I have realized that the "second year" taught us a significant lesson about improving literacy instruction for schools serving the children of the poor: improving problem solving and communication at the school level was essential to sustain problem solving and communication in classroom practice.

**Basic Principles of Critical Literacy**

The Graystone project sprang from dissatisfaction with existing practice and the search for a workable alternative to prevailing approaches in language arts instruction. We—the Graystone faculty and the Stanford team—were neither radicals nor romantics. On the one hand, we had to rely on existing resources and materials (California's tax-limitation initiative had passed four years previously). On the other hand, we had to keep in mind the realities of accountability, including standardized tests.

We began by rethinking the reading-writing curriculum. In 1980, this term meant textbooks or scope-and-sequence charts. We moved away from this definition and turned back to the original meaning of curriculum as a course of study. A young person entering high school requires full command of the language to handle the challenges of secondary education and life thereafter. It was this shift in perspective that took us from a view of reading and writing as "basic skills for handling print" toward the concept of critical literacy: the capacity to use language in all its forms as a tool for problem solving and communication.

This change in conception may appear subtle, but the implications are substantial. Phonics is no longer the gateway to literacy but part of a tool kit. Student discussion is no longer ancillary to instruction but an essential constituent. Comprehension is not satisfied when students give simple answers to literal questions, but only as they can reconstruct the text and connect it to personal experience. Composition is no longer an optional activity inserted when convenient, but a crucial counterpart to comprehension from the earliest grades onward. The conception foreshadowed the current emphasis on whole-language approaches to literacy (Goodman, Smith, Meredith, & Goodman, 1987; Weaver, 1988), which emphasize purpose and meaning in all facets of language arts instruction.
The curriculum of critical literacy builds on five principles:

- The rhetorical techniques that support critical literacy can be taught from the earliest grades onward.
- Although students vary widely in the experiences they bring to the classroom, the potential for linguistic, cognitive, and metacognitive growth is remarkably constant for children of varying backgrounds.
- The key to effective development of intellectual potential is the acquisition of effective organizational strategies.
- In the school setting, the foundation for practical realization of the first three principles is a fundamental change in the design of the daily lesson.
- Literacy for tomorrow's students requires them not only to read and write but to possess an explicit understanding of how language operates for thinking and communicating.

The first of these principles comes from rhetoric, a set of techniques found in college composition texts and "how to communicate" seminars. Psychologists have applied the techniques in recent years to study structures of knowledge, such as story grammars and expository patterns (Calfee & Drum, 1986; Orasanu, 1986). These methods are generally judged as too advanced for any but the most able students and then only in the later grades. We thought that the techniques could be interpreted to mesh with the capacities of kindergartners, not because we were "pushy" but because we thought that children at all grades would find the techniques both challenging and helpful in reading and writing.

The second principle emphasizes the constancies in human thought and language (Calfee & Nelson-Barber, in press). Educators observe individual differences among students; they are less tuned to noticing similarities. For instance, all kindergartners enter school as full-fledged language users; they have a rich vocabulary store organized in semantic networks, and they can use story schemas to talk about cartoons and fairy tales (Applebee, 1978). They do not realize that they possess such rich resources, however; they are not strategic about learning or performance, and they lack a metalanguage for talking about knowledge and language. They also vary enormously in the match of their experiences and styles with the conventions of schooling. Nonetheless, and despite observed variations, every child has the basic intellectual potential to achieve the goal of critical literacy.

The concept of common intellectual potential is especially important for enhancing the education of children at risk for academic failure. As Graham (1987) has pointed out, today's elementary curriculum is a fixed track, where every student must leap the same hurdles wearing the same uniform. A youngster lacking conventional knowledge and skill must run the race barefoot and with bound ankles. A deeper understanding of the reading-writing curriculum can open the way for students' experiences and styles to serve as bases for acquiring the tools of literacy.
Despite decades of research to the contrary, breakdowns in communication are still attributed to student deficits. For instance, a recent newsletter for practitioners twice quoted teachers in despair over children who entered school “not knowing their colors” (NEA Today, 1990, pp. 3, 29). Colors and color names are acquired early, usually by two or three years of age, by virtually all children in all cultures. What is it about instructional practice that stifles children’s capacity to express themselves in the classroom about such simple matters (Heath, 1983)? Knowledge of story structures has equal validity whether gained from children’s memories of folk stories from the mountains of Oaxaca, the jungles of Cambodia, or the most recent episode of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, whether applied to an expurgated basal text, a prize-winning piece like The Polar Express (Van Allsburg, 1985), or a tale from The People Could Fly (Hamilton, 1985). The fundamental principle is to draw on what children do know as a foundation for learning.

The third principle addresses the issue of organization in human thought. The human mind has virtually infinite potential to store experience in long-term memory, but the attentional capacity of short-term memory is quite limited (Calfee, 1981). Hence the K.I.S.S. principle—“keep it simple, sweetheart.” This description of the human mind holds for virtually every person, regardless of age, intelligence, or socioeconomic level. To be sure, some children grow up in homes that surround them from the earliest years with experiences that help them make sense of the world’s complexities. More to the point, children from middle-class homes learn the routines that are the bread-and-butter of the typical school day. They play “animal, vegetable, and mineral” (a simplifying strategy), and they even play “school” (responding to silly questions where the asker already knows the answer).

The K.I.S.S. principle has intuitive appeal but “simple ain’t easy.” In fact, simplicity is a scarce commodity in today’s schools. The reading curriculum is often a chaotic collage of bits and pieces (Knapp & Shields, 1990 a, b). Lessons lack any sense of purpose or connection to personal experience. Pull-out programs add to the turmoil. Tests appear out of the blue, sometimes during a student’s first week in a new school.

The critical-literacy curriculum builds on the concept of “chunks.” The mind can handle about half a dozen distinctive pieces of information (chunks) at any given time. This principle applies to both students and teachers. Selecting workable units is the key to effective use of intellectual resources. Hence the question: What can serve as the foundational elements of an integrated language-literacy curriculum? In Project READ we shaped an answer around the linguistic analysis of spoken language into phonology, semantics, and discourse. Counterpart building blocks—decoding and spelling within phonology, vocabulary and concept formation within semantics, comprehension and composition of narrative and expository texts within discourse—provided a simple set of benchmarks for deciding what to teach from kindergarten onward (Calfee & Drum, 1986).
We found it possible to divide each component into a few “sub-chunks” with accompanying graphic structures and instructional strategies. The decoding-spelling strand, for instance, breaks along two dimensions: language origin and level of analysis. English is a historically rich language, with layers from Anglo-Saxon, Romance, and other sources. Spelling patterns at each layer have distinctive features at both the letter-sound and morphological (word part) levels (Balmuth, 1982). In kindergarten, the word-part strand leads children to examine compound words from Anglo-Saxon: “You know doghouse and raincoat; what do you think about rainhouse and dogcoat?” In sixth grade, students can explore Romance combinations: “See what you can make from these prefixes, roots, and suffixes; inter-, bi-; -nation-, -system-, -al, -ness.” Some combinations are real, while others have not yet entered the language. The curricular goal in both instances is to engage students in unpacking complex words. The instructional strategy gives students basic building blocks and the task of “making your own words.” The result is X-ray capacity to see the elements in peregrinations and to write nononsenseness with confidence (as no-non-sense-ness). Children for whom Spanish is the first language gain an advantage from their familiarity with the Latinate pattern (prefix-root-suffix), which is less well known to native English speakers (Henry, Calfee, & Avelar La Salle, 1989).

The fourth principle centers on lesson design. Basal lessons are typically a composite of curricular objectives and scripted activities. Lesson design in Project READ follows two criteria: (a) clarity of curricular goals, and (b) dependence on students’ collective experience to achieve the goals. The first criterion is supported by the lesson opening and closing, the second criterion by the middle activities.

In the opening and closing, the teacher briefly lays out the content, process, and structure of the lesson. The content is the topic, process is the means of analysis, and structure is the picture that synthesizes. The middle activities then lead students to explore the topic, with the teacher as facilitator.

Here is an example. A first-grade class starts a lesson on food. The topic is familiar but has opportunities for problem solving and communication; grocery stores and menus both entail categorization (Barton & Calfee, 1989). The teacher begins:

*We all know something about food; let’s see what’s on your mind. We’ll do this by webbing; let’s first find out what you know about the topic, and then we’ll organize the information. What comes to mind when you think about food? I’ll write your ideas down.*

This brief presentation is the opening; it states the topic (food), identifies the process (free associations and clustering), and lays out the structure (a web).

The move to the middle was quick: “What comes to mind...?” The teacher’s request for associations is genuine and opens the way for discussion. The move to structure is equally direct. Once students have generated a collection of associations,
the next step is to cluster the array; "How can we bunch the words?" The emphasis throughout the lesson is on students' thoughts, rather than extracting correct answers. The lesson employs commonplace content to assist students in acquiring high-level structures and strategies of broad applicability. The latter components provide the basis for "high-road" transfer (Salomon & Perkins, 1990; Calfee, Avelar La Salle, & Cancino, in press), as students discuss application of the structures and strategies in situations that go beyond the specifics of the lesson.

Explicitness is the fifth curriculum principle. Rhetorical devices like the topical net, along with explicit labels (webbing), allow students to talk about language and thought. Questions are open-ended and probe for explanations. "What comes to mind when you think about food?" is an authentic question, more so than "What goes with ice cream?" Equally important, any answer is an opportunity for the student to make public his or her reasoning. "Pickles and peanut butter! What an unusual combination. How did you come up with that?" Our natural response is to react to weird answers with strained expressions. When a teacher acknowledges the unusual nature of an answer and then probes for the underlying reasoning, virtually any response becomes a creative exercise. This strategy extends the theme of metacognition to all interactions and transforms playful impulses into metainstructional exchanges.

The Inquiring School

After the Honeymoon

Initial results from READ were encouraging, as measured by student performance and teacher morale, both quantitatively and qualitatively (Calfee, Henry, & Funderburg, 1988). But Graystone was a "rich folks" school—what is the connection with advancing the achievement of children at risk for school failure? The answer reflects 10 years of experience since Graystone, during which we have explored the same concepts in the inner cities of San Jose, Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, Omaha, and New York, as well as rural sites near Sacramento and Santa Cruz, California. Initial efforts at extending the program were frustrated by institutional barriers: lack of time, limited resources, overburdened agendas, well-intended but disconnected top-down programs, and frustration from years of experience with miracle cures.

We persisted with the READ experiment, nonetheless, simplifying strategies, fine-tuning structures, building the network of colleagues. Within five years, READ workshops had been held in more than two dozen sites around the country, many in collaboration with model schools. Classroom observations convinced us that low-achieving elementary students were indeed capable of handling advanced concepts, that their background was not a major barrier to development of high-level skills. Teachers frequently expressed surprise at the talents of these "disadvantaged" students.
For instance, in a webbing lesson on the concept of weather, a student gave volcano as an associate. Pressed to explain, he referred to a newscast of a volcanic eruption in the South Seas that darkened the skies around the globe. His teacher commented:

This student is junior-high age, but he hasn't passed the standards test. I thought his problem was deficient language and experience—and motivation. But now I know that he watches the TV news, he understands it, he connects it to his personal experiences. I'm astounded! (New York City teacher)

In a school serving families from tenements on New York's Lower East Side, a first-grader listed creatures in Lionni's Swimmy: a crab, a jellyfish, and a "snaky thing" (an eel). The teacher commented:

Normally I would have corrected her: "Not a crab; what was it [a lobster]?" But I thought, this child arrived from Puerto Rico only a year ago. She may not know the concept of crustaceans, but she sees the connections. Her "wrong answer" tells me more than the "right one" about her ability. (New York City teacher)

Both examples illustrate the importance during metainstruction for teacher reflection on the meanings of student discourse—the value in encouraging students to say what is on their mind, reinforcing their efforts, and turning any answer into an opportunity to explore student thinking.

Nonetheless, five years of efforts to expand the program had left us with a mixed message: some remarkable successes, a few memorable disappointments, and frequent uncertainties. The successes correlated with school-level indicators of effective schooling (Brookover, 1982; Purkey & Smith, 1985): strong leadership, clear goals, and emphasis on student learning.

The "flavor" of effectiveness was different in successful READ schools, however. Strong leadership meant time spent in classrooms and with teams of teachers. Clear goals meant sustained emphasis on improved reading and writing instruction over two or three years, rather than a collage of programs. The goals were conceptual rather than operational. Teacher reactions were as important as student performance. Student learning included test scores (standardized measures showed statistically significant upward trends in READ sites), but more consequential was the quality of student writing and discussion, students' capacity to explain what they were doing and why, and the morale and togetherness of the teaching staff. In a school where READ was working, displays of student work in classrooms, the hallways, and the teachers' lounge were convincing evidence; the enthusiasm and articulateness of the faculty about student progress was compelling (Whittaker, 1990; Whittaker, Wolf, & Wong, 1989). One principal, asked how to evaluate READ, replied that she would bring a group of students into her office, select a literature book from her shelf and ask them to analyze the story. She was confident about this approach, even though it was less objective than placement in the basal reader or mastery of district competencies.
The A-hat Experience

Once the teachers had reading and writing in place, we saw the need for other changes. After we “chunked” the bits and pieces, after we found ways to connect to students’ experience rather than going through the textbook, then we realized how disjointed our categorical programs were. And so we spent faculty meetings redesigning Chapter 1, bilingual ed, special ed, and so on. We actually made a “weave,” a matrix—what is our present situation, and where do we want to be in six months? What worked with kids worked for us! Now the whole day is together for teachers and students. A lot of work, but it really brought the staff together.

(Principal, Los Angeles)

In 1983-84, during a visit to Glazier Elementary School in Southeast Los Angeles, I observed a situation that led me to rethink the potential of the READ concept. The event is summarized in the anecdote above, which describes the decision by the Glazier staff to integrate categorical programs into the regular program. Glazier served students from a poor neighborhood, for many of whom English was a second language. At the principal’s initiation, the faculty began to explore a “schoolwide” program—this concept is now embodied in Chapter 1 legislation, but in 1983-84 it was a radical idea. By springtime, instruction at Glazier was virtually seamless; the staff had designed and implemented a program without pull out routines, ability grouping, or any other stigma associated with categorical programs serving at-risk students.

It suddenly came to me that the Glazier situation exemplified Schaefer’s (1967) concept of the school as a center of inquiry:

[We can no longer] afford to conceive of the schools simply as distribution centers for dispensing cultural orientations and information. . . . The intellectual demands upon the system have become so enormous that the school must become more than a place of instruction. It must become a center of inquiry—a producer as well as a transmitter of knowledge. . . . Not only our need for new knowledge but also our responsibility for the intellectual health of teachers suggests that schools should be conceived as centers of inquiry. [Where once] a commitment to learning throughout adult life was a necessity for a minority. . . . it is now a requirement for everyone who would not be a mere slave to the society he serves. . . . [The school must be the model] of an institution characterized by a pervasive search for meaning and rationality in its work. . . . [and students] similarly encouraged to seek a rational purpose in their studies. . . . (pp. 1-5)

The Glazier experience was remarkable, not only for the school’s accomplishments (which were impressive), but for the process that characterized the effort. The principal’s explanation was exquisitely simple: “We use the same techniques in faculty and team meetings that we teach students in the classroom. Webbing and weaving help our students solve problems and communicate with one another. No reason why we grownups can’t benefit from the same approach.”

In May 1984, the school was a visitation site for the International Reading Association convention in Los Angeles. The bus load of teachers and administrators that roamed through classrooms heard a common technical language and educational
purpose from principal, teachers, and students. They saw variety in the style and quality of the program and heard a few complaints. For instance, a fourth-grade boy said he preferred worksheets; “Now I have to do a lot more thinking and talking.” Although the young man’s complaint was earnest, his reflectiveness (as well as the quality of his writing project) suggested that he was prospering under the new regime.

In the years since Glazier, my colleagues and I have explored the concept of the Inquiring School in numerous contexts (Calfee, in press). The basic idea is simple: students are more likely to acquire critical literacy if the practice pervades the entire school. The argument also works in the other direction: restructuring the elementary school depends on the effective use of language for the problem solving and communication that should be at the heart of the reading-writing curriculum from the earliest grades onward.

This motif sometimes emerges naturally; the principal emphasizes a literate style of discourse throughout the school; the resource specialist initiates team meetings or study groups; the school faculty take collective responsibility for shaping the program (as in the third anecdote at the start of the paper). Spontaneous events like these are rare and easily snuffed out, however, especially in schools under fire because of low student achievement.

Creating the Inquiring School

The critical question, of course, is how to develop an Inquiring School by design rather than serendipity. Our experience over the past few years suggests that the task is possible, and that the key is to begin with a focus on curriculum and instruction, the heart and soul of elementary schooling (Bean, Zigmond, & King, 1990; Heisinger, 1988; Whittaker, 1990). Hence, we generally advise a school to develop a READ cadre at the outset and then move toward a schoolwide effort after a year’s experience with the techniques.

What are the characteristics of an elementary school that distinguish it as an Inquiring School? The first ingredient is the presence of a few clearly articulated goals about the educational purpose of the school and the techniques used to achieve those goals. Whether a visitor asks principal, teachers, students, secretary, or custodian everyone responds with the same message.

A second ingredient is summarized by K.I.S.S.; the concepts, practices, and technical language of the school all support the attainment of this small number of distinctive and overarching goals, all centered around a common thematic purpose. Rather than the collages of routines and programs that are so commonplace in today’s schools, all the pieces fit together into a coherent package.
The third ingredient is a problem-solving stance by the entire community. Research shows that low-achieving students tend to attribute success to luck and failure to lack of ability (Dweck & Leggett, 1988); I suspect that the same pattern holds for organizations as well as individuals. In the Inquiring School, the group takes charge of problems; here is where critical literacy plays a key role by facilitating communication.

Our design for supporting development of the Inquiring School model is still in the early stages, but we have identified three components that seem critical:

- Effective small-group processes
- Techniques for self-study and evaluation
- Individual efficacy.

Our focus here is on the adults in the school, but again it seems that success in these three areas is likely to have an impact on students as well as staff.

The reasoning behind these three items is as follows. First, if teachers are to break through the isolation that pervades schooling today, they need a set of formal routines for working as a team. Our approach is to build on the lesson-design methods from READ as a model for planning and conducting effective meetings. Second, once teachers have techniques that foster collaboration, they can benefit further from systematic methods for problem solving; from recent studies, "teachers as practical researchers" seems to us a promising direction. Finally, the advantages of the Inquiring School model entail cost to the individual, and it is important to show individuals how to "recharge their batteries" and to handle the tensions between leadership and collaboration.

We have given the most attention thus far to the first item on the list, small-group process, because it flows naturally from the READ lesson design. In planning a problem solving meeting, whether for the entire school faculty or between two teachers in a peer-coaching session, it makes sense to consider the opening, middle, closing, and follow-up of the session, and to think about the processes for analyzing the problem and the structure for framing the solution. The explicit connection between the classroom and the school can be an immediate and powerful demonstration of the long-term value of the techniques of critical literacy. Webbing, for instance, works well to draw out kindergartners, but it serves adults equally well under the fancier label of brainstorming.

It is important to make these connections explicit, rather than relying solely on intuition. The usual assumption is that educated adults are naturally adept at working together; in fact, it is a demanding human endeavor. Summer institutes and workshops provide teachers with opportunities to practice communication and decision-making techniques (Saphier, Bigda-Peyton, & Pierson, 1989). Anyone who has conducted workshops knows the enormous outpouring of teacher talk. Unless guided, however, these exchanges remain at an informal level of discourse. By explicit rehearsal of group
problem-solving techniques, school teams gain expertise that sustains the skills when they return to the schoolhouse, where team spirit can be dampened by day-to-day commonplaces. Our institute agenda addresses this issue explicitly: “When will you hold your first team meeting? What will be the agenda? How will you monitor the quality of the session?”

We have given less attention to the other two Inquiring School elements mentioned above. It has been suggested that internal program evaluation complement mandates imposed from above, that teachers and administrators take initiative as researchers (Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1990). The benefits from this shift in perspective can be substantial. As teachers acquire a taste for working in a professional collaboration, they (re)discover the value of teamwork (Duckworth, 1987; Lampert, 1984; Rosenholtz, 1989). They learn to reflect on their own learning and development (Peterson, 1988; Zeichner & Liston, 1987). Strengthening individual efficacy and leadership is supported by several writers (Covey, 1989; Cuban, 1988), usually as a sidelight to the more important work of the school. We are currently exploring connections between this element and the concepts of critical literacy—language plays a critical role in self-awareness and self-confidence. In the Inquiring School model, teachers are routinely expected to demonstrate their craft and explain their reasoning, both of which are powerful catalysts for professionalization (Richert, in press a, b).

Final Lessons: Application in At-Risk Settings

The proposition that poor children should receive literacy instruction of equal challenge to that provided students from more affluent backgrounds permeates this paper. The READ/Inquiring School model turns topsy-turvy several assumptions and practices for education of the disadvantaged:

- Instruction based on rote repetition (“They can't handle abstractions”) is displaced by student activities that encourage independent thought and collaborative teamwork.

- A piecemeal curriculum is supplanted by purposeful projects built around student experience, and aimed toward transcendental outcomes (e.g., the meaning and responsibilities of democracy).

- Standardized assessment is complemented by performance on genuine projects (e.g., the first-grade production of “Broke” sketched earlier).

- The school faculty, isolated and fearful of higher-ups, frustrated by student “failure” and lack of interest, turns with renewed expertise and vigor to the task of education.

My experiences over a decade in dozens of schools have left me with two lessons, both noted earlier but worth repeating. First, virtually all students are capable of a level of critical literacy that allows them to thrive as adults. Moreover, virtually all teachers have the intellectual and motivational capacity to support students in achieving this goal.
The second lesson is that a supportive school context is essential to realizing these goals. Schools serving children from disadvantaged neighborhoods face barriers of significant proportions, ranging from bureaucratic intrusions through skeptical expectations. Success depends on the curriculum materials, the techniques for instruction, the organizational arrangements, the principal's leadership style—and the financial resources available to the school. But none of these elements is as critical, in my opinion, as the substance and style of faculty interactions. When these interactions mirror the tenets of critical literacy, then the foundation exists for student success, for a schoolwide community of inquiry. Then teachers will fully realize their potential as a collective of intelligent, creative, and caring individuals. Then the hurdles of poor communication, low morale, and limited resources can be surmounted by teachers who reflect the highest standards of the professional vision that attracted them to schooling in the first place.
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DISCUSSION: SCHOOLWIDE LITERACY PROGRAMS FOR AT-RISK STUDENTS
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My response to the schoolwide programs described to promote literacy in at-risk students draws on 25 years of experience in education, including teaching English and history at a low-income junior high school in Los Angeles Unified School District; directing curriculum development projects in reading, composition skills, art, and higher-order thinking skills; and teaching courses in cognitive and instructional psychology, critical thinking, and the design of assessment instruments at Stanford University. In my current position as director of the Region F Chapter 1 Technical Assistance Center, I have worked with state and local education agencies in nine western states to address their needs in Chapter 1 curriculum and evaluation issues. From these experiences, I have developed a strong awareness of the complexity of school change; I have also maintained the conviction that we can, and must, improve the schooling of disadvantaged students.

Developing the literacy skills of students considered at risk presents a formidable challenge. Many of these educationally disadvantaged students suffer the twin problems of poverty and low academic achievement. To help these students catch up to the achievement levels of their peers, compensatory education programs historically have used a range of in-class and pull-out models to supplement instruction. Partly in response to the educational reform movement's call to restructure and improve schools, the current Chapter 1 regulations permit use of Chapter 1 funds to develop schoolwide projects for at-risk students. Designers of these programs are seeking guidance for changes in the structure and methods of their Chapter 1 programs.

In "Schoolwide Programs to Improve Literacy Instruction for Students At Risk," Robert Calfee describes two programs he has developed. His Project READ and the Inquiring School embody research-based strategies that Chapter 1 practitioners could well incorporate in the design of schoolwide projects. As the reactor to Calfee's paper, I will highlight key elements of his programs and examine their link to components of Chapter 1 schoolwide projects. I will examine the research-based strategies in his and other schoolwide and literacy projects, then propose what else we need to know or do to plan and implement programs that will improve the literacy development of disadvantaged youth.
What Are Schoolwide Projects?

Schoolwide projects are school-site attempts to apply the general elements of restructuring in a particular context. Restructuring may involve changes in organization, curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Key characteristics include school-site authority and decision-making, redefinition and combinations of staff roles, redesign of curriculum and instruction to promote higher-order thinking, and thoughtful assessment of student achievement. Some restructured schools may radically reorganize the entire school structure, program, staff, and accountability systems; others may concentrate on redesign of fewer components. To provide a context for evaluating Calfee’s programs, I describe some other prominent schoolwide efforts below.

A number of projects provide examples of attempts to redesign the entire school program. The organizational, curricular, and assessment components of these programs provide a backdrop for viewing applications of effective practice and the relationship of Calfee’s Project READ and the Inquiring School to them.

The School Development Program introduced by James Comer of Yale University has focused for 15 years on the achievement of inner-city children. His project, now implemented in a range of school districts throughout the country, addresses all aspects of the school structure. The program includes a governance and management team, a mental health team, and curriculum and staff development activities. Schools following the Comer model have been evaluated extensively with the finding that student achievement increases (Haynes, Comer, & Hamilton-Lee, 1988). Another restructuring program, Project Zero at Harvard University, is examining a series of pilot projects designed around the theory of multiple intelligences advanced by Howard Gardner. He proposes that at least seven distinct intellectual capacities—linguistic, musical, logical-mathematical, spatial, bodily kinesthetic, interpersonal, and intrapersonal—are used to approach problems. The programs combine in-depth school project work with extended exploration and apprenticeship in the community (Brickley & Gardner, 1990).

Henry Levin of Stanford University recently has advanced his concept of Accelerated Schools. In pilot projects in several states, school staff and community collaborate as a management team to create a central vision for the school and plan strategies to coordinate staff development, curriculum and instruction, parent involvement, and community services. The programs emphasize language; some employ Calfee’s Project READ (Levin, 1987).

As in Calfee’s projects, literacy forms the centerpiece of two other programs. Robert Slavin of Johns Hopkins University has developed the Success for All program based on his research with disadvantaged students. Key ingredients are intensive, early prevention and intervention, frequent assessment, and family support teams. Initiated primarily as a highly structured reading program, the project is being expanded to other subjects as well (Madden et al., 1989). In a state-initiated effort, the Arkansas
Department of Education has developed the Multicultural Reading and Thinking (McRAT) project as an interdisciplinary program designed to improve students' higher-order thinking strategies as they apply to reading and social studies. The administrative, staff development, instructional, and evaluation components of the program have been implemented for five years in districts across the state (Quellmalz & Hoskyn, 1988).

Although these established restructuring programs evolved from different origins, they share elements essential to the success of any schoolwide effort. Schools seeking to design a schoolwide project for compensatory education should examine closely the effective procedures reported by these and Cañee's projects.

Schoolwide Projects' Organizational Elements

The practitioner seeking guidance on how to change organizational elements of the school will find some information in various sections of Cañee's paper. Cañee describes the organizational features of his programs as strong leadership, exhibited by time spent in classrooms with teams of teachers, focus on a few simple, conceptual goals sustained over two or three years, integration of categorical programs into the core curriculum, and adoption of critical literacy as the process for professional interaction about school goals, change strategies, and outcomes. Cañee repeatedly emphasizes that Project READ and the Inquiring School propel changes in the school structure with critical-literacy strategies such as the weaving and webbing activities described for classroom reading and writing instruction. Cañee writes that these techniques are used by school faculty as tools to consider ways to revamp staff development, curriculum planning, instructional strategies, and assessment of student success. Although the procedures are not detailed in his paper, Cañee references recent attempts to document team decision making and internal evaluation. He also mentions plans to develop strategies for individual development and for leadership. He emphasizes, however, that the style and substance of critical-literacy communication strategies promote reflective professionalism and empower a schoolwide community of inquiry.

Cañee's programs differ from many of the other efforts described above in their origins. His programs developed as "bottom-up" curriculum projects that focused on strategies for organizational change and support only as they became necessary. Other restructuring programs have begun as "top-down" organizational change efforts, with curriculum as only one component.

The research base for the organizational elements necessary to restructure the entire school program includes and goes beyond Cañee's descriptions. The research suggests that critical aspects of organizational change are:

- Strong leadership
- Clear goals
• Collaborative involvement of all school staff in plan development, implementation, and evaluation
• Reconsideration of staffing patterns
• Provision of time and resources for collaborative planning, staff development, and reflection
• Reconsideration of class and staff schedules.

The research also indicates that the change process requires extended time.

Some restructuring programs, such as Comer's and Levin's, include school-based governance teams to develop a unity of purpose and feeling of empowerment in the school. Leadership and collaboration of the teams lead to development of clear goals. Calfee's recommendation that the goals be few and conceptual meshes with my experience with the Arkansas and Chapter 1 projects. When schools attempt too many changes, the change efforts may lose focus and coherence. Too often, staff development plans present one-shot, brief presentations that are not elaborated by extended sessions or by in-class modeling and feedback.

Staff Development Requirements

Alternative strategies for rescheduling class and staff time are not often documented. Staff development may take place on pupil-free days; during scheduled staff, grade-level, or department meetings; or during weekends or summers. Teachers may team teach, allowing one or more to be released. District or school administrators may relieve teachers so they can meet to plan and coordinate Chapter 1 and regular classroom assignments or engage in peer coaching or observations. Extensive staff development is a critical component of successful schoolwide programs. We would like to see specific ways that various schoolwide programs arrange for precious time for staff development.

Requirements for Developing Chapter 1 Schoolwide Programs

Chapter 1 schoolwide projects require a three-year effort, in recognition of the time required to implement substantive changes in schools. The federal regulations require staff, parental, and student involvement in the project planning process. The regulations also require that the plan describe the results of a comprehensive needs assessment, goals to meet the needs, strategies for addressing the needs, uses of funds, training for parents and staff, and development and implementation of accountability measures. Content of the goals, staff development, materials, and measures are left to the individual schools.
Redesigning the Curriculum

The Calfee projects have formulated an integrated language program with rhetorical structures and their components as the basic building blocks for studying topics, concepts, and strategies in literature and other subject areas. Narrative and expository discourse structures form the basis of lesson and unit design.

Cognitive research has tended to support the effectiveness of approaches in which students develop organized schemata or categories of information to capture the key concepts and strategies in a discipline. Coverage of isolated, discrete bits of information is eschewed in favor of integrated knowledge structures. The recommendations are to pursue depth, not breadth, thereby promoting more advanced skills within and across disciplines. Furthermore, projects are encouraged to develop students' metacognitive skills (i.e., skills in regulating their own thinking). The meta-instructional lessons in Project READ stress self-consciousness about reading strategies, a recommended metacomprehension goal for developing strategic readers.

Curriculum Approaches in Schoolwide Projects

Other restructuring projects resemble Calfee's programs in drawing on these research recommendations. The Key School, part of Gardner's Project Zero, has restructured the entire curriculum. Students work on extended projects during the morning hours, then explore extensions of the concepts and skills they have learned by going to community activities and apprenticeships in the afternoon. Arkansas' McRAT project teaches four higher-order thinking strategies—analysis, comparison, inference, and evaluation—within the context of studying literature and other rhetorical structures, as well as other cultures. The McRAT project also focuses on students' metacognitive skills by asking students for explanations of how they use explicit reasoning strategies and of how they would transfer the strategies to another topic, subject area, or practical application.

Other restructuring efforts address changes within particular disciplines, rather than across the entire school. Whole-language approaches are of this type, as are history/social-science and science approaches stressing extended treatment of fewer topics. California's literature-based language arts framework, which integrates literacy strategies with the study of original texts, is another example.

Requirements for Disseminating Innovative Curricula

To understand how schoolwide projects for at-risk students might revise, integrate, or coordinate curricula within and among disciplines, we need examples of the scope and sequence charts, curriculum plans, and model assignments the projects are using. Moreover, whether a schoolwide project team decides to adopt, adapt, or design curriculum reform, time must be provided for planning, staff development, and
reformulation of units. These curricular reforms are based on cognitive theories of learning, which stress very different principles from those of behavioral learning theory, on which the basic skills movement and early compensatory education programs were founded. Teachers must experience significant shifts in their knowledge of, and commitment to, these new paradigms.

**Research-Based Instruction in Schoolwide Projects**

**Research-Based Instructional Techniques**

The critical-literacy strategies used in Calfee's Project READ teach students the major discourse structures and techniques for comprehending them. Lesson design involves attention to the content, processing strategy, and structure for representing important concepts. For example, the "web," a semantic map, and the "weave," a compare/contrast matrix, provide pictorial representations of the relationships among words and ideas. The lessons also encourage student discussion, explanation, and transfer of their strategies.

The instructional components of Project READ draw on sound reading research. Comprehension research has provided evidence that comprehension is improved by building on students' background knowledge, attending to the structure of the type of material to be read, and reflecting on ideas and relationships in the text. The charting tools tap the visual modality and help students to organize and "see" the relationships among an often confusing sea of words.

Other projects have used charts, outlines, and other techniques to provide "scaffolding" for students' comprehension and composition. For example, visual mapping techniques such as story mapping, character mapping, Venn diagrams, and charts for evaluating the pros and cons of issues are central components of the McRAT project. Studies of writing programs also have found such forms of visual mapping to be important tools for helping students to plan and structure the ideas in their stories and essays.

The effectiveness of interactive instructional models such as cooperative learning and reciprocal teaching is demonstrated in extensive research. Cooperative learning and tutoring are mentioned briefly as components of Project READ. Students discuss structures and concepts of their reading; they help and challenge each other. These kinds of interactive activities, stressed in programs such as Slavin's Success for All, are sharp departures from the stereotypical "drill and kill" worksheets characteristic of earlier generations of Chapter 1 programs.
Accommodating Individual Differences in Schoolwide Literacy Programs

Effective instructional strategies for teaching reading comprehension help students not only to understand at a surface level what they have read but also to interpret and critique it. Schoolwide projects are based on the premise that instructional strategies that are effective for all students will help students who would have had additional instruction in the Chapter 1 program. Since a major goal of Chapter 1 is to promote students' advanced skills, schoolwide projects do not require differentiated instruction or materials for Chapter 1 eligible students. Nor, for that matter, do current Chapter 1 regulations prohibit supplemental tutoring for Chapter 1 students on the same assignment and materials originating in the regular classroom.

The emphasis on advanced skills for Chapter 1 students is accompanied by recommendations for direct comprehension instruction in core literature requiring sustained reading and thinking. Assistance with basic skills, such as decoding or the vocabulary required to read the book, may come during a sustained reading lesson. Similarly, assistance with the mechanics of writing may come in the context of the student's final editing process, after peer conferencing and revision of early drafts to clarify ideas and streamline coherence.

Given the long-overdue call for elimination of "drill and kill" seatwork on low-level literacy skills, we have little systematic evidence about whether special strategies are necessary or useful for promoting more advanced skills in educationally disadvantaged students. For example, all students are likely to benefit from the visual mapping techniques, but some students may need the visual mapping and scaffolding at greater levels of detail or longer. Work in student teams during webbing and weaving activities or during literary interpretation may require more structure or assistance when Chapter 1 students are involved. Models and strategies for literacy instruction for compensatory education students are sorely needed.

Assessment and Evaluation

Evaluations of the Calfee project are described only generally rather than in terms of the tests and assessment instruments used and the specific gains achieved. "Competence in reading and interest in writing, not necessarily standardized scores" are mentioned as some forms of the data. Although these projects seem to have been more consistently and closely evaluated than most restructuring and literacy programs, we still need more detail to judge the effectiveness of these and other programs. If the quality of student writing and discussion has improved, systematic ways of describing and evaluating the improvements should be reported.
A major difficulty for designers of Chapter 1 programs is that innovative programs seldom analyze achievement of Chapter 1 students separately from achievement of all students, although many of the projects have included Chapter 1 students.

Requirements for Assessment in Chapter 1 Schoolwide Programs

Assessment and evaluation requirements are central components of government-funded compensatory education programs. In the Chapter 1 regulations, schoolwide projects must not only document achievement gains but prove that the Chapter 1 students' achievement is greater than it would have been if the usual Chapter 1 service delivery model had continued. Therefore, standardized assessment and systematic evaluation are essential for Chapter 1 schoolwide projects.

The federal Chapter 1 National Reporting Standards require documenting achievement gains in basic and advanced skills. For reading programs, the comprehension subtest of a nationally normed reading test is an acceptable measure of advanced skills in reading. In language arts programs, a nationally normed language arts test that measures the program's basic and advanced skills is acceptable for national reporting.

Chapter 1 programs are encouraged, too, to use multiple measures to assess student growth and to specify performance standards for growth in terms of desired outcomes. Therefore, compensatory programs that consider additional measures of reading comprehension and basic skills appropriate and necessary should, indeed, use them.

Alternative Measures of Student Achievement

Some test publishers are developing nationally normed tests that assess comprehension of longer texts. Other likely candidates for alternative measures are the reading, writing, and integrated literacy assessments used in the regular classroom. These may include tests developed by the district, other criterion-referenced tests, writing assessments, and teacher-made tests. Portfolios of student work also may serve as formal or informal measures of progress. If the portfolios of literacy activities are meant to serve as formal assessments, however, they need to have consistent structure, content, and evaluative criteria across classrooms and schools. More informal, but instructionally useful, assessments may include portfolios of assignments in progress, drafts of writing assignments, copies of reading or learning logs, and other records of progress in literacy development. Tapes and checklists of students' reading and speaking fluency may be considered.

Experts in literacy research agree that the multiple-choice format can tap only limited aspects of reading and writing competence. Clearly, multiple interpretations are a hallmark of the literacy-based curriculum; writing must be assessed by evaluation of
actual writing samples. Districts have the authority to supplement assessment of
Chapter 1 reading programs with alternative assessment formats specified in terms of
other desired outcomes. Districts also have the authority to specify what constitutes
substantial progress toward the desired outcomes. Currently, a number of districts are
experimenting with portfolio assessments. Writing assessments have achieved
acceptance if they have been developed to meet standards of technical quality.

Once again, educators committed to improving the literacy achievement of at-risk
students need models of assessments deemed appropriate for measuring the goals of
integrated literacy programs. Furthermore, policy makers concerned with improving the
quality of Chapter 1 evaluations need evidence that alternative assessment formats
meet reasonable standards of technical quality and thus can provide credible, useful
evidence about the effectiveness of literacy programs for at-risk students.

Summary

The schoolwide projects to improve literacy instruction for students at risk described
by Robert Caflee represent state-of-the-art strategies for teaching literacy. In this paper,
I have attempted to identify the strategies of his and other literacy or restructuring efforts
that seem most relevant for the design of Chapter 1 schoolwide projects emphasizing
literacy. I also have noted the research-based aspects of literacy and restructuring
efforts that might be useful for designers of literacy programs for at-risk youth to try.
Finally, I have described information we still need to seek and models we need to see in
order to understand better how to tailor general research findings to improve the literacy
of educationally disadvantaged students. In looking back on the last 25 years of
compensatory education, I must conclude that we have come a long way, but we have a
long way to go.
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USING CHILDREN'S MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE

Marla has 4 peanuts. Her mother gave her some more. Now she has 11 peanuts. How many peanuts did her mother give her?

Most first- and second-grade teachers, and probably most adults, see the above problem as a subtraction problem that will be difficult for young children to solve. However, consider what Elissa (a four-year-old) did when asked to solve this problem. First, Elissa counted out four counters. Then she added more counters until she had 11. With her hand she separated out the original four counters, then she pointed to the group she had left and said to the interviewer, “This many.” The interviewer asked her, “How many is that?” Elissa counted, “One, two, three, four, five, six, seven.” Turning to the interviewer, Elissa announced firmly, “Seven peanuts!”

Elissa did what most young children do. She invented a way to solve the problem that was based on how she thought about the problem, not on any procedure that had been taught to her. She recognized that the problem involved joining some things together, and she did that. Elissa is not unusual. In fact, we have learned from research that all children come to school knowing a great deal about mathematics. If adults take children’s mathematical knowledge seriously, they can help children use their knowledge to solve problems and learn more mathematics.

Adults have not always taken children's knowledge seriously. Typically, parents and teachers have assumed that children begin school with little or no knowledge of mathematics. This assumption was not unreasonable when the primary goal of the elementary mathematics curriculum was to develop skill in computation (e.g., to learn the basic facts and the algorithms of addition and subtraction). “Children did not come to school with much knowledge of formal algorithms, so it made sense to assume that children did not have much mathematical knowledge. Although most educators knew that computational skills were not sufficient, they presumed that before children could understand the algorithms and use them to solve problems, children needed to have mastered computational skills. Thus, primary school instruction has focused on the practice of these skills to attain mastery. This emphasis is even more pronounced in the instruction of children in less advantaged socioeconomic areas, who spend more time in computational tasks than children in schools with more resources (Zucker, 1990). The tacit assumption is that once children have learned to compute with a reasonable level of facility, they can be taught to understand why the various procedures work and to apply the procedures to solve problems.

Findings from the National Assessment of Educational Progress and other research programs have documented, however, that this heavy emphasis on computation has been misplaced (Dossey, Mullis, Lindquist, & Chambers, 1988). Although children in the
United States can demonstrate computational skills at a reasonable level of proficiency, most children do not appear to understand the mathematics in the skills, and they cannot apply the skills to even simple problem situations. This situation has led the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1989) and the Mathematical Sciences Educational Board of the National Research Council (1989) to propose that problem solving and the development of mathematical understanding should be the foci of the mathematics curriculum for all students and that problem solving should be integrated throughout the mathematics curriculum rather than tacked on after computational skills are mastered.

Reconsidering Children's Mathematical Knowledge

A new approach to teaching and curriculum, which holds promise for achieving the expanded goals of mathematics instruction, takes seriously the knowledge that children have when they enter school. In this approach, teachers use the knowledge of each child to make instructional decisions so that the child learns mathematics with understanding, learns how to solve problems, and also learns the computation skills. This approach uses knowledge that has been accumulating from research on children's thinking in mathematics.

The Research Base on Children's Thinking

A growing body of research documents that children develop understanding, problem-solving abilities, and skills concurrently as they engage in active problem solving (Fennema, Carpenter, & Peterson, 1989a). This research also shows that children invent ways of solving problems that are not tied to traditional arithmetic solutions (Carpenter, 1985; Ginsburg, 1983; Lave, 1988). In fact, children's problem-solving experiences actually form the basis for their development of basic arithmetic concepts and skills.

Over the last 10 years, an extensive body of research has also accumulated on the development of basic addition and subtraction concepts and skills in primary school children (Carpenter, 1985; Fuson, 1988). This research shows that young children are adept at solving simple word problems, and their solutions often involve relatively sophisticated problem-solving processes. Even before children receive any formal instruction in addition and subtraction, they consistently solve simple addition and subtraction word problems by modeling and counting.

Consider, for example, the problem that Elissa solved at the beginning of the paper. Maria had 4 peanuts. Her mother gave her some more. Now she has 11 peanuts. How many peanuts did her mother give her? Most adults solve this problem by subtracting 4 from 11, but it is not easy to explain why to subtract. Subtraction is usually taught as representing a separating action like the situation in the following problem: Angelica had 14 dollars. She spent 6 dollars on a kitten. How many dollars does she have left? The
problem about the peanuts, however, might be perceived as asking how much needs to be added to the 4 to get 11 peanuts. Accordingly, young children do not think of this as a subtraction or take-away problem. They solve the problem by modeling the additive action. If children have counters, they make a set of 4 counters and then add counters to this initial set until there are a total of 11 counters. By counting the counters that have been added on, children find the number of peanuts that Maria's mother gave her.

The above example illustrates two features that are important for understanding children's thinking and how elementary mathematics instruction might be designed to build on it. First, different problem situations exist that represent different conceptions of addition and subtraction, not just the simple joining and separating situations that are used to define addition and subtraction in most standard elementary mathematics textbooks. Second, children do not interpret all addition and subtraction problems in terms of pluses and minuses; they attempt to model the action and the relationships described in the problem.

Current research on children's thinking about addition and subtraction problems is based on a detailed analysis of the problem space (Carpenter, 1985). Addition and subtraction word problems are partitioned into several basic classes that distinguish among different types of actions and relationships. Distinctions are made among problems involving joining action, separating action, part-part-whole relationships, and comparison situations. Examples of each of these basic problem types are presented in Table 1. (For a complete description of this problem space and the related solution strategies, see Carpenter, 1985, or Fennema & Carpenter, 1989.) Within each class, three distinct problem types can be generated by systematically varying the unknown in the problem. For example, Elissa's problem is a joining problem with the change unknown, while the joining problem in Table 1 is one with the result unknown. The first separating problem in Table 1 is a result-unknown problem, while the second one is a start-unknown problem. This classification scheme provides a highly principled analysis of problem types such that knowledge of a few general rules is sufficient to generate a complete range of problems.

The power of this analysis is that it is consistent with the way children think about problems and solve them. When young children initially solve word problems, they directly model the action or relationships in the problem using counters, fingers, or counting patterns. For example, a young child would solve the first separating problem in Table 1 by making a collection of 12 counters and removing 5 of them. A young child would solve the comparing problem most readily by making two sets and matching them to find out how many are left over. Elissa's solution to the problem at the beginning of this paper illustrates how one type of joining problem is solved.
### Table 1
**Basic Classes of Addition and Subtraction Problems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Example Problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joining</td>
<td>There were 7 birds on a wire. Five more birds joined them. How many birds were on the wire then?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separating</td>
<td>Twelve frogs were in the pond. Five frogs hopped out. How many frogs were left?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There were some frogs in the pond. Five hopped out. Then there were 7 frogs left. How many were there to start with?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparing</td>
<td>Charles picked 7 flowers. Penelope picked 12 flowers. How many more flowers did Penelope pick than Charles?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part-Part Whole</td>
<td>There are 7 boys and 5 girls on the playground. How many children are on the playground?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children at this level generally have difficulty with problems that cannot be easily modeled. For example, the second separating problem in Table 1 is difficult to model because the initial quantity is the unknown, so children have no place to start in attempting to model the action in the problem.

Over time, children invent more efficient strategies for solving these problems. They base these strategies on their growing understanding of number concepts. For example, a child might solve the problem about the peanuts by counting up from 4 and saying, "5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11. The answer is 7." In this case, the child does not exactly model any of the quantities described in the problem but simply keeps track of the number of steps in the counting sequence using fingers or some other device. Similarly, a child might solve the first separating problem in Table 1 by counting back from 12.

Even when first- and second-grade children appear to be using recall of number facts to solve problems, many children are actually using these modeling and counting strategies. Gradually, they begin to learn the number facts first by using a core of facts they know in order to derive or generate unknown facts. For example, to solve the first joining problem, six-year old Juan might respond: "Well, I know that 5 and 5 is 10, so since 7 is 2 more than 5, the answer is 12 because 12 is 2 more than 10."

Although for many teachers and adults this kind of thinking seems abstract, for Juan it makes perfect sense because he is building on and using what he knows in order to solve a mathematics problem. Derived facts are not used only by a handful of very bright students. Even without specific instruction, many children use derived facts before they have mastered all their number facts at a recall level. In a three-year
longitudinal study in Madison, Wisconsin, over 80% of the children used derived facts at least occasionally at some time in grades 1 to 3, and 40% of the children used derived facts as their primary strategy at some time during the three years.

Indeed, all these kinds of thinking by children in the primary grades are typical. Almost all children spontaneously use the kinds of solution strategies that we have discussed. By the middle of the first grade, most children can solve many different types of addition and subtraction problems, and they are beginning to use more efficient counting strategies as well as direct modeling.

Children's solutions demonstrate in two ways the kind of mathematical thinking that we want to encourage. First, children can solve a variety of problems by attending carefully to the information given in the problem, not by looking for key words or using other tricks to bypass understanding. Second, the procedures they invent to find the answer demonstrate creative problem solving based on an understanding of fundamental number concepts. In the early elementary school years, children are capable of much more sophisticated thinking than adults have assumed. Children do not start school as blank slates but bring with them a rich store of mathematical knowledge that they have already acquired.

The research on children's solving of addition and subtraction problems demonstrates that children enter school with a rich store of informal knowledge that can serve as a basis for developing meaning for the formal symbolic procedures they learn in school. But the research does more than demonstrate that children know more and are capable of learning more than they have been given credit for. It also provides a principled framework for selecting problems and analyzing students' thinking that allows teachers to understand better their own students' thinking so that they can select appropriate instruction to build on the mathematical knowledge that their students have already acquired. Disadvantaged children, as well as advantaged children, have interacted with numbers in a variety of ways. They have counted many things, have some knowledge of money, and have had many natural interactions with numbers.

The analysis of the addition/subtraction problem space and the related research on children's solution strategies comprise a systematic body of knowledge that is useful in developing an approach to mathematics teaching and curriculum for all children in the primary grades. We consider now the Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) project in which we have been studying the use of this knowledge by teachers and children.

The CGI Approach

The CGI approach is based on two key assumptions: first, that knowledge of children's thinking about addition and subtraction problems can be useful to teachers;
and second, that just as children interpret and make sense of new knowledge in light of their existing knowledge and beliefs, so do teachers.

Sharing Research Knowledge with Teachers

Rather than attempt to use this research to specify a program of instruction, we decided to share the research-based knowledge about children’s mathematical knowledge and thinking directly with teachers and to let teachers interpret for themselves what it meant to their instructional programs. Our approach is similar to how we believe children learn and is also compatible with site-based approaches to school improvement. Each child has to make sense of the world for himself or herself. Understanding comes only when a child is able to assimilate new knowledge in a way that is not in conflict with what she or he already knows and believes. Why should teachers be any different? In fact, research suggests strongly that teachers’ understandings and beliefs profoundly influence their instruction (Clark & Peterson, 1986) and that teachers gain understanding in much the same way that children do (Duckworth, 1987; Lampert, 1984). Teachers in their classrooms are the ones who make the decisions that influence learning, and they make decisions that are congruent with what they understand and believe (Fennema, Carpenter, & Peterson, 1989b).

At the beginning of our National Science Foundation-supported CGI project, 40 experienced first-grade teachers from the Madison, Wisconsin area agreed to work with us. We assigned teachers randomly to one of two groups. The first group (CGI) participated in the training workshop during the summer of 1986. These teachers spent 20 hours per week for 4 weeks with us learning about children’s thinking in addition and subtraction. The second group served as a comparison or control group during the first year and participated in a similar workshop in the summer of 1987.

During the workshop, we shared with the teachers the framework of problem types shown in Table 1 and the related children’s solution strategies. The teachers viewed videotapes of children solving addition/subtraction word problems until the teachers could identify both problem types and strategies with relative ease. The teachers also interviewed five- and six-year old children to ascertain whether children actually used the solution strategies that had been discussed.

We did not tell the teachers what to do with the knowledge they had gained. We discussed the importance of a teacher’s knowledge of how each child solves problems, the place of drill on number facts, and the necessity for children to think and talk about their own problem solutions with each other and with the teacher. We talked about adapting the problems (by type of problem or size of number in the problem) given to a child, depending on what the child understands and can do. We discussed writing problems around themes related to children’s lives and classroom activities. (For a
complete description of activities and readings used in the workshop, see Fennema & Carpenter, 1989.)

We gave the teachers time to plan how they would use their new knowledge in their classrooms during the following year. Teachers talked extensively with us and with other teachers about possible implications of the knowledge about addition and subtraction. Most teachers wrote examples of all the problem types to use in their classrooms, and tentatively planned one unit that they would teach sometime during the school year.

What Research Says About the Use and Effectiveness of CGI

We pre- and posttested children in the CGI and control teachers' classes, and we observed these teachers' mathematics teaching regularly during the 1986-87 school year. We also assessed the teachers' knowledge and beliefs about teaching mathematics both before the workshop and at the end of the school year (Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, & Carey, 1988; Peterson, Carpenter, & Fennema, 1989; Peterson, Fennema, Carpenter, & Loef, 1989). We compared the instructional practices, beliefs, and knowledge of the CGI teachers and the learning of CGI students with those of the control group of teachers and their students.

When compared with control teachers, the CGI teachers spent significantly more time on word problem solving in addition and subtraction, and they spent significantly less time drilling on addition and subtraction number facts. CGI teachers also encouraged their students to solve problems in many more different ways, listened more to their students' verbalizations of ways they solved problems, and knew more about their individual students' problem-solving strategies. CGI students outperformed control students on written and interview measures of problem solving and number fact knowledge, including a measure of complex word problem solving on the Iowa Test of Basic Skills, and they reported greater understanding and confidence in their problem-solving abilities. Although CGI teachers spent only half as much time as control teachers did in teaching number fact skills explicitly, CGI students demonstrated greater recall of number facts than did control students.

Those teachers who believed more in the ideas of CGI and had more knowledge about their children listened more to their children's verbalizations of their thinking, and they implemented CGI more than did those teachers who had lesser knowledge and weaker beliefs. In sum, at the end of only one year, the research evidence demonstrated that teachers' use of the knowledge of children's mathematical thinking that they had gained from the workshop and developed in their classroom practice made a significant difference in their children's confidence and abilities to solve mathematics problems. (For complete descriptions of these results, see Carpenter, Fennema,
But would a CGI approach be effective with disadvantaged children in inner-city schools? Indeed, some would argue that disadvantaged children still need drill on computation skills and number facts. However, we have recent evidence that a CGI approach can be quite successful in this setting.

Significant effects of CGI on students' problem solving were reported recently by Villasenor (1990), who worked with first-grade teachers in inner-city public and private schools in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Villasenor participated in a CGI workshop taught in Madison, Wisconsin, by two members of our original project staff. He then used the Cognitively Guided Instruction program implementation guide, readings, and materials developed by Fennema and Carpenter (1989) to conduct a one-week, four-hour-per-day workshop (for a total of 20 hours) for 12 inner-city Milwaukee first-grade teachers in the summer of 1989. These teachers volunteered to participate, and they became the CGI "treatment" group. Villasenor also recruited another group of 12 first-grade teachers from schools in inner city Milwaukee who formed the "non-treatment" control group. During the workshop, teachers in the CGI group focused on understanding the different types of word problems in addition and subtraction and on understanding students' strategies for solving these word problems. Teachers explored ways to assess students' mathematical knowledge as well as ways to use this knowledge to design instruction, and they planned their instruction using CGI for the upcoming school year. During the school year, these CGI teachers met once a month on Saturday mornings to share their ideas about CGI and talk about their implementation of CGI ideas in their first-grade classrooms. Teachers in the control group participated in two 1-1/2-hour workshops on problem solving in October and in January.

To assess students' problem-solving achievement at the end of the year, Villasenor used the written test of problem solving that we developed (Carpenter, Fennema, Peterson, Chiang, & Loef, 1989). Students in CGI teachers' classes achieved significantly higher scores than did students in control teachers' classes, achieving an average of 9.67 out of 14 items correct, a mean score that was nearly 4 standard deviations higher than the average score of 2.92 for students in the control group. CGI students also showed significantly greater knowledge of number facts, achieving an average of 4.75 out of 5 items correct, or about 5 standard deviations above the mean of 2.29 for the control group students. These significant results are shown in Figure 1.
One possible limitation of the study involves the comparability of the control group to the CGI group of teachers and students. The groups were similar in at least one respect. In both groups, teachers taught in schools with an enrollment that averaged 76% minority students, drawn from predominantly Hispanic and black populations. However, the groups were dissimilar in that teachers in the CGI group had students who performed 1 standard deviation higher on the problem-solving pretest than did students in the control group (although in both groups students' averages on the pretest were only 1 or 2 problems correct out of 14). Nonetheless, CGI students' average increase in problem-solving achievement was still significantly greater than that of control students, even when initial pretest scores were taken into account. In sum, Villasenor's results are important because they provide concrete evidence for the effectiveness of the CGI approach with a disadvantaged population of students—the same kinds of students who often participate in compensatory education programs.

A Look At CGI Classrooms

After the original year of studying CGI and its impact, we have continued to study CGI teachers. As a result, we know that CGI classrooms are different from traditional classrooms. Consider, for example, the following descriptions of a traditional second-grade classroom and a first grade CGI classroom:
Traditional Classroom

The lesson begins with a three-minute timed test in which each student tries to beat a personal best in writing answers to number facts with speed and accuracy. Then Ms. K. reads aloud two word problems involving addition or subtraction of multidigit numbers. Students work on these problems at their tables. Ms. K. calls on a few students to explain their strategies. The students respond by stating the algorithms they used. Finally, the teacher passes out worksheets containing more word problems that are result-unknown problems. The students are to solve these with traditional multidigit algorithms. She asks the students to complete three of these problems before the end of the lesson. All students work the problems with the traditional algorithms while Ms. K. circulates to help them.

In the traditional primary mathematics classroom, children are on task and doing what the teacher has told them to do. Most activities focus on learning a computational procedure to solve each word problem. The teacher expects all children to do the same routine and to have the same knowledge in mathematics. The word problems seem to serve as a context for children to practice their algorithms rather than as a context for children to make visible and share their thinking and problem-solving strategies. The teacher expects all children to use the same strategy—the standard algorithm—to solve each word problem. The teacher bases all her decisions on what she thinks is important for children to learn—in this case, the addition and subtraction procedures.

CGI Classroom

While most of the class are solving word problems independently or in small groups, Ms. J. is sitting at a table with three students, Raja, Erik, and Ernestine (Ern). Each child has plastic cubes that can be connected together, a pencil, and a big sheet of paper on which are written the same word problems. As the students peruse the problems, they notice their names:

Raja: My name is already there!
Ms. J.: Your name is there? Yes!
Ern: My name is on! Her name is on!
Ms. J.: Yeah, and so is your name, eventually. Okay. Who wants to read the first one?
All: Me!
Ms. J.: Well, let’s read them together.
All: [reading] Raja made 18 clay dinosaurs. Ernestine has 9 clay dinosaurs. How many more clay dinosaurs does Raja have than Ernestine? [A compare problem]
Ms. J.: Okay [reads problem again as students listen].
The students work on the problem in different ways. Raja puts together 18 cubes. She removes 9 of them and counts the rest. She gets 11. She writes the answer down, then looks up at the teacher for confirmation. Ms. J. looks at the answer, looks back at the problem, and then says, "You're real close." As Raja recounts the cubes, Ms. J. watches her closely. This time Raja counts 9.

Ernestine exclaims, "I've got it!" Ms. J. looks at Ernestine's answer and says, "No. You're real close."

Erik connects 9 cubes, and in a separate group he connects 18. He places them next to each other and matches them up, counting across each row to make sure there are 9 matches. Then Erik breaks off the unmatched cubes and counts them. "I've got it!" he announces. Erik writes down his answer. He says to Ms. J., "Got it. Want me to tell you?" Ms. J. nods "Yes." Erik goes to Ms. J. and whispers his answer in her ear. Ms. J. nods, "Yes" in reply. Turning to the group, she queries, "Okay now, how did you get your answers? Remember, that's what's always the important thing is: How did you get it? Let's see if we can come up with different ways this time. [Erik has his hand raised.] Erik, what did you do?"

Erik: I had 9 cubes and then I had and then I put 18 cubes and then I put them together. And the 18 cubes, I took away some of the 18 cubes.

Ms. J.: Okay, let's see if we can understand what Erik did. Okay, you got—show me 18 cubes.

Erik: Okay. [He puts together two of the three sets of 9 he has lined up in front of him.]

Ms. J.: Okay, so you have 18 cubes. Then you had nine.

Erik: [He takes 9 cubes in his other hand and puts them side by side.] Yeah.

Ms. J.: Then you compared.

Erik: [simultaneously with Ms. J.] Then I put them together.

Ms. J.: Then you put them together.

Erik: Then I took...

Ms. J.: Nine away.

Erik: Nine away, and I counted them [the ones left], and there were 9.

Ms. J.: Okay. So that's one way that you did it. Nice job, Erik. Which way did you do it, Raja?
Raja: [She has a set of 18 cubes connected in front of her.] Well, I counted 18 cubes.

Ms. J.: Erik, let’s listen to her way.

Raja: Then I counted 9. [She counts 9 of the 18.]

Ms. J.: You counted 9. [Another student comes up to the table and puts a paper in front of Ms. J. Ms. J. puts her arm around this student while she continues listening to Raja.]

Raja: Then I [she breaks the 9 cubes away from the 18], then I got 9.

Ms. J.: Okay, great! [To Ernestine]: What did you do? [To Raja as she pats her on the hand]: Nice job.

Em: I knew 9 plus 9 was, 9 plus 9 is 18. I took away one 9, and it was 9.


Em: I said I knew 9 plus 9 was 18.

Ms. J.: You knew that 9 plus 9 was 18. Okay.

Em: I took away one 9 and it was 9.

Ms. J.: Okay. Good. So we had—how many different ways did we do that problem? Erik, you did it one way, right? Raja, was your way different from Erik’s? [Raja nods “Yes.”] Was your way different from Ernestine’s? [Raja nods “Yes.”] So that was two ways. Ernestine, was your way different from Raja?

Em: Yes.

Ms. J.: Was your way different from Erik?

Em: Yes.

Ms. J.: So we did the problem in three different ways. Let’s read the next problem.

The three children in Ms. J.’s class worked on one problem for about five minutes. These children, who could be characterized as disadvantaged, were solving a relatively difficult comparison problem. Ms. J. had written the problem just for these children and had even put two of the children’s names in the problem. In deciding on the type of problem and the size of the numbers in the problem, Ms. J. drew on her knowledge of these children’s mathematical knowledge and thinking. Each child figured out a way to solve the problem and described clearly what he or she had done. Ms. J. is experienced at listening to her children talking about their thinking. She is adept at understanding what they are trying to say and at gently probing when she doesn’t understand how they are thinking. When the above dialogue occurred, Ms. J. had been working with these
children for a number of months, so she knew the kinds of thinking they might do. She also had a well-organized body of knowledge that included how young children typically solve comparison problems. She recognized each strategy as one that many children used to solve comparison problems.

In the CGI classroom, the teacher poses problems that each child can solve at his or her level of mathematics knowledge and understanding. The teacher encourages each child to solve mathematical problems using ways that make sense to the child. Ms. J. encourages each child to tell her how he or she solved the problems and uses what the child tells her to make instructional decisions. Children are aware that their thinking is as important as the answer and are not only comfortable, but determined that Ms. J. understand how they have solved each problem.

In other CGI classrooms, teachers work with the whole class and take into account individual differences in students in two ways. First, teachers pose problems that can be solved in a variety of ways so that each child can solve the problem according to his or her level of mathematical knowledge. Second, teachers substitute smaller or larger numbers in the same word problem, depending on their judgments of the size of numbers that different children can work with and use. After posing a problem to the whole class, teachers typically call on several children, one at a time, to say and show how they solved the problem. Often the teacher expects the next child to provide a different solution strategy from the ones given previously.

Key Elements of CGI Classrooms

Because teachers were not given prescriptions, they have adapted CGI ideas according to their own teaching styles and according to what is comfortable and right for them. Thus, each CGI classroom is, in some sense, unique. However, we have observed three key elements that all CGI classrooms have in common. As we have discussed already, one important element is that multiple solution strategies to problems are recognized, encouraged, and explored. These solution strategies are brought out as the thinking of children becomes visible within the context of solving problems. This points to a second key element of CGI classrooms: a focus on problem solving. A third key element of CGI classrooms is that teachers have an expansive view of children's mathematical knowledge and thinking. CGI teachers believe that all children know something about mathematics and that, as teachers, they need to figure out continually what children know about mathematics and then use this knowledge to plan and adapt their mathematics instruction. We consider these last two elements further in the sections that follow.
Focus on Problem Solving

Problem solving is the focus of all CGI classrooms. Teachers pose many problems for children. They carefully write or select these problems to be appropriate for their children. Generally, teachers construct problems relevant to the children’s real lives in school and out, such as a forthcoming class trip to the school forest or the real need to figure out at the beginning of each school day how many children will eat hot and cold lunches. Problems emerge during social studies lessons, or from a book the teacher happens to be reading to the class, or from a fantasy world constructed by the class, such as the Friendly Forest where raccoons can change the number of stripes on their tails depending on the problem. Some teachers, like Ms. J., usually write problems for each child, but not all teachers do. Because all problems can be solved in a variety of ways, teachers find that only a few problems can occupy the entire class for a day. Table 2 presents a set of problems that one teacher constructed for her children as she was reading her class the book *The Berenstein Bears and Too Much Junk Food.*

Problem solving is not limited exclusively to word problems. For example, children invent their own ways to solve multidigit number problems. The following solution shows the thinking of a child in a CGI classroom as she added two three-digit numbers, 248 and 176, to solve a word problem:

> Well, 2 plus 1 is 3, so I know it’s two hundred and one hundred, so now it’s somewhere in the three hundreds. And then you have to add the tens on. And the tens are 4 and 7...well, um, is you started at 70, 60, 90, 100. Right? And that’s four hundreds. So now you’re already in the three hundreds because of the (40+70). But you’ve still got one more ten. So if you’re doing it: 300 plus 40 plus 70, you’d have four hundred and ten. But you’re not doing that. So what you need to do then is add 6 more onto 10, which is 16. And then 8 more: 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. So that’s 124. I mean 424.

An Expansive View of Children’s Mathematical Knowledge

CGI teachers believe that all children know something about mathematics and that, as teachers, they need to consider and use their children’s mathematical knowledge in planning instruction and in making decisions during instruction. CGI teachers realize that they need to be learning continuously about their children’s mathematical knowledge and thinking as it is developing. They continually assess what each child can do, formally through individual interviews and informally as part of ongoing classroom discourse when children solve problems. During classroom discourse, the teacher typically encourages the children to solve a problem any way they wish. Then the teacher asks individual children how they solved the problem and listens carefully to each child’s explanation. Teachers’ knowledge of the organized framework of problem types and related solution strategies helps them understand and keep track of individual students’ thinking as well as the kinds of problems a student can solve.
Table 2

WORD PROBLEMS WRITTEN BY A SECOND-GRADE TEACHER
(Van Den Heuvel, 1990) to accompany The Berenstein Bears and Too Much Junk Food (Berenstein, S., and Berenstain, J.)

1. Sister Bear used to weigh 55 pounds. Then she ate too much junk food, and now she weighs 71 pounds. How many pounds did she gain?

2. Brother Bear weighed just the right amount for his height. Then he ate too much junk food and gained 24 pounds. Now he weighs 90 pounds. How much did he weigh to begin with?

3. If Brother Bear weighed 84 pounds, and he weighed 37 pounds more than Sister Bear, then how much would Sister Bear weigh?

4. Papa Bear weighed 21 pounds more than Brother Bear and Sister Bear combined. If Brother Bear weighed 45 pounds and Sister Bear weighed 31 pounds, then how much would Papa Bear weigh?

5. While the bears were getting back in shape, Mama kept track of how much weight they lost. Brother Bear lost 23 pounds. Papa Bear lost 47 pounds more than Brother Bear lost. How many pounds did Papa Bear lose?

6. Sister Bear was a little “chubby” as Mama Bear put it. Then she began to eat healthier food and exercise more. After one month she lost 11 pounds. Then she weighed 60 pounds. How much did she weigh when she was “chubby?”

7. Write your own problem about the Berenstein Bears and their exercise program.

A Limiting View of Children’s Knowledge: The Case of Ms. W. and Adam—To clarify what we mean when we say that CGI teachers have an expansive view of children’s knowledge and that they use their understanding of what children know to build on children’s thinking, we first describe a teacher who takes a limiting view of her children’s mathematics knowledge. In the following example, Ms. W.’s limited view of Adam’s knowledge leads her to miss opportunities to use that knowledge to help other students learn (Lubinski, 1989):

Ms. W.: [writes on the board]:

\[
35 + 35
\]

Ms. W.: Now, who can add this for me? Adam.

Adam: 70

Ms. W.: How did you get that?
Adam: Well, I knew that 3 and 3 is 6, so 30 and 30 is 60. And 5 and 5 is 10, and 60 plus 10 is 70.

Ms. W.: OK. You have the right answer. However, if I did 3 plus 3 is 6, and then I went to 5 plus 5 is 10, and I put that down, Adam, I'd have 610.

Ms. W.: [writes on the board]:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
35 \\
+35 \\
610
\end{array}
\]

Ms. W.: Is that the right answer?

Adam: No.

Ms. W.: You have the right answer, but how could I do that to show it?

Adam: You could do 5 and 3.

Ms. W.: Well, I can't. They live in different houses.

Adam: You add the fives and then you add the threes.

Ms. W.: Well, I'm over here in the ones' house. What do I have to do? I'll bet, Linda, you remember what I did. . . .

In an interview following the class, Ms. W. described her thinking about the above situation as follows:

*He [Adam] had a very good way to explain it, but he wasn't explaining that I wanted him to carry the 10. You have so many children that will write down the 10 and then go to the tens' column and put down a number there too and come up with a three digit answer when it should be two. I thought his process—his thinking—was excellent, b/c he would not have been able to record it. He would have known it was wrong, but he wouldn't have known how to change it.*

This episode illustrates that children are capable of sophisticated mathematical thinking. But, like many adults, Ms. W. missed the opportunity to capitalize on a child's thinking because she looks at the problem only from her point of view rather than the child's and attempts to teach (in this case, the carrying procedure) rather than to listen, understand, and facilitate the child's development of mathematical knowledge. However, we cannot be too critical of Ms. W. She was concerned with more than whether Adam had the right answer. She did ask Adam to explain how he got his answer, and she seemed to understand his explanation. Yet she was unwilling to let go of her role as the dispenser of knowledge to try to build on Adam's thinking. Although she expressed a concern that Adam's procedure would result in errors for him or for other students, nothing in Adam's response suggests that he could not have written his answer correctly. Indeed, many students who had difficulty understanding Ms. W.'s procedure of "carrying the 1" may have understood Adam's thinking about the problem,
and might have been able to solve the problem after listening to him. Ironically, Ms. W.
did not seem to recognize that Adam was modeling exactly the kinds of mental
computations that are advocated by authors of mathematics education reform
documents such as the NCTM Standards (1989, pp. 46-47).

**Expanding Teachers' Views of Children's Knowledge**—Although Ms. W.
participated in a CGI workshop, she does not yet take the expansive view of children's
mathematical knowledge illustrated by Ms. J. However, Ms. W. is starting to listen to
how her students solve problems. This is an important step. Some CGI ideas conflict
with central beliefs of many teachers—that teachers are the source of knowledge and
that teachers have a responsibility to “cover” all the mathematics content specified in a
mandated curriculum. Changing beliefs and attitudes takes time. The CGI workshop
alone did not change teachers; teachers changed most when they began to listen and
attend seriously to their own students' thinking as the children solved problems. We
found that the impact of the CGI approach and the change in teachers' behavior were
related significantly to how carefully and closely teachers listened to the ways their
children solved mathematics problems.

The research-based knowledge of the problem framework and children's strategies
gave teachers a context for thinking about children's knowledge and for helping them
make sense of their children's thinking. As one teacher said to us, “I've always known
that I should ask the children questions that would tell me what they were thinking, but I
never knew the questions to ask or what to listen for.”

Teachers also have to believe that children's thinking is important. Consider
contrasting statements about the role of the teacher and the role of the learner made by
the same teacher, before the CGI workshop and a year later, after the teacher had been
using her knowledge of the problem types and solution strategies in her classroom.
Before the workshop, the teacher asserted that “It is the job of the teacher to make sure
that she starts out very basic regardless of the math ability of the children.” She saw the
student's role as “following directions, to be listening, to be looking at the teacher, to be
quiet so that they can absorb” what the teacher is saying. After using CGI for a year,
she said the teacher “should be a leader, yet an allower of the children to express their
ideas and a listener, so she can find out also what they are able to give her on their
own.” She asserted that the student “should first be definitely thinking and be thinking
about what they do know.”

**An Expansive View of Children's Knowledge: The Case of Ms. J. and Billy**—To
illustrate the thinking and teaching of a CGI teacher who takes an expansive view of
children's knowledge, we return to the classroom of Ms. J., whom we visited earlier. Ms.
J. is a first-grade teacher who teaches many disadvantaged children. She took the CGI
workshop in the initial year, and since then she has used and built on her knowledge of
children's thinking in her mathematics classroom. She has children of all ability levels in
her classroom, and she has children who do quite remarkable mathematical thinking in
her room. Rather than look at these high-achieving children, we focus here on Ms. J.'s work with Billy, one of the lowest-achieving children in her classroom. By so doing, we emphasize our belief that all children have knowledge on which teachers might build mathematics instruction. When teachers make instructional decisions that take into account a child's mathematical knowledge, they enable that child to learn more mathematics.

Billy was a disadvantaged child who had arrived in Ms. J.'s classroom in the middle of October, six weeks after school had started. He had not been in school previously that year because of a teachers' strike in the community from which he came. When he entered Ms. J.'s first-grade class, Billy could neither count nor recognize numerals. Ms. J. and the other children helped Billy learn to count objects, first to five and then to 10. Billy learned to count to 10 verbally, and when he continued to have great difficulty recognizing numerals, Ms. J. gave him a number line with each number clearly identified. Billy carried the number line with him continuously, and if he needed to know what a numeral looked like, he would count the marks on the number line and know that the numeral written beside the appropriate mark was the numeral he needed. As soon as Billy could count, Ms. J. began giving him simple word problems to solve. She would write a word problem on a sheet of paper such as, "If Billy had two pennies, and Maria gave him three more, how many would he have then?" (a joining problem with the result unknown). Either Ms. J. or another child would then read the problem to Billy, who would get some counters and patiently model the problem. In this problem, Billy made a set of two cubes and a set of three cubes and then counted all the cubes. Ms. J. would then ask Billy to explain how he got his answer. He would tell her what each set meant, and how he had counted them all and gotten five and then counted up on his number line to know what five looked like.

During mathematics class, Billy might solve only two or three of these simple problems, but he knew what he was doing, and he was able to report his thinking so that Ms. J. could understand what he had done. When Ms. J. was sure he understood the simple problems such as the joining or separating result-unknown problems, she moved on to somewhat harder ones and to somewhat larger numbers. She encouraged Billy to make up his own problems to solve and to give to other children. Almost all of Billy's time in mathematics class during the year was spent in solving problems by direct modeling or in making up problems for other children to solve.

When we interviewed Billy near the end of the year, he was solving problems more difficult than those typically included in most first-grade textbooks. Billy had become less reliant on his number line, and he could solve result-unknown and change-unknown problems with numbers up to 20. Although at that point he was not yet able to recall basic arithmetic facts, he nonetheless, understood conceptually what addition and subtraction meant, and he could directly model problems to find the answer. Billy was no less proud of himself or excited about mathematics than any other child in the
classroom. As he said to the school principal: "Do you know those kids in Ms. J.'s class who love math? Well, I'm one of them."

The case of Billy is true. By the end of first grade, this child, who would have qualified for any program for the disadvantaged, had made progress in learning mathematics; he understood the mathematics he was doing; and he felt good about himself and about mathematics. In his eyes, and in his teacher's eyes, Billy was a successful learner, and clinical interview data also confirmed his success.

What enabled this success to occur? Although Ms. J. was acknowledged as an expert teacher before she took the CGI workshop, she developed significant new knowledge of and beliefs about children's mathematics learning during the year following the workshop. The knowledge that she developed and used enabled her to work more effectively than ever before with all children, including children like Billy.

Implications for Compensatory Education

The story of CGI is a story of teachers working with young children in a way that enables them to learn mathematics with understanding, including children who are less advantaged or less advanced in their mathematical knowledge. It is a remarkable story because it demonstrates the professionalism of teachers who work with children in schools. It shows that when teachers are given access to research-based knowledge that is robust and is directly useful in helping them fulfill their perceived roles, they use that knowledge as they teach, and it directly benefits the children with whom they work. To be useful, knowledge needs to be well organized so that teachers can use it on a daily basis as part of their ongoing mathematics instruction. The research-based knowledge on children's problem solving in addition and subtraction proved to be an example of well-organized, robust, and useful knowledge. Once teachers were given access to this knowledge, and they perceived that it helped them to understand their own children's thinking, they used the knowledge in their teaching of addition and subtraction. This knowledge helped teachers think about the mathematical knowledge of each child in their mathematics classrooms and to design mathematics curriculum and instruction so that each child could learn. It helped teachers understand the thinking of students who were having trouble learning, as well as the thinking of students who were more advanced in their mathematics learning.

Just as this specific research-based knowledge of children's learning of addition and subtraction was useful to primary teachers in Madison, Wisconsin, and in inner-city Milwaukee, so too should the knowledge be useful for primary teachers elsewhere who teach mathematics in compensatory education programs. This knowledge would provide a new framework for thinking about addition and subtraction problems as well as for thinking about young children's mathematical knowledge and abilities to solve addition and subtraction problems.
In addition to this specific knowledge that could be used directly in compensatory education in mathematics, our work with CGI teachers suggests three important ideas that are important to consider in developing new approaches to teaching elementary mathematics in compensatory education. These ideas have to do with: (1) assessing students’ mathematical knowledge and understanding, (2) building on students' informal and formal mathematical knowledge, and (3) constructing curriculum and teaching in ways that encourage mathematical thinking and problem solving by all children.

These “ABCs” may seem obvious to some teachers. Indeed, many elementary teachers, including compensatory education teachers, might agree with these ideas and even say they are implementing them in their mathematics teaching. However, we have found that these ideas mean very different things to different people, so it is important to discuss these ideas to gain an understanding of what they mean. Further, teachers need to consider what these ideas might mean for reforming their mathematics teaching in ways that will benefit students who have been served by compensatory education programs.

Assessing Students’ Mathematical Knowledge and Understanding

Most elementary teachers believe that they are teaching for understanding in mathematics (see Cohen & Ball, 1990; Peterson, Fennema, Carpenter, & Loef, 1989), but their definitions of what it means to know and understand mathematics differ substantially from researchers’ definitions derived from recent studies of children’s mathematics learning. For example, as one rather traditional elementary teacher in California commented when discussing the state-level mathematics reform aimed at teaching mathematics for understanding, “What do they think we’ve been doing—teaching for misunderstanding?” (Cohen & Ball, 1990). Of course, this teacher’s concept of mathematical understanding differed substantially from that of researchers and curriculum reformers. Similarly, in a study of our first-grade teachers’ goals and beliefs before the CGI workshop, we contrasted seven teachers who had initial beliefs that were more cognitively based and whose students did well on problem solving with seven teachers who had beliefs that were less cognitively based and whose students did less well on problem solving (Peterson, Fennema, Carpenter, & Loef, 1989). Cognitively based beliefs reflected strong agreement with the ideas that:

- Children construct mathematical knowledge.
- Math skills should be taught in relation to problem solving.
- Instruction should be sequenced to build on children's development of ideas.
- Instruction should facilitate children’s construction of mathematical knowledge.

Although we found important differences between the less cognitively based teachers and the more cognitively based teachers in their goals, knowledge, beliefs, and reports of how they taught addition and subtraction, as well as in their students’ problem-solving abilities.
solving achievement, all 14 teachers indicated that they placed the greatest emphasis on mathematical understanding, compared with number fact knowledge and word problem solving. However, all seven cognitively based teachers rated fact knowledge as least important when compared with understanding and problem solving, while less cognitively based teachers placed number fact knowledge either first (tied with mathematical understanding) or second, after mathematical understanding. Thus, even though these teachers differed significantly in their beliefs and in their reports of how and what they taught in addition and subtraction, they all believed and reported that they were teaching for mathematical understanding.

How do teachers know whether a child knows and understands mathematics? To assess students' mathematical knowledge and understanding, most teachers rely on observed student engagement or on students' answers to mathematics problems on tests or worksheets (Ball, 1990; Peterson, Carpenter, Fennema, & Loef, 1989). In contrast, CGI teachers who have changed their ideas of what it means for children to understand mathematics adopt or invent new approaches and techniques for assessing students' knowledge and understanding. These include using whole-class and small-group discourse among children to learn about their mathematical knowledge and thinking, as well as interviewing individual children. CGI teachers are concerned with understanding the processes that children use to solve problems rather than focusing only on whether the answer is correct.

Building on Students' Informal and Formal Mathematical Knowledge

Before being able to use and build on students' mathematical knowledge in teaching, a teacher needs to realize that all children know and understand some mathematics. All too often, teachers focus not on what the student knows and how the student is understanding but on what the child doesn't know and on how the teacher herself or himself understands the mathematics problem. Like Ms. W., teachers often unwittingly encourage their own way of thinking about a mathematics problem and fail to listen to and try to understand a student's way of thinking about the problem. In contrast, teachers like Ms. J., who take an expansive view of children's mathematical knowledge and understanding, are continually astonished by what children know and understand. Ms. J. showed equal enthusiasm in extolling the virtues of her children's mathematical knowledge regardless of whether the child was one like Billy, who came to first grade with less knowledge and understanding than other children, or one like Cheryl, whose knowledge of division in December of first grade astounded Ms. J., who related to us the following story:

I was working with Cheryl the other day, and she had 12 cubes in her hand. The problem was Riva had 12 carrots, and she made 3 carrot cakes. She needed to divide them equally into each cake. And you know, Cheryl had these cubes, and go, go, go—she snapped it off real quick. I said, "How did you get that so quickly?" And she goes, "Oh, you know, the numbers, you know—first there were 3. If you put 3
cakes, 3 carrots in each cake, and then I had 9. But if I add 1 more, that would be 4." So they [the children] are thinking. It's just so sophisticated. It just seems to come together for them.

Constructing Curriculum and Encouraging Math Thinking and Problem Solving

Our work suggests that knowledge about children's thinking can be an important influence on instruction and learning. Teachers' behavior can be changed by helping them gain knowledge about children's thinking, and this change in behavior results in better mathematics learning by their students. For CGI teachers, this means doing much more of the following in their teaching of addition and subtraction:

- Posing word problems.
- Listening to students' thinking.
- Encouraging the use of multiple strategies to solve word problems.
- Asking, "How did you get your answer?"

For CGI teachers, their use of the textbook and the way they think about the mathematics curriculum also changes.

Supplementing the Textbook—Although teachers had been told explicitly by the school district administrators that they did not have to use the textbook during the year of the experimental study, only two CGI teachers reported that they did not use the textbook at all that year. Eleven of the teachers reported using all or most of the textbook; the remaining four teachers used the textbook in some way either as a "backup" or "reinforcer" or for practice. When asked how she used the textbook, the following CGI teacher gave a response that was typical during the first year:

I used it as a resource for getting ideas on how to present material. I used it as practice pages for the kids. It is much less of a Bible than it has been in other years, which was really nice for me. I didn't feel as tied to it.

On the other hand, when asked, "Did you cover everything in your textbook?" the same teacher responded, "Well, yes, I've covered the objectives in the textbook."

Because CGI is premised on the idea of introducing addition and subtraction within the meaningful context of a wide variety of types of story problems, CGI teachers developed their own materials and supplemented the textbook with word problems. During the first year, CGI teachers admitted that, although they used their textbooks, they omitted whole pages of computation problems, and they took pages out of the textbook and rearranged them. In addition, they also used many word problems that they developed on their own or from supplemental enrichment materials. In describing how she supplemented the textbook, one teacher said she used all the kinds of the problems that she had constructed during the summer workshop. She added:
In fact, some of us said that we'd loved to spend more time on this and throw out the book and just sit and talk with kids about, "How would you work this one out? How would you work that one out?" You know, once they (the children) start catching on to those problems, I think that's where our emphasis should be.

**Going Beyond the Textbook**—As teachers developed their ideas about CGI over several years, many teachers ceased altogether to use a textbook. Fennema, Carpenter, and Loef (in press) describe the growth and development of one such teacher, Ms. G., over a four-year period as she learned to use children's thinking in her mathematics teaching. During the first year, Ms. G. reported, she used the textbook to guide her mathematics instruction explicitly. By the end of the second year, she began to supplement the textbook and to rely more and more on her knowledge of children. By January of the third year, Ms. G. used her textbook only as a guide; and as the year progressed, she spent more time on story problems, and completing textbook pages became a low priority. At the end of the third year, Ms. G. announced that she had received permission from her principal to teach mathematics the following year without a textbook. During the fourth year, Ms. G. reported that she "never even picks up her textbook." Rather, she constructs her curriculum from her knowledge of the variety of problem types and her children's understanding. She has decided that the textbook is too limiting and does not build on what children know and can do.

Over the course of the four years, the mathematics that Ms. G. taught also changed dramatically. She increased the time she spent teaching mathematics and progressed to including mathematics in other subjects and at other times during the day. Most importantly, problem solving rather than drill became the focus of activity in Ms. G.'s mathematics teaching. For example, she taught place value in relation to ongoing problem solving. Although she consciously planned problems and activities in which children could explore place value ideas, and she had children focus on place value ideas where appropriate, she never taught a formal unit on place value. Rather, she completely integrated the teaching of place value with other mathematics. At the end of the year, she reported that she felt her children understood place value ideas better than any group of children she had taught previously.

During the fourth year, Ms. G. also reported doing multiplication and division work with her children. Previously, she would not have taught multiplication or division to her first-graders because she felt these topics were much too hard. In her teaching of multiplication and division, she described how she bought cookies for the students in her class, and the children had to find out how many cookies were in each package. She had selected the packages of cookies so that each package had a different number of rows of cookies and different numbers in a row. She reported that she posed the problem of "how many were in a row, how many rows, then they had to decide how many cookies there were altogether, and then how many cookies would each child get if I were to divide them up." She stated that "it took us the whole afternoon to do that problem...At the end of the day, then, we did divide the cookies up to see if they were
right and to see how many were left over." This example of Ms. G.'s teaching illustrates both her attempt to give her children mathematics problems with real-life meaning and her recognition that her children could do many mathematics problems that she had viewed previously as too difficult for young children.

In sum, over the four years, Ms. G. learned from listening and observing her own students that her children have a lot of mathematical knowledge, and she learned continuously how to use and build on that knowledge in her teaching. Ms. G. continues to learn, as do her children.

Conclusion

In summary, the CGI approach is characterized by:

- Teachers who have a knowledge base for understanding their children's mathematical thinking.
- Teachers who listen to their students' mathematical thinking and who build on the knowledge they get by listening.
- Teachers who use their knowledge of students' mathematical thinking to think about and develop their mathematics instruction.
- Teachers who place increased emphasis on mathematics problem solving and decreased emphasis on drill and practice of routine mathematics skills.
- Teachers who provide their students with opportunities to talk about how they solve mathematics problems and to solve problems in a variety of ways.
- Classrooms in which students do a lot of mathematics problem solving and describe the processes they use to solve problems.
- Classrooms in which students demonstrate increased levels of mathematics problem-solving abilities while maintaining high levels of computational performance.

Frequently, the message of compensatory education in mathematics has been one of remediation and compensation for children's lack of mathematical knowledge. Our research with CGI teachers offers a strikingly different message. The message of CGI is that when teachers begin listening to and talking with their children, they come to realize how much more their children know than they had recognized previously. Teachers come to understand that children have a lot of mathematical knowledge on which they can build. When teachers know about children's mathematical knowledge and thinking, they can use it to facilitate children's development of mathematical problem-solving abilities. Teachers can achieve the goals of compensatory mathematics education by focusing on and using their children's mathematical knowledge and thinking in their classroom teaching.
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DISCUSSION: APPRECIATING CHILDREN'S MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE AND THINKING IN ETHNICALLY, LINGUISTICALLY, AND ECONOMICALLY DIVERSE CLASSROOMS

Judith Johnson Richards
Saundra Graham and Rosa Parks Alternative Public School

My reaction to the paper "Using Children's Mathematical Knowledge" by Penelope Peterson, Elizabeth Fennema, and Thomas Carpenter is based on 20 years of teaching in urban public school systems and on experience as an adjunct faculty member at Wheelock College and as a consultant on projects developing new curricula. For the past 17 years, I have taught in the Cambridge (Massachusetts) school system. I have taught in the Follow Through Program and for the last eight years have been teaching at the Saundra Graham and Rosa Parks Alternative Public School. The age-integrated classrooms at this K-8 magnet school serve a student body that is ethnically, linguistically, and economically diverse.

This discussion responds to each of the key elements in the Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) approach described by Peterson et al., with specific attention to the role of the teacher in an urban classroom. I appreciate the opportunity to play an active role in the development of a new focus for preservice and inservice math education, in the empowerment of teachers in the design and implementation of curriculum, and in fostering an awareness of children's mathematical knowledge and thinking.

The CGI approach is one model for bringing current research in mathematics education into daily classroom practice. This approach is based on the following three principles:

- Teachers must have expansive views of children's mathematical knowledge and thinking.
- The mathematics curriculum must focus on problem solving.
- Teachers must encourage and recognize multiple strategies and solutions for problem solving.

I would suggest that this foundation is complete only when a fourth cornerstone is in place:

- The mathematics curriculum must be relevant to the events, daily lives, and rich cultural traditions of all our children.
Children's Mathematical Knowledge

The need for teachers to have an expansive view of children's mathematical knowledge and thinking is the basic premise underlying the construction of the new National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards. In fact, the first four standards are Mathematics as Problem Solving, Mathematics as Communication, Mathematical Reasoning, and Mathematical Connections. I believe that these standards are directly embodied in the three key principles of CGI and in the fourth cornerstone suggested above.

Teachers Need an Expansive View of Both Mathematics and Children's Mathematical Knowledge

Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter begin their paper by acknowledging the skills and understanding that all children bring to a school setting, and note that this is not a widely held view among educators—particularly in schools with large populations of poor children. All too frequently, inner-city school math programs consist of rote-learning drill and practice (low-order skills) and either "neglect or de-emphasize the teaching of higher order skills" (Levine, Levine, & Eubanks, 1985).

School-aged children are certainly not empty vessels. As the authors of "Using Children's Mathematical Knowledge" stress, a large amount of recent research and classroom practices address the acceptance of the mathematical knowledge children bring to school. Resnick (1987) has studied the differences between children's out-of-school problem solving and their in-school thinking, and suggests that formal mathematics may in fact discourage students from bringing knowledge and intuition to school tasks by stressing memorization and written computation. Children can, and do, demonstrate problem-solving abilities and mathematical thinking independently of their mastery of school-based algorithms and number facts. Robert Moses' Algebra Project (Silva & Moses, 1990) with urban middle school students and Maggie Lampert's work with multiplication are examples of post-primary implementation of this practice of bringing children's mathematical thinking to bear in classroom mathematics.

In addition to the appreciation of children's mathematical understanding stressed by Peterson et al., teachers need a broader conception of the field of mathematics. My experience as an instructor in the teacher training program at Wheelock College leads me to believe that teachers must themselves have enhanced knowledge of a broad range of mathematical subject matter, including "the nature and discourse of mathematics, and the role of mathematics in culture and society" (Ball, 1989). They must have experience with a wide range of developmentally appropriate materials and must themselves experience problem solving as learners.

During the first session of my course, Teaching Mathematics to Young Children, I ask students to start a "working definitions" journal entry called "What is Math?"
95% of the students restrict their definition of mathematics to computation and numbers. This is in contrast to the NCTM Standards' decreased attention to early use of symbolic numbers and isolated computation.

We must help teachers in the United States develop a wider view of mathematics. Children throughout many other English-speaking countries call the subject “maths.” I believe that this distinction is significant in the curriculum as well. In my view, some of the most innovative and progressive math educational curricula in the past two decades have come out of England (the Nuffield Series of the 1970s) and, more recently, Australia (Mathematics Curriculum Teaching Project). The need to bring an understanding of the broad field of mathematics and of children's thinking to teacher training is critical.

The National Science Foundation-supported project Cognitively Guided Instruction appears to embody this position. The teachers who took the CGI workshops seem empowered by the experience. Their testimonies are evidence of enormous growth. The teachers speak of textbooks as resources, but they have realized their own potential to make changes in the order of presentation. Textbooks necessarily have one page before another, a structure that dictates linear learning. Children actually learn naturally in a more geometric fashion, which can be supported only if instructional materials are sequenced flexibly.

**How Do We Know What Children Are Thinking?**

Children's *mathematizing* (Freudenthal, 1973) is often hidden and lost forever when they get the wrong answer for the "right reason" (sense making). For example, Xiamara, a sixth-grader, encountered the following problem on a test:

Three walls of your room are covered with wallpaper. The fourth wall is 17' by 7'. Wallpaper is $2.99 a square foot. How much will it cost to finish the wallpapering job?

She initially came up with the "correct" answer ($355.81), but she found herself in a quandary. She believed that her calculations were correct but also believed that no one could spend that much money wallpapering a room. She doubted her own mathematical competence; and since multiplication with decimals was fairly new to her, she reasoned that she must have placed the decimal point incorrectly. She moved the decimal point one place to the left, rounded her answer to two decimal places, and arrived at the answer $35.58. In a subsequent conversation with her teacher, she was fortunate to have the opportunity to explain how she arrived at her answer. She came away from the conversation with a renewed sense of her own arithmetic skills, but also with a discouraging belief that school word problems do not have to be sensible, just arithmetically correct.
Xiamara's story also reminds us of the need to find ways to assess children's mathematical knowledge and thinking. Answers on test papers and textbook assignments do not bring us an understanding of children's thinking. The CGI approach, Robert Moses' Algebra Project (Silva & Moses, 1990), and the works of Magdalene Lampert (Lampert, 1990), Leah Richards (L. Richards, 1990), and Constance Kamii (Kamil, 1985) all suggest that teachers should offer and orchestrate lively classroom discourse. By observing and recording classroom discussions, teachers may assess children's problem-solving abilities. Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter suggest that this practice allows teachers to continuously make curriculum changes during instruction. The teacher may also have an active role in the discourse.

Accepting the existence of children's mathematical knowledge and thinking brings the issue of teachers' expectations to the table. There is tremendous evidence to suggest that teachers' expectations drive the course of classroom curriculum and that teachers' attitudes influence student achievement. These effects are particularly evident when children are labeled "disadvantaged." The research of Jere Brophy, as cited by Eva Chun in 1988, describes this 'down teaching' in detail. If teachers are to provide opportunities for excellence for all students, their expectations must be positive and equitable.

**A Focus on Problem Solving in a Meaningful Curriculum**

A focus on problem solving in the CGI classrooms allows children to be individually challenged and to use higher-level thinking skills and multiple strategies and learning styles. The problems presented are not simply a vehicle for children to practice the algorithms. I was pleased to see classroom descriptions that included the introduction of a small number of problems each day. The research literature suggests that this practice is atypical in the United States, yet is the norm in Japanese classrooms.

The approach used by the CGI teacher described in the paper incorporates two innovative instructional techniques. In the first, the teacher writes a story that uses classroom children's names and that reflects his or her perception of the students' math skills. The second technique involves having children share their strategies for solving equations in a group discussion.

I applaud the first of these techniques as a vast improvement over using traditional textbook word problems and a key-word approach. I would also propose extending this approach to give children an opportunity to author their own stories that describe problems for which arithmetic may be of service. This process also allows for story sharing and peer reactions (Kliman & Richards, 1990). The third-graders in our classroom took the California Achievement Test (CAT) after using this writing/response process for four months. Our children, without any textbook experiences with school-based word problems, did as well as the children in two control classrooms on the
problem-solving subtest. Although the sample was too small for quantitative analysis, it might be noted that one difference did occur. All of our students, who speak English as a second language, scored in the “mastery range,” while students with similar profiles (including an identical twin) in the control classrooms did not demonstrate mastery in this subtest on the CAT.

The authors’ use of children’s literature is an exciting idea that is equally successful with older children. Marlene Kliman and Glenn Kliman (1990) describe a wide range of mathematical activities and modeling through the use of Jonathan Swift’s *Gulliver’s Travels*. Children in our classroom spent a day trying to estimate Gulliver’s actual height, armed only with Swift’s description of a Lilliputian’s size as being equal to the length of Gulliver’s six-inch hand. Our children measured all their classmates’ hand lengths and heights. They averaged these ratios to predict Gulliver’s height—a mere five feet tall. They noted that this “made sense,” since they had visited the Salem Witch House and knew that people were of shorter stature in the 17th and 18th centuries.

I would further encourage teachers to “package” arithmetic situations in the cultural folktales of the children in their classrooms. This practice has allowed children of color to assume leadership roles in diverse (in terms of ethnicity, arithmetic skill, language, family economics, and gender) groups in our classroom. Over a third of the children at the Graham and Parks School are Haitian-American. Traditional Haitian folktales are an integral part of all areas of our classroom curricula. For example, I took a well-known problem concerning the sequence of fillings and pourings with a 3-liter and a 7-liter container to achieve exactly 5 liters, and “repackaged” it in the Haitian story of “Teyzen”:

*Do you remember the story of Teyzen? Well, one day Asefi and her brother Dyesele were going to the spring to get water. Their mother gave them each a calabash. Asefi’s calabash held 7 liters when it was full. Dyesele’s calabash held 3 liters when it was full. Their mother told them to bring home exactly 5 liters. Tell about the fillings and pourings that the timoun [children] must do in order to bring home 5 liters.*

If teachers demonstrate respect for children’s knowledge and make room for it in their classrooms, they have an opportunity to develop a far richer curriculum. “To become meaningful, a curriculum has to be enacted by pupils as well as teachers, all of whom have their private lives outside school. . . . A curriculum, as soon as it becomes more than intentions, is embodied in the communicative life of an institution, the talk and gestures by which pupils and teachers exchange meanings even when they quarrel or cannot agree. In this sense, curriculum is a form of communication” (Barnes, 1976). Teachers from Eurocentric cultures must maintain high regard for, and an understanding of, other cultural traditions and styles. The misunderstanding of behavioral style can make it difficult to “establish rapport and to communicate” (Hilliard, 1989).
Multiple Solutions and Strategies

When problem solving is presented in meaningful contexts, all children are encouraged to bring their own learning styles to the process. Patricia Davidson's work from a neuropsychology perspective suggests that people learn math in one of two distinct styles (related to the functions of the brain's left and right hemispheres). She notes, for example, that style I learners (left cortical hemisphere preference) master formulas and have good recall of number facts (e.g., 6+8=14), while style II learners have stronger spatial and estimation skills. They usually know the "doubles" facts and might add 6+8 by thinking that 6+6=12 and since 8 is 2 more than 6, 2 is added on to make 14. What is particularly interesting about this research in light of Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter's work with CGI is that some of the CGI teachers reacted to children that Davidson might call style II learners by remarking that their thinking was "sophisticated" or "abstract." Research indicates that teachers are more apt to be analytical (style I) in their own teaching and learning styles (Dunn & Dunn, 1988).

If these same teachers were to accept only single-answer, single-strategy problem-solving methods, they would lock out a large number of children from opportunities for excellence in mathematics. Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter also describe a teacher with a limited view of children's knowledge. Mrs. W.'s resistance to Adam's mental computation strategy and insistence on a meaningless recipe is, unfortunately, typical of many teachers. In Young Children Reinvent Arithmetic, Constance Kamii details many classroom scenes where children like Adam are encouraged to share multiple strategies for mental arithmetic. Whereas children group numbers in many ways, the practice of adding first the tens and then the ones makes absolute sense. The recording is quite simple; the partial sums are listed and then combined:

\[
\begin{align*}
35 + & 35 \\
60 + & 10 \\
70
\end{align*}
\]

During my own childhood, I was taught that the one (and only) way to compute mentally was to imagine a "chalkboard in my mind" and then to "see" the numbers and "carry" as I would with paper and pencil. Unfortunately, the numbers always disappeared before I could finish the calculation. I was convinced that I was not "good at math" and did not reach for advanced work in the field. It was not until much later that I learned Adam's strategy (to add larger units first). This offered me a renewed sense of confidence in my own abilities in mathematics.

While I applaud the new empowerment of teachers in the design of meaningful curricula, I am well aware of the position of power that teachers have always held in the classroom and the need to give status to all children's knowledge and thinking. When teachers and children have different "ways of doing math" (strategies), the teacher's...
approach is usually regarded as "right" or given greater status. Typically, if children do not understand a teacher's explanation, the teacher raises her or his volume and delivers the information in exactly the same way. The teacher's style becomes the normative reference, and many students who are sent to remedial classrooms may simply be "learning different."

In CGI classrooms, children are encouraged to share their strategies for solving equations. This is reminiscent of Constance Kamii's studies in Alabama classrooms and Dr. Kiyonobu Itakura's Hypothesis Experiment Instruction (HEI) method, a system developed in Japan for the construction of knowledge through discussion and demonstration. I have adapted the HEI method for use in my own classroom (J. Richards, 1990). While I applaud the approach for acknowledging and giving status to diverse strategies, I am concerned about the number of children who actually share their strategies in a large group setting. Teachers must be mindful to bring less-frequent speakers into the discourse.

Conclusion

We have a reform document in mathematics that is unparalleled in other areas of the curriculum. The NCTM Standards offer a new opportunity to bring about real change.

The question then becomes: "Where do we start?" If we were able to start (on a national scale) with the teachers of young children, we would still lose almost a generation of children and young adults. It would seem, therefore, that the universities and teachers' colleges need to embrace these changes early in the 1990s if we are to affect the greatest number of classes and during the next decade. In addition, I would love to see the CGI approaches described in "Using Children's Mathematical Knowledge" become a genuine and integral part of the math classrooms of all children. The framework provided by Chapter 1, Follow Through, and other federal target projects might be a good conduit for beginning this transformation. As individual states review their teacher certification standards, the state boards of education might insist that the key elements of CGI be infused into teacher training for future teachers in undergraduate and graduate programs and for current practitioners in inservice programs. Through CGI, Peterson, Fennema, and Carpenter offer the scaffolding for teachers and children to develop a new curriculum.
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For many years now, most efforts to improve educational outcomes for disadvantaged students have been based on the premise that what such children need is higher expectations for learning coupled with intensified and careful application of traditional classroom methods. Thus, what is typically prescribed is more careful explanations, more practice, and more frequent testing to monitor progress. Such methods seem to work—up to a point. That is, they produce gains on basic skills tests. But they are not designed to teach children to reason and solve problems. Today, such abilities are fundamental for participation in the economy and society in general.

The nearly exclusive focus on the kinds of “basic skills” that can be taught by repetitive drill does not necessarily derive from a lack of ambition for disadvantaged students or from a belief that the children are inherently incapable of thinking and problem solving. Rather, it is rooted in an assumption that most educators share about all learning by nearly all children (some would except the “gifted”): that successful learning means working step by step through a hierarchical sequence of skills and concepts. The common view is that skills and concepts are ordered in rather strict hierarchies, and that asking children to perform complex skills before they master the prerequisite, simpler ones is to doom them to failure, or at least to frustration, in the course of learning. This hierarchical mastery learning approach dictates that children who have trouble learning some of the simpler skills practice them longer. But in practice this turns out to deny disadvantaged children the opportunity to learn higher-order abilities. Because many disadvantaged are among those who learn slowly at the outset, they are doomed to more and more supervised practice on the “basics.” They never get to graduate to the more demanding and interesting problems that constitute the “higher-order” part of the curriculum.

The work we describe in this paper is premised on a radically different set of assumptions. We argue that disadvantaged children, like all children, can begin their educational life by engaging in active thinking and problem solving. We argue further that, when thinking-oriented instruction is carefully organized for this purpose, children can acquire the traditional basic skills in the process of reasoning and solving problems. As a result, they can acquire not only the fundamentals of a discipline, but also the ability to apply those fundamentals, and—critically—a belief in their own capacities as learners and thinkers.

Reviewing research and practical efforts to teach higher-order thinking skills a few years ago, Resnick (1987) concluded that shaping a disposition to critical thought is as important in developing higher-order cognitive abilities in students as is teaching particular skills of reasoning and thinking. Acquiring such dispositions, she proposed, requires regular participation in activities that exercise reasoning skills within social
environments that value thinking and judgment and that communicate to children a sense of their own competence in reasoning and thinking. This, in turn, calls for educational programs suffused with thinking and reasoning, programs in which basic subject matter instruction serves as the daily occasion for exercising and extending cognitive abilities. Explicit attention to thinking and reasoning seems particularly important for children who are not experiencing daily practice in such reasoning in their homes or who do not trust their own out-of-school experience as being relevant to school success. Such children often fail to learn the "hidden curriculum" of thinking and reasoning that more favored children acquire without much explicit help from teachers.

We report here on the early results of an effort to apply these ideas to early mathematics teaching for disadvantaged children. To embed basic mathematics learning in a thinking curriculum, we had to design a new set of practices for the mathematics classroom. We wanted to create an environment in which children would practice mathematics as a field in which there are open questions and arguments, in which interpretation, reasoning, and debate—all key components of critical thought—play a legitimate and expected role. To do this, we needed to revise mathematics teaching in the direction of treating mathematics as if it were an ill-structured discipline. That is, we needed to take seriously, with and for young learners, the propositions that mathematical statements can have more than one interpretation, that interpretation is the responsibility of every individual using mathematical expressions, and that argument and debate about interpretations and their implications are a normal part of mathematical activity. Participating in such an environment, we thought, would develop capabilities and dispositions for finding relationships among mathematical ideas and between mathematical statements and problem situations. It would develop skill not only in applying mathematics but also in thinking mathematically. In short, it would socialize children into a developmentally appropriate form of the practice of mathematics as a mode of thought, reasoning, and problem solving.

This goal, however, seemed at first to pose an insurmountable problem for school beginners—especially, perhaps, those we label disadvantaged. To engage in the kind of mathematical discussions we were aiming for, children would have to know some mathematics at the outset. They would need something to think about if the exercise was not to be an empty one. A first question, then, was whether children entering school knew enough about numbers and quantities to permit a reasoning- and discussion-oriented program from the outset. Fortunately, a large body of research accumulated over the past decade suggests that almost all children come to school with a substantial body of knowledge about quantity relations and that children are capable of using this knowledge as a foundation for understanding numbers and arithmetic (see Resnick, 1989; Resnick & Greeno, 1990, for interpretive reviews). This knowledge, we thought, could provide the initial foundations for children's participation in a reasoning-based mathematics program.
The Intuitive Basis for Early Mathematical Reasoning

Children come to school with two kinds of intuitively developed knowledge relevant to mathematics learning. First, they know a good deal about amounts of physical material and the relations among these amounts, even though they cannot yet use numbers to describe these relations. Second, most children know the rules for counting sets of objects. This gives them the beginning tool for using numbers to manipulate and describe quantity relations.

Protoquantitative Schemas

During the preschool years, children develop a large store of knowledge about how quantities of physical material behave in the world. This knowledge, acquired from manipulating and talking about physical material, allows children to compare amounts and sizes and to reason about changes in amounts and quantities. Because this early reasoning about amount of material is done without measurement or exact numerical quantification, we refer to it as protoquantitative reasoning. We can document development during the preschool years of three sets of protoquantitative schemas: compare, increase/decrease, and part-whole (see Figure 1).

The protoquantitative compare schema makes greater-smaller comparative judgments of amounts of material. Before they are two years old, children express quantity judgments in the form of absolute size labels such as big, small, lots, and little. Only a little later, they begin to put linguistic labels on the comparisons of sizes they made as infants. Thus, they can look at two circles and declare one bigger than the other, see two trees and declare one taller than the other, examine two glasses of milk and declare that one contains more than the other. These comparisons initially are based on direct perceptual judgments without any measurement process. However, they form a basis for eventual numerical comparisons of quantity.

The protoquantitative increase/decrease schema interprets changes as increases or decreases in quantities. This schema allows children as young as three or four years of age to reason about the effects of adding or taking away an amount from a starting amount. Children know, for example, that if they have a certain amount of something and they get another amount of the same thing (perhaps mother adds another cookie to the two already on the child’s plate), they have more than before. Or, if some of the original quantity is taken away, they have less than before. Equally important, children know that if nothing has been added or taken away, they have the same amount as before. For example, children show surprise and label as “magic” any change in the number of objects on a plate that occurs out of their sight (Gelman, 1972). This shows that children have the underpinnings of number conservation well before they can pass the standard Piagetian tests. They can be fooled by perceptual cues or language that distracts them from quantity, but they possess a basic understanding of addition,
judgments of comparative sizes, amounts, or numbers of sets

making objects, collected materials, and sets more, less, or the same as others

statements about larger or smaller objects, more or less material, or more or fewer in sets

PROTOQUANTITATIVE COMPARE SCHEMA

making things get bigger or smaller

adding or taking from materials or sets

Inferring relative sizes of things as a result of growing or shrinking

Inferring relative amounts of numbers as a result of adding or removing

Inferring adding or removing from changes in quantity

PROTOQUANTITATIVE INCREASE/DECREASE SCHEMA

combining and separating objects and sets

comparing amounts and numbers of objects and sets

changing amounts of parts of objects and numbers of parts of sets

statements about sizes of parts and whole objects, and about amounts or numbers of parts and whole collected materials and sets

statements about changes in sizes, amounts, and numbers of parts and wholes

PROTOQUANTITATIVE PART-WHOLE SCHEMA

statements about increases and decreases, and about comparisons of sizes, amounts, or numbers as "more than" or "less than" before

Adapted from Resnick & Greeno (1990).

FIGURE 1 THE PROTOQUANTITATIVE SCHEMAS
subtraction, and conservation. The protoquantitative increase/decrease schema is also the foundation for eventual understanding of unary addition and subtraction.

The protoquantitative part-whole schema is really a set of schemas that organize children's knowledge about the ways in which material around them comes apart and goes together. The schemas specify that material is additive. That is, one can cut a quantity into pieces that, taken together, equal the original quantity. One can also put two quantities together to make a bigger quantity and then join that bigger quantity with yet another in a form of hierarchical additivity. Implicitly, children know about this additive property of quantities. This protoquantitative knowledge allows them to make judgments about the relations between parts and wholes, including class inclusion (Markman & Siebert, 1976) and the effects of changes in the size of parts on the size of the whole. The protoquantitative part-whole schema is the foundation for later understanding of binary addition and subtraction and for several fundamental mathematical principles, such as the commutativity and associativity of addition and the complementarity of addition and subtraction. It also provides the framework for a concept of additive composition of number that underlies the place value system.

Counting

Counting is the first step in making quantitative judgments exact. It is a measurement system for sets. Gelman and her colleagues have shown that children as young as three or four years of age implicitly know the key principles that allow counting to serve as a vehicle of quantification (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978). These principles include the knowledge that number names must be matched one-for-one with the objects in a set and that the order of the number names matters, but the order in which the objects are touched does not. Knowledge of these principles is inferred from the ways in which children solve novel counting problems. For example, if asked to make the second object in a row "number 1," children do not neglect the first object entirely but, rather, assign it one of the higher number names in the sequence.

Other research has challenged Gelman's assessment of the ages at which children can be said to have acquired all of the counting principles. Some of the challenges are really arguments about the criteria for applying certain terms. For example, Gelman has attributed knowledge of cardinality, a key mathematical principle, to children as soon as they know that the last number in a counting sequence names the quantity in the whole set; others would reserve the term for a more advanced stage in which children reliably conserve quantity under perceptual transformations. A challenge that goes beyond matters of terminology comes from research showing that, although children may know all the principles of counting and be able to use counting to quantify given sets of objects or to create sets of specified sizes, they may not, at a certain point, have fully integrated their counting knowledge with their protoquantitative knowledge. Several investigators (e.g., Sophian, 1987) have shown that many children who know how to count sets do not
spontaneously count in order to compare sets. This means that counting and the protoquantitative schemas exist initially as separate knowledge systems, isolated from each other.

**Integrating counting with the protoquantitative schemas.** Such findings make it clear that, even after knowledge of counting principles is established, there is substantially more growth in number concepts still to be attained. A first major step in this growth is integration of the number-name sequence with the protoquantitative comparison schema. This seems to happen as young as about four years of age. At this point, children behave as if the counting word sequence constitutes a kind of "mental number line" (Resnick, 1983). They can quickly identify which of a pair of numbers is more by mentally consulting this number line, without actually stepping through the sequence to determine which number comes later.

In the child's subsequent development, counting as a means of quantifying sets is integrated with the protoquantitative part-whole and increase/decrease schemas. This integration seems to develop as a result of participating in situations in which changes and combinations of quantity are called for and there is a cultural mandate for exact quantification. Out of school, this can occur in various play or household activities—particularly when age segregation is not strict so that young children engage freely with older children and adults. School settings can mimic the conditions of everyday life to some extent. However, a principal resource for promoting quantification of the schemas in school is the story problem. Several researchers (e.g., De Corte & Verschaffel, 1987; Riley & Greeno, 1988) have shown that children entering school can solve many simple story problems by applying their counting skills to sets they create as they build physical models of the story situations. Because the stories involve the same basic relationships among quantities as the protoquantitative schemas, extensive practice in solving problems via counting should help children quantify their original schemas. Such practice should not only develop children's ability to solve problems using exact numerical measures, but also lead them to interpret numbers themselves in terms of the relations specified by the protoquantitative schemas. Eventually, children should be able to construct an enriched meaning for numbers—treating numbers (rather than measured quantities of material) as the entities that are mentally compared, increased and decreased, or organized into parts and wholes.

**Principles for a Reasoning-Based Arithmetic Program**

With this research base as a grounding for our efforts, we set out to develop a primary arithmetic program (for grades 1 through 3) that would engage children from the outset in invention, reasoning, and verbal justification of mathematical ideas. The school in which we worked served mainly minority (94% were African-Americans), low-income (69% were eligible for free or reduced-price lunches) children. Our goal was to use as little traditional school drill material as possible in order to provide for children a
consistent environment in which they would be socialized to think of themselves as mathematical reasoners and to behave accordingly. This meant that we needed a program in which children would successfully learn the traditional basics of arithmetic calculation as well as more complex forms of reasoning and argumentation. The program evolved gradually over a period of months. We describe it here in somewhat schematized form as the instantiation of a set of six principles that guided our thinking and experimentation.

1. **Develop children’s trust in their own knowledge.** Traditional instruction, by focusing on specific procedures and on special mathematical notations and vocabulary, tends to teach children that what they already know is not legitimately mathematics. To develop children’s trust in their own knowledge as mathematics, our program stresses the possibility of multiple procedures for solving any problem, invites children’s invention of these multiple procedures, and asks that children explain and justify their procedures using everyday language. In addition, the use of manipulatives and finger counting ensures that children have a way of establishing for themselves the truth or falsity of their proposed solutions. Figure 2 provides examples of multiple procedures used by second-grade children to solve the same addition problem, \(158 + 74\). The examples are copied from six different children’s homework papers. Child A used a procedure of adding the value of the leftmost digits, first \(100 + 70\), then \(50 + 4\). This unusual decomposition left the 8 of 158 still to be added, which the child added to the already accumulated 54. To add the resulting 62 to 170, the child decomposed it to 60 and 2. He added to 60 first, yielding 230, and then the 2, to yield the final answer. Child F used a more conventional place value decomposition, first adding up the hundreds (note that she indicates that there are 0 hundreds in 74), then the tens, then the units, and finally combining the three partial sums. Child E also used a place value decomposition but worked initially on the hundreds and tens combined (150 + 70). These and the other solutions in the figure illustrate the ways in which written notation and mental arithmetic are combined in the children’s procedures.

2. **Draw children’s informal knowledge, developed outside school, into the classroom.** An important early goal of the program is to stimulate the use of counting in the context of the compare, increase/decrease, and part-whole schemas to promote children’s construction of the quantified versions of those schemas. This is done through extensive problem-solving practice, using both story problems and acted-out situations. Counting (including counting on one’s fingers) is actively encouraged. Figure 3 gives an example of a typical class problem, showing how it can generate several solutions; the notations shown are copied from the notebook in which a child recorded the solutions proposed by several teams who had worked on the problem.
FIGURE 2  EXAMPLES OF SEVERAL SECOND-GRADERS' SOLUTIONS TO A COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 + 70 = 170</td>
<td>100 - 70 = 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 + 4 = 54</td>
<td>50 + 4 = 54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 + 8 = 62</td>
<td>110 + 8 = 118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 + 60 = 230</td>
<td>178 + 54 = 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230 + 2 = 232</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 + 10 = 110</td>
<td>100 - 174 = 174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 + 8 = 58</td>
<td>50 + 8 = 58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 + 12 = 232</td>
<td>174 + 58 = 232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
<td>158 + 74 = 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 + 70 = 220</td>
<td>100 + 6 = 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( + 4 = 1)</td>
<td>50 + 70 = 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220 + 11 = 231</td>
<td>87 + 12 = 129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100 + 120 + 12 = 232</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 144 | 155 |
Mary told her friend Tonya that she would give her 95 barrettes. Mary had 4 bags of barrettes and each bag had 9 barrettes. Does Mary have enough barrettes?

The class first developed an estimated answer. Then they were asked, "How many more does she need?" The solutions below were generated by different class groups.

Group 1 first solved for the number of barrettes by repeated addition. Then they decomposed 4 x 9 into 2 x 9 plus 2 x 9. Then they set up a missing addend problem, 36 + 59, which they solved by a combination of estimation and correction.

Group 2 set up a subtraction equation and then developed a solution that used a negative partial result.

Group 4 began with total number of barrettes needed and subtracted out the successive bags of 9.

\[ \text{Est. } 4 \times 9 = 36 \text{ No} \]

\[ \#1 \quad 9 + 9 + 9 + 9 = 36 \]
\[ \quad 4 \times 9 = 36 \]
\[ \quad 2 \times 9 = 18 \]
\[ \quad 18 + 18 = 36 \]

\[ \#2 \quad 95 - 36 = 59 \]
\[ \quad 90 - 30 = 60 \]
\[ \quad 5 - 6 = -1 \]
\[ \quad 60 - 1 = 59 \]

\[ \#4 \quad 95 - 9 = 86 \]
\[ \quad 86 - 9 = 77 \]
\[ \quad 77 - 9 = 68 \]
\[ \quad 68 - 9 = 59 \]

FIGURE 3 A SECOND-GRADE PROBLEM AND SEVERAL SOLUTIONS
3. **Use formal notations (identity sentences and equations) as a public record of discussions and conclusions.** Children's intuitive knowledge must be linked to the formal language of mathematics. By using a standard mathematical notation to record conversations carried out in ordinary language and rooted in well-understood problem situations, the formalisms take on a meaning directly linked to children's mathematical intuitions. First used by the teacher as a way of displaying for the class what a child had proposed, equations quickly became common currency in the classroom. Most of the children began to write equations themselves only a few weeks into the school year. Figure 4 shows part of a typical teacher-led sequence in which children propose a solution to a story problem. The teacher carefully linked elements of the proposed solution to the actual physical material involved in the story (the tray of cupcakes) and an overhead schematic of the material. Only after the referential meaning of each number had been carefully established was the number written into the equation. The total sequence shown took about 1 minute 20 seconds.

4. **Introduce key mathematical structures as quickly as possible.** Children's protoquantitative schemas already allow them to think reasonably powerfully about how amounts of material compare, increase and decrease, come apart and go together. In other words, they already know, in nonnumerically quantified form, something about properties such as commutativity, associativity, and additive inverse. A major goal of the first year or two of school mathematics is to "mathematize" this knowledge—that is, quantify it and link it to formal expressions and operations. It was our conjecture that this could best be done by laying out the additive structures (e.g., for first grade: addition and subtraction problem situations, the composition of large numbers, regrouping as a special application of the part-whole schemas) as quickly as possible and then allowing full mastery (speed, flexibility of procedures, articulate explanations) of elements of the system to develop over an extended time. Guided by this principle, we found it possible to introduce addition and subtraction with regrouping in February of first grade. However, no specific procedures were taught; rather, children were encouraged to invent (and explain) ways of solving multidigit addition and subtraction problems, using appropriate manipulatives and/or expanded notation formats that they developed.

It is important to note that a program built around this principle constitutes a major challenge to an idea that has been widely accepted in the past twenty or thirty years of educational research and practice. This is the notion of learning hierarchies—specifically, that it is necessary for learners to master simpler components before they try to learn complex skills. According to theories of hierarchical and mastery learning, children should thoroughly master single-digit addition and subtraction, for example, before attempting multidigit procedures, and they should be able to perform multidigit arithmetic without regrouping smoothly before they tackle the complexities of regrouping. We propose instead a **distributed curriculum** in which multiple topics are developed all year long, with increasing levels of sophistication and demand, rather than a strictly sequential curriculum.
TEACHER TALK

TELL ME HOW YOUR GROUP THOUGHT ABOUT IT, ROB?

REVOICES PART OF CHILD'S STATEMENT

...HE'S THINKING OF 5 PLUS 5 PLUS 5...

STUDENT TALK

ROB:

YOU COULD DO 5 PLUS 5 PLUS 5

SO THESE ARE ONES NOT ICED

OH, SO THIS IS A ROW OF 5?

...ONE, TWO...

DISPLAY

STORY PROBLEM POSTED ON THE BOARD:

I MADE BLUEBERRY CUPCAKES LAST NIGHT. LAUREN AND LISA ARRANGED THE CUPCAKES ON THE TRAY. LAUREN SAID, "THERE ARE 3 ROWS OF 7." LISA SAID, "THERE ARE 7 ROWS OF 3." ARE THERE ENOUGH CUPCAKES FOR 2ND GRADE?

I MADE BLUEBERRY CUPCAKES LAST NIGHT. LAUREN AND LISA ARRANGED THE CUPCAKES ON THE TRAY. LAUREN SAID, "THERE ARE 3 ROWS OF 7." LISA SAID, "THERE ARE 7 ROWS OF 3." ARE THERE ENOUGH CUPCAKES FOR 2ND GRADE?

...HE'S THINKING OF 5 PLUS 5 PLUS 5...

SO THESE ARE ONES NOT ICED

OH, SO THIS IS A ROW OF 5?

...ONE, TWO...

FIGURE 4 PART OF A WHOLE-CLASS DISCUSSION OF A STORY PROBLEM
FIGURE 4 PART OF A WHOLE-CLASS DISCUSSION OF A STORY PROBLEM (Concluded)
To convey the flavor of the process, Figure 5 shows the range of topics planned for a single month of the second-grade program. All topics shown are treated at changing levels of sophistication and demand throughout the school year. This distributed curriculum discourages decontextualized teaching of components of arithmetic skill. It encourages children to draw on their existing knowledge framework (the protoquantitative schemas) to interpret advanced material, while gradually building computational fluency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Specific Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading/Writing Numerals</td>
<td>0-9,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Counting</td>
<td>0-9,999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addition</td>
<td>2- and 3-digit regrouping, Basic Facts 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtraction</td>
<td>2-digit renaming, Basic Facts 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Problems</td>
<td>Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problem Solving</td>
<td>Work backward, Solve an easier problem, Patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimation</td>
<td>Quantities, Strategies, Length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio/Proportion</td>
<td>Scaling up, Scaling down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics/Probability</td>
<td>Scaling up, Scaling down, Spinner (1/4), Dice (1/16), 3 graphs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplication</td>
<td>Array (2, 4 tables), Allocation, Equal groupings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>Oral problems involving sharing sets equally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Arbitrary units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decimals</td>
<td>Money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractions</td>
<td>Parts of whole, Parts of set, Equivalent pieces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telling Time</td>
<td>To hour, To half hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>Rectangle, square (properties)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative Integers</td>
<td>Ones, tens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 5  TOPIC COVERAGE PLANNED FOR A SINGLE MONTH OF GRADE 2**
5. **Encourage everyday problem finding.** In stating this principle, we deliberately use the term *everyday* in two senses. First, it means literally doing arithmetic every day, not only in school but also at home and in other informal settings. Children need massive practice in applying arithmetic ideas, far more than the classroom itself can provide. For this reason, we thought it important to encourage children to find problems for themselves that would keep them practicing number facts and mathematical reasoning. Second, *everyday* means nonformal, situated in the activities of everyday life. It is important that children come to view mathematics as something that can be found everywhere, not just in school, not just in formal notations, not just in problems posed by a teacher. We wanted to get children in the habit of noticing quantitative and other pattern relationships wherever they are and of posing questions for themselves about those relationships. Two aspects of the program represent efforts to instantiate this principle. First, the problems posed in class are drawn from things children know about and are actually involved in. Second, homework projects are designed so that they use the events and objects of children’s home lives: for example, finding as many sets of four things as possible in the home; counting fingers and toes of family members; recording numbers and types of things removed from a grocery bag after a shopping trip. From child and parent reports, there is good, although informal, evidence that this strategy works. Children in the program are noticing numbers and relationships and setting problems for themselves in the course of their everyday activities. Figure 6 shows part of a letter from a parent to the teacher, sharing a story of a child’s everyday math engagement.

6. **Talk about mathematics, don’t just do arithmetic.** Discussion and argument are essential to creating a culture of critical thought. To encourage this talk, our program uses a combination of whole-class, teacher-led discussion and structured small-group activity by the children. In a typical daily lesson, a single relatively complex problem is presented on the chalkboard. The first phase is a class discussion of what the problem means—what kind of information is given, what is to be discovered, what possible methods of solution there are, and the like. In the second phase, teams of children work together on solving the problem, using drawings, manipulatives, and role playing to support their discussions and solutions. The teams are responsible not only for developing a solution to the problem, but also for being able to explain why their solution is mathematically and practically appropriate.
Dear Mrs. Bill,

As a parent, I must share this with you.

On Saturday, Raymond, Jamella, and I were having lunch at Monroeville Mall. Raymond and Jamella love to spend their own money, so I told both of them that I would pay for half of their lunch. I asked, ‘Ray, if you remember what he had paid for his hot dog, fixe and drink, he paid $4.33.” My reply was, “O.K., tell me what I owe. What is half of $4.33?”

He leaned back in his chair and you could just look into his eyes and see him concentrating. On the other hand, Jamella was doing the calculations (on a make-believe piece of paper or the table) (This is what I usually do). Not Raymond. Mrs. Bill, he was feeling and thinking the math problem. His answer was, “$2.15, monny.” Hell, I almost fell over onto my chair.

Good. When I told him that he was correct, he just beamed.

FIGURE 6 EXCERPT OF A LETTER FROM A PARENT
The following transcript of a four-minute segment of a third-grade team’s conversation as they work independently on a problem, shows how linguistic interpretation and development of manipulative displays interact in the children’s work.

Mick, Joe, Anna, and Ms. B. were working on the following story problem:

Mr. Bill bought 3 boxes of Ninja Turtle cookies for $3.79. One box costs $1.50 at other stores. Which is the better buy?

How much are the $3.79 Ninja Turtles per box?

Ms. B.: I want to discuss it with your groups. I want you to show how you figured it out. And when you have it, raise your hand. I’ll let you put it on. If you need manipulatives, you may just get them.

Ms. B. circulates around the room while children work at solving the problem in their respective discussion teams.

Joe: Four dollars and that’s automatically over.

Anna: So here’s the three boxes. [Anna puts three pieces of colored paper or the desk]

Joe: Now it’s time to... now it’s time to... Wait, wait a minute.

Mick: What...

Anna: What kind of problem could we do?

Mick: We could say, we could say three dollars and seventy-nine cents. Okay, three dollars and seventy-nine cents divided by the three boxes, because we’re taking the three seventy-nine and trying to see how much each box would cost if it wasn’t in a bulk. [Ms. B. appears at group table carrying the three-box unit of Ninja Turtle cookies]

Joe: All right.

Anna: I agree, I agree because we have three seventy-nine in three boxes.... Ms. B. brought it for second grade. Third grade will divided it up... in into and divided it up for second grade and third grade class.

Joe: All right, now.

Anna: So I agree.

Joe: All right, now. [inaudible] What’s over three dollars [writing in notebook]

Mick: I agree.

Anna: I agree.
Joe: I agree with myself. [all three students writing in notebooks] We have to show [three dollars divided by three]. We have to put the date.

Anna: I agree. I agree . . . three dollars divided by three.

Joe: We have to show this [Joe stands and reaches into the manipulatives bin which contains bundles of 10 and 100 popsicle sticks, as well as single popsicle sticks]

Anna: How can we show this, Joe?

Mick: You could say . . .

Joe: Three dollars. These are our three dollars. [puts down three bundles of hundred and writes something in his notebook]

Mick: So what is this, Anna, three dollars or three pennies?

Anna: Three pennies.

Mick: Okay, so three, so what do we do with this threedollars?

Anna: We divide it three hundred. [Anna picks up a bundle of one-hundred and begins to take off the rubber band]

Mick: Wait a minute . . .

Joe: We have the other two hundred.

Mick: Yeah, so . . . but are we taking off the rubber band? [addressing Anna]

Anna: Yeah, we have to.

Joe: No, we don't. Here are two more. One, two, three. [picks up and puts down the three bundles]

Anna: One goes here, one goes here, and one goes there. [puts bundles of one hundred, one at a time, on top of the pieces of colored paper]

In the third phase of the lesson, teams successively present their solutions and justifications to the whole class, and the teacher records these on the chalkboard. The teacher presses for explanations and challenges those that are incomplete or incorrect; other children join in the challenges or attempt to help by expanding the presented argument. By the end of the class period, multiple solutions to the problem, along with their justifications (as in Figures 2 and 3), have been considered, and there is frequently discussion of why several different solutions could all work, or why certain ones are better than others. In all these discussions, children are permitted to express themselves in ordinary language. Mathematical language and precision are deliberately not demanded in the oral discussion. However, the equation representations that the teacher and children write to summarize oral arguments provide a mathematically precise public record, thus linking everyday language to mathematical language (as in Figure 4).
Results of the Program

We are describing here a program that has been under development for a little over two years. The project began not as a research project but as an effort to help an ambitious teacher apply research findings to improve her teaching. During the developmental period, we did not want to impose testing programs beyond those that the school regularly administered. We are thus limited, in this period of the project’s life, to data from the school’s standardized testing program and from clinical interviews that we conducted with some of the children, along with some impressionistic reports of child and parent reactions to the overall program.

Formal evaluation data consist of scores from the California Achievement Test (CAT), which is administered in the school each September. First-graders were tested at the beginning of second grade, second-graders at the beginning of third grade. Scores on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, administered by the school in March of the kindergarten year, provide data on children’s general academic level before entering first grade. We have data on two cohorts of children who participated in the program, one beginning in first grade, one beginning in second grade. Figure 7a shows three years of reading and math data for Cohort A, who began the program in first grade. The children were low performers (about the 25th percentile) in both math and reading in kindergarten and remained quite low in reading in grades 1 and 2. However, their math scores rose dramatically, to a mean of the 80th percentile and stayed high (mean of 70th percentile) during the second year of the program. Figure 7b shows four years of data for Cohort B, who began the program during second grade. Like Cohort A, they were low scorers before the program. When the program was introduced in second grade, their math scores jumped to nearly the 70th percentile on average and stayed in that range through third grade. For this cohort, reading scores also rose somewhat.

Reading was taught by a different teacher in the school. We are now investigating what might have been responsible for this gain. For comparison, Figure 7c shows three years of data for a cohort of children taught by the intervention program teacher before she adopted the new program. Throughout the period, mean scores remained at a low 40th to 45th percentile. An important point, one that cannot be seen in the means of the graphs, is that the math gains were not limited to only a few of the children. In Cohort A, for example, the lowest-scoring child at the end of the first grade was at the 66th percentile. Thus, the program appeared effective for children of all ability levels.

These global data tell only part of the story, of course. We would like to know much more for which systematic data are not yet available. Nevertheless, we can point to some indicators based on our interviews, class observations, and reports from the school. We interviewed all first-graders three times during the year, focusing on their knowledge of counting and addition and subtraction facts, along with their methods for calculating and their understanding of the principles of commutativity, conservation, and the complementarity of addition and subtraction. At the outset, these children, as
FIGURE 7 CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST SCORES
might be expected given their socioeconomic status and their parents' generally low educational background, were not highly proficient. Only one-third of them could count orally to 100 or beyond, and most were unable to count reliably across decade boundaries (e.g., 29-30, 59-60). The size of the sets that they could quantify by counting ranged from 6 to 20. About one-third of these children could not solve small-number addition problems, even with manipulatives or finger counting and plenty of encouraging support from the interviewer. Only about six appeared able to perform simple subtractions using counting procedures. Thus, these children seemed very weak in entering arithmetic knowledge, especially compared with data presented by a number of investigators for middle-class and educationally favored populations. By December the picture was sharply different. All but a handful of children were performing both addition and subtraction problems successfully, and all of these demonstrated knowledge of the commutativity of addition. At least half also were using invented procedures, such as counting on from the larger of two addends, or using procedures that showed that they understood principles of complementarity of addition and subtraction. By the end of the school year, all children were performing in this way, and many were successfully solving and explaining multidigit problems.

The following additional evidence indicates that the program was having many of the desired effects. The children displayed various examples of confidence in doing mathematical work. Many sang to themselves as they took the standardized test. When visitors came to the classroom, they would offer to show off by solving math problems. They frequently asked for harder problems. These displays came from children of almost all ability levels. They had not been typical of any except the most able children the preceding year. Homework was more regularly turned in than in preceding years, without nagging or pressure from the teacher. Children often asked for extra math periods. Many parents reported that their children loved math and wanted to do math all the time. Parents also sent to school examples of problems that children had solved on their own in some everyday family situation. Knowing that the teacher frequently used such problems in class, parents asked that their child's problems be used. It is notable that this kind of parent engagement occurred in a population of parents that is traditionally alienated from the school and tends not to interact with teachers or school officials.

Conclusion

We believe we have made a promising start at reaching our goals. We have shown that an interpretation- and discussion-oriented mathematics program can begin at the outset of school by building on the intuitive mathematical knowledge that children have as they enter school. Our standardized test score data show that this kind of thinking-based program also succeeds in teaching the basic number facts and arithmetic procedures that are the core of the traditional primary mathematics program. It is not
necessary to teach facts and skills first and only then go on to thinking and reasoning. The two can be developed simultaneously. Assuming that we can maintain and replicate our results, this means that an interpretation- and discussion-oriented program can serve as the basic program in arithmetic, not just as an adjunct to a more traditional knowledge and skills curriculum.

Moreover, our results show that an interpretation-oriented mathematics program can be suitable even for children who are not socially favored or, initially, educationally able. The children with whom we have worked come disproportionately from among the least favored of American families. Many are considered to be educationally at risk; their educational prognosis, without special interventions or changed educational programs, is poor. Yet these children learned effectively in a type of program that, if present in schools at all, has been reserved for children judged able and talented—most often those from favored social groups.

What is at issue here, as we suggested at the outset, is not only an apparently successful program but also some fundamental challenges to dominant assumptions about learning and schooling. As we worked to develop this program, we realized that a new theoretical direction was increasingly dominating our thinking about the nature of development, learning, and schooling. This is the view, shared by a growing minority of thinkers in the various disciplines that comprise cognitive science, that human mental functioning must be understood as fundamentally situation-specific and context-dependent, rather than as a collection of context-free abilities and knowledge. This apparently simple shift in perspective in fact entails reconsideration of a number of long-held assumptions in both psychology and education.

Until recently, educators and scholars have defined the educational task as one of teaching specific knowledge and skills. As concern has shifted from routine to higher-order or thinking abilities, we have developed more complex definitions of the skills to be acquired and even introduced various concepts of meta skill in the search for teachable general abilities. But we have continued to think of our major concern as one of identifying and analyzing particular skills of reasoning and thinking and then finding ways to teach them, on the assumption that successful students then will be able to apply these skills in a wide range of situations.

As we developed our program, we found ourselves less and less asking what constitutes mathematics competence or ability for young schoolchildren, and more and more analyzing the features of the mathematics classroom that provide activities that exercise reasoning skills. This meant choosing story problems on the basis of the mathematical principles they might illustrate and developing forms of classroom conversation designed to evoke public reasoning about these principles. Our focus on mathematics as a form of cultural practice did not deny that children engaging in mathematical activity must be knowledgeable and skillful in many ways. However, our emerging perspective led us to focus far less on the design of "lessons" than on the
development of a sequence of problem-solving situations in which children could successfully participate. Another way of saying this is that we were trying to create an apprenticeship environment for mathematical thinking in which children could participate daily. We expected them to acquire thereby not only the skills and knowledge that expert mathematical reasoners possess, but also a social identity as a person who is able to and expected to engage in such reasoning (see Lave, in press).

Our program constitutes a version of the cognitive apprenticeship called for by Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989) in a recent influential paper. Its very success, however, calls into question some aspects of the apprenticeship metaphor as applied to early learning in a school environment. Among these is the nature of the master-apprentice relationship. In traditional apprenticeship, apprentices seek to become like their masters, and masters continually display all elements of skilled productive activity in their field of expertise. Teaching is only a secondary function of the traditional master. This simple—indeed, perhaps oversimplified—relationship does not seem applicable to the school setting, where the teacher's predominant function is not to do mathematics but to teach it. We will need to work out the particular role of the teacher in designing an environment specifically for learning purposes. A second issue surrounding cognitive apprenticeship in school is how to ensure that necessary particular skills will be acquired, even though the daily focus of activity is on problem solving and reasoning. Our first-year standardized test results suggest that we have not done badly on this criterion, but we need to understand better than we do now just what it is in our program that has succeeded and what the limits of our methods might be. In short, we offer this paper as only a very preliminary report on what we expect to be a long-term effort to revise instructional practice in ways that will bring educators closer to being able to meet the goal of shaping dispositions and skills for thinking through a form of socialization into cultural environments that value and practice thinking.
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DISCUSSION: EXPLORING A REASONING-BASED PROGRAM FOR TEACHING ARITHMETIC

Nancy Vye, Diana Miller Sharp, Kathy McCabe, and John Bransford
Peabody College at Vanderbilt University

In their paper for this volume, Hesnick, Bill, Lesgold, and Leer describe a mathematics program for young children that they believe is especially good for those who are at risk of school failure. We have been asked to provide comments on their paper. As coauthors, we bring to bear on the task several different perspectives and types of expertise. We bring the expertise of a classroom teacher with many years of experience teaching mathematics to young disadvantaged children. We also bring the expertise of several cognitive psychologists specializing in ways to enhance learning and instruction, especially through the use of technology.

We want to begin by briefly underscoring two basic features of Resnick and colleagues' program that make it especially timely. First, the program was developed and tested in classrooms made up of children from disadvantaged backgrounds with records of poor performance in traditional academic settings. There is a current, critical need for instruction that will be effective for children such as these who are at risk of school failure. Recent estimates warn that at least 30% of elementary and secondary students in the United States are educationally at risk, and that this proportion may rise rapidly in the future.

Second, the program represents a shift away from the format of traditional remedial programs. Resnick and colleagues do not emphasize drill and practice in "the basics," nor do they attempt to simplify the content that is taught. Instead, their program is designed to help children recognize the power of their own mathematical intuitions and to introduce them to sophisticated ideas about mathematical concepts and procedures. The value of teaching skills and knowledge in the context of meaningful, practical activities, rather than as decontextualized exercises, has only recently received much attention by educational researchers (e.g., Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989; Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990; Resnick & Klopfer, 1989). To our knowledge, this is one of the first systematic efforts to teach mathematics to children of this age and skill level using a reasoning-based approach, and we applaud the efforts of Resnick and colleagues in their endeavor.

1 Preparation of this paper was supported in part by grants from the James S. McDonnell Foundation (Grant No. 10026), the National Institute of Child Health and Development (Grant No. HD15051-11), and from the National Science Foundation (Grant No. MDR9050191).
In the remainder of our paper we will address three major issues:

- The program's theoretical framework and its relevance to areas other than mathematics.
- The program from the perspective of what teachers would need to know in order to try it in their classrooms.
- Factors that may underlie the effectiveness of the program and ways that the program could be made even stronger through the introduction of videodisc-based problem-solving environments such as those being developed at our technology center at Vanderbilt.

Theory-Based Curriculum Development

Resnick et al.'s program is based on two major lines of research. One emphasizes the importance of developing argumentation and reasoning skills; the other focuses on important mathematics concepts and skills. One of the strengths of the program—a strength that sets it apart from many other curricula—is that the program is theory-based. In developing their instructional content and approach, the authors were guided by theory and research on the development of children's early mathematical thinking and on the importance of creating apprenticeship-like situations for learning mathematics.

Children's Early Number Skills

The authors' approach draws heavily on research on young children's knowledge of mathematics (Gelman & Gallistel, 1978; Resnick, 1989). Research indicates that by the time most children come to school, they have already acquired the rudimentary quantitative skills or "protoquantitative schemas" that form the basis of formal mathematical knowledge. For example, one type of protoquantitative schema is the "increase/decrease" schema. Research suggests that, before any formal schooling, children are able to correctly interpret changes in quantities as increases or decreases. Children know that if they have a certain amount of something—say, cookies—and someone takes some of them away, they have fewer than before (children would also be able to interpret correctly the addition of cookies). It is assumed that children have a basic understanding of subtraction and addition, even though they do not engage in counting to make their judgments.

Resnick et al. used the research base on protoquantitative schemas to derive instructional principles for their curriculum. A major principle is to draw on children's informal mathematical knowledge as they learn formal mathematics. This is done in several ways. One way is to introduce formal mathematics concepts and principles in the context of problem situations that students might encounter in their everyday lives and that in the past students might have solved using their "less precise" protoquantitative schemas. In other words, an attempt is made to connect situations in which one does school math to problem-solving situations outside of school. Another way in which
the authors' program attempts to draw on children's informal mathematical knowledge by encouraging them to use their informal mathematical knowledge as a basis for solving problems in mathematics class. Many times the message that we give children, unintentionally or not, is that mathematics consists only of the formal concepts and algorithms explicitly taught in mathematics class. We unintentionally teach children to devalue their intuitive knowledge, or, worse yet, to believe that formal and informal mathematical knowledge bear no relation to one another. Resnick et al.'s program encourages children to trust their mathematical intuitions by encouraging them to solve problems in any way they are able, and not merely by means of standard algorithms.

Another major instructional principle is to introduce children to formal mathematical content as early as possible. Guided by this principle, Resnick et al. introduce some content much earlier and in a different sequence than is done traditionally (e.g., addition and subtraction with regrouping in first grade). Their goal is to equip students with more powerful ways to think mathematically, that is, to quantify information and link it with formal expressions and operations. The assumption is that children are ready for this content if they are helped to map it onto their protoquantitative schemas, and if they are provided with appropriate manipulatives and with opportunities for extended practice. As Resnick et al. note, their nontraditional approach discourages the teaching of isolated skills and enables children to draw more fully on their existing knowledge.

From our perspective, Resnick et al.'s strategy of selecting curricular content based on what is known about children's knowledge at different ages is extremely valuable. There is ample evidence to suggest that tailoring instruction to students' current knowledge, formal or informal, is a critical factor in determining whether and how much students learn (Anderson & Smith, 1984; Bransford & Vye, 1989; Carey 1986; Feltovich, Spiro, & Coulson, 1988).

The authors' commitment to creating a curriculum that is sensitive to children's mathematical development leads us to question whether similar concern is given to other areas of children's cognitive and social/emotional development. For example, to what extent does the curriculum presuppose a particular level of language and social development? We raise the issue of children's language skills in part because an important part of the curriculum involves having children engage in dialogue related to mathematics concepts and problems, and in part because at-risk students are very often language-delayed. We have a similar question regarding the level of social development presupposed by the program. Once again, we raise the issue because the program incorporates group discussion where students need to be able to reflect on and respond to other students' comments in ways that promote learning.
Cognitive Apprenticeships in Mathematics

Another theoretical influence that can be discerned in Resnick et al.'s program is work on "situated learning" (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990; Rogoff & Lave, 1984). According to this approach, one of the major "failings" of schools is that the kinds of activities and tasks comprising various school subjects (i.e., history, mathematics, and so forth) tend to be arbitrary and unrelated to the activities engaged in by experts and professionals who work in these domains. For example, students of mathematics are likely to spend their time computing answers to already formulated problems, whereas the kind of mathematical thinking that an expert mathematician might engage in would more likely involve inventing mathematical procedures, exploring mathematical relations, and so forth (see Schoenfeld, 1989, for more detailed illustrations of authentic mathematics tasks). Proponents of this approach also argue that schools tend to emphasize abstract concepts and knowledge and often do not help students understand how and when to apply this knowledge. As a result, this knowledge is not used to help solve problems in contexts other than the particular school context in which it was originally learned.

Resnick et al.'s curriculum is consistent with a cognitive apprenticeship approach, and aspects of the curriculum are reminiscent of other curricula for older children based on the same approach (e.g., Lampert, 1986; Schoenfeld, 1989). The curricular activities described in the paper are very different from the activities of traditional mathematics classes and are very like the kinds of cognitive activities in which expert mathematicians take part. There is an emphasis on problem solving and on inventing mathematical procedures. Students are also encouraged to think about mathematics as something that is found outside of school; they are encouraged to notice quantitative and other pattern relationships in everyday situations and to notice everyday situations where mathematics is used to solve problems.

We believe that by helping students construct the meanings of mathematics from their own perspectives, the curricula will be more effective than traditional curricula. Indeed, Resnick et al.'s initial evaluation data suggest that students better understand basic mathematical concepts and procedures. We also suspect that students will be better able to apply what they have learned to other situations, both in and out of the classroom, partly because students are given ample opportunity to reflect on quantitative concepts and procedures and partly because they practice this knowledge in authentic problem situations.

The Curriculum from the Perspective of Classroom Teachers

From the perspective of the classroom teacher, Resnick et al.'s program presents some exciting possibilities. The program illustrates ways in which teachers can help
disadvantaged children learn to reason better and at the same time acquire a deep understanding of quantitative concepts and operations. A key to the program's success is its emphasis on mapping new knowledge onto the skills and experiences of children. A major difficulty that teachers of disadvantaged children face is that their children's range of experience and their familiarity with school-like tasks and skills are often limited. The program provides some excellent examples of how to create meaningful problem solving by carefully selecting familiar problem situations, by helping children notice mathematical situations in their everyday lives, and by motivating parents to teach their children. Teachers will be especially interested to learn more about how the program stimulated parental involvement, since many disadvantaged children come from dysfunctional families or from families where the parents have little education, and where there is often limited contact with school personnel.

Although the program presents exciting possibilities, it is likely to present some additional challenges as well. The teacher's role in Resnick et al.'s program differs in major ways from the teacher's role in the typical arithmetic classroom; as a result, teachers will have questions—and in some cases reservations—about the program. For instance, the program involves extensive use of small-group and teacher-led discussion. Many teachers will have questions about whether the program will work in their classrooms because of their children's limited language skills. In thinking about disseminating their program, it will be important for Resnick and colleagues to address the question of whether some minimum language competency is required, and what strategies can help teachers circumvent problems that may arise in class because of language deficiencies. Another challenge of the program is that many classroom teachers rarely if ever use small-group activities with young disadvantaged children. Because of the belief that disadvantaged children tend to exhibit behavior problems, some teachers may be afraid to try small groups for fear of losing control of the class. These teachers will need special reassurances. In general, teachers will be interested in learning how to facilitate social interactions when children work in groups.

In addition to concerns about whether their children possess the requisite competencies and about the teaching strategies to use to obviate problems that these deficiencies create, we suspect that many teachers will feel that they need specialized skills training before they would be able to implement the program in their classrooms. First, we think that teachers will want to learn techniques for conducting small groups. We assume that when children first work in small groups, they will need a great deal of support from teachers, and that teachers will have to model the kinds of interactions that they want children to engage in. Second, teachers will also need training in techniques that help children create procedures for solving problems. Teachers are more likely to be used to teaching one “right” procedure for solving a class of problems; therefore, they may have difficulty knowing how to help children invent their own procedures for solving problems. Finally, as surprising as it may seem, many teachers may also need special training in how to teach mathematics in a way that helps children understand the number
system. Sadly, mathematics instruction frequently emphasizes drill and practice on procedures, with little attention to comprehending the underlying basis for these procedures, and many teachers do not use manipulatives as a comprehension tool. These teachers will need special guidance in transforming their instruction, particularly as it relates to helping children understand how mathematical operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division relate to the base 10 system. We think that teaching teachers how to use a comprehension-based approach to instruction, particularly as this relates to the use of manipulatives, is especially important for reasons that we describe in greater detail below.

A Curriculum for Building Mental Models

What Is a Mental Model and Why Is It Useful?

We now turn our attention to discussions of particular, cognitive aspects of problem solving, and how the program that Resnick and colleagues describe may be especially successful in enabling children to gain a deeper understanding of mathematics. We think that two of the more effective components of Resnick et al.'s program, especially for children who are at risk for school failure, are their extensive use of manipulatives and their use of familiar contexts for problem solving. Our view arises from recent theories that conceive of comprehension and problem-solving as tasks that require students to construct "mental models." A mental model is similar to physical models or pictures of specific situations. In fact, for the purposes of this discussion, mental models can be thought of as mental pictures.

Why is it important that a child be able to construct a mental model or a mental picture of a problem? Because to construct a mental model, a child has to be clear on what the objects in the situation are like, how they are arranged, and what relationships they have to each other. Unless the child has a mental model of what the situation is, he or she will not know how to manipulate the elements of the situation in order to come up with a solution. For example, in the "barrette" problem that Resnick et al. describe, students need to form a mental model that specifies that (a) there are four main elements (i.e., the bags); (b) inside each of those four bags are nine items (i.e., the barrettes); and (c) the total number of all the barrettes in all the bags need to be combined and compared with the number 95. By having a mental model of the situation, the child can understand why it makes more sense to combine four groups of 9 together than to add the numbers 4 and 9. The correct operation is the one that makes sense in that situation. In short, the notion of using a mental model to understand and solve a problem is very different from the notion of using a set of "rules," such as "and means to add," and "more than means to subtract."
How the Program Supports Mental Model Construction

Just as the creation of a picture or a physical model takes physical effort, so the creation of a mental model or image takes mental effort. For example, an image of four bags of barrettes is very different from how the words of the story problem sound or look on a page, so students need to mentally translate the words in the problem into elements in a mental model that are correctly arranged. This translation process may require considerable mental effort for the young child, and the amount of mental resources required may exceed the limits of the child's pool of memory resources.

This analysis suggests how physical aids like manipulatives, pictures, and "acting out situations" can help problem solving. Instead of having to perform all the translations from words to mental models "in the head," the child can use these physical aids to help keep track of what the elements in the problem are and how they are arranged. Moreover, the use of familiar objects and contexts is helpful because the child can more easily image familiar objects and can draw on memories of past familiar scenes for information on how the mental model should look.

As children become practiced in translating word problems to mental models, we would hope that the translation process would require less and less effort, so that eventually children are able to construct the mental model from the text and numbers in the problem alone. Whether a reliance on physical aids is something that will automatically diminish, or whether children need to be systematically taught to construct mental models under less supportive conditions in which physical aids are not available, is a question that is likely to be answered in further research using Resnick et al.'s approach.

The Generality and Transfer of Mental Model Skills

The construction of mental models from text is something that is necessary not just for understanding story problems; recent research suggests that good readers construct mental models for all types of text, and it is the construction of mental models that leads to improved comprehension and memory of text information (Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem, 1987; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Sharp, 1991; Sharp & McNamara, 1991). Therefore, if children learn in a math program how to translate text information into a mental model, then we would hope that they would use this skill for understanding other kinds of reading material. We note that the reading scores of one of the groups in Resnick et al.'s program did appear to improve, whereas the reading scores of the other group did not. The authors mention that they are investigating why the reading scores improved for one of their groups, but we would suggest that they might turn the question around and investigate why the reading scores of the other group did not improve. Research has shown that students often fail to transfer skills that they learn in one content domain to other content domains, so if the skills that students learn in the math
program are in fact applicable to reading, then students may need to be explicitly taught to transfer these skills from the math class to the reading class.

**Videodisc Environments for Building Mental Models**

In this section, we describe how videodisc environments may be used to achieve some of the same instructional goals that Resnick and colleagues describe, and also why we think that videodiscs may provide a means for expanding these goals. Like Resnick and her colleagues, we think that children should learn math in the context of real-world problems, and that they should learn how to reason about and discuss mathematical solutions. In the previous sections, we described our belief that the key to enabling children to reason about math is to provide them with the tools for building rich mental models of problem situations. We now will discuss why we think that videodiscs can be extremely effective in providing those tools.

For example, one of our projects at the Cognition and Technology Group is a videodisc mathematics problem-solving series called *The Adventures of Jasper Woodbury* (Cognition and Technology Group at Vanderbilt, 1990). Although the series is designed for students who are several years older than Resnick et al.'s—the series is for fifth- and sixth-graders—we are developing materials for younger students. Each disc in the series is an adventure story. At the end of the story, the main character is faced with a complex problem whose solution involves mathematics. For example, in one video the main character, Emily, is faced with the problem of rescuing a wounded eagle. The eagle is stranded in a remote area where the nearest road is several miles away. To rescue the eagle, Emily must decide which of several different routes to take and what means of transportation to use (i.e., ultralight, foot, truck, or some combination of means). Each route must be evaluated in turn with respect to the distance to be traveled, the speed and range of the selected vehicle, and, of course, estimated trip time. All the mathematical information needed to solve Emily's problem is in the story. To reach a solution, students must formulate various plans for rescuing the eagle, decide how to evaluate each plan mathematically, search the video for the relevant mathematical information, and perform computations using this information.

Our research using the *Jasper* series, as well as other videodisc-based materials, has shown that students learn more from the video instruction than from traditional instruction on the same content. For example, *Jasper*-taught students are more adept at the higher-order reasoning skills involved in complex mathematical problem solving than students who receive traditional instruction and practice on story problems. They are better able to generate and logically evaluate plans for solving complex problems, and they are also more successful at solving them.

We believe that the videos directly provide students with rich mental models of problem situations, and in this way help them bypass problems that they may experience.
in constructing mental models based on verbal or written scenarios of problems (e.g., a written story problem). The videos also provide extensive background knowledge, without which many students, particularly at-risk students, would not be able to form mental representations of problems they are given. Mental models created from video thus provide the scaffold for lower-level skills that enables children to practice higher-level problem-solving skills.

Video problem solving seems to have important effects on motivation as well. Teachers consistently observe a high degree of enthusiasm and on-task behavior among students when using Jasper. Furthermore, they see this in Chapter 1 and high-achieving classes alike. Chapter 1 students are positive about this program despite the fact that in general they tend to have relatively negative attitudes toward mathematics. At this point we can only speculate on what accounts for the increased motivation that we have observed. Novelty may play a role, and the use of video—a very comfortable medium for children—may also be a factor. But we also think that a very important factor is that students come to understand that mathematics has a function outside the classroom in helping solve problems from everyday life. In this way, the videos help forge what Resnick et al. suggest is an important link between everyday experience and formal mathematics.

We think that children in Resnick et al.’s program might benefit from problem-solving instruction where some of the problems are depicted in video format. Of course, one could argue that the best way to practice problem solving is in the context of everyday problems that students themselves identify. And in fact, one principle of Resnick et al.’s program is to encourage finding everyday problems. Although we would agree that everyday problems are the ultimate “authentic” context and that it is important to encourage children in this way, we would argue that they have instructional limitations. For example, problems that are part of one child’s experience are not necessarily part of other children’s experiences, making them less effective for instruction. This is where video has an important advantage. Because video can be taken into the classroom, all children can share the experience. We would also argue that everyday problems that children identify are likely to be less useful than video because they are apt to be problems that are already within children’s competence levels. In this way, finding everyday problems may be most effective as a vehicle for having children practice mathematical skills. Video problem-solving environments, on the other hand, can also be used to extend children’s mathematical competence into new skill areas.

Another way in which Resnick et al.’s program might benefit from the introduction of videodisc problem solving is in the quality of the classroom discussion among students and between teacher and students. We have found that students initiate more questions and that there is more sustained discussion among students when they are working on video-based tasks. Note that this is very different from typical classroom talk, which consists of a repetitive cycle where the teacher asks a question and a student responds.
In part we think this higher-quality discussion occurs because all students share a rich understanding, or what we have been calling a mental model, of the problem situation, which enables more students to take an active part in classroom activities. Video problem-solving contexts may prove especially effective in reasoning-based programs such as Resnick et al.'s, where dialogue among students is an essential vehicle for learning.

Summary of Comments

The curriculum described by Resnick, Bill, Lesgold, and Leer meets two important educational needs: the need for more early elementary programs that help disadvantaged children and the need for more programs that teach thinking skills to these children. We think the authors have developed a program that will have an important impact on young children's mathematical thinking. Our goal has been to acknowledge the curriculum's strong theory base and to discuss specific cognitive mechanisms that may mediate students' learning. At the same time, we raised questions concerning the language and social skills presupposed by the program, and the new roles required of teachers. We also have suggested ways to enhance instruction in everyday problem solving by incorporating videodisc problem-solving contexts. We believe that video provides the scaffold for lower-level skills that enables children to practice higher-level problem solving in authentic contexts.
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A COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP FOR DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

Historically there has been a great divide between education for the advantaged (e.g., Latin and geometry) and training for the disadvantaged (e.g., vocational education). As education has become universal, we have extended education for the advantaged to more and more of the population, though with limited success and in watered-down form. But it is difficult for most students to understand why they should be reading *Macbeth* and learning to multiply fractions, when there is no obvious call for such knowledge in any life they can imagine for themselves. And there is increasing resistance among students to being force-fed an education that seems irrelevant to their lives.

Our thesis in this paper is that the changing nature of work in society (e.g., Zuboff, 1988) provides a potential meeting ground where education for the advantaged and disadvantaged can come together in a curriculum in which the educational tasks reflect the future nature of work in society. Work is becoming computer-based and, at the same time, requires more and more ability to learn and think. Hence, a curriculum built around tasks that require learning and thinking in a computer-based environment will make sense to both advantaged and disadvantaged students and will educate them in ways that make sense for society at large.

Only in the last century, and only in industrialized nations, has formal schooling emerged as a widespread method of educating the young. Before schools appeared, apprenticeship was the most common means of learning. Even today, many complex and important skills, such as those required for language use and social interaction, are learned informally through apprenticeship-like methods—that is, methods not involving didactic teaching but observation, coaching, and successive approximation.

The differences between formal schooling and apprenticeship methods are many, but for our purposes, one is most important: in schools, skills and knowledge have become abstracted from their use in the world. In apprenticeship learning, on the other hand, skills are not only continually in use by skilled practitioners but are instrumental to the accomplishment of meaningful tasks. Said differently, apprenticeship embeds the learning of skills and knowledge in their social and functional context. This difference has serious implications for the design of instruction for students. Specifically, we propose the development of a new "cognitive apprenticeship" (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989) to teach students the thinking and problem-solving skills involved in school subjects such as reading, writing, and mathematics.
Traditional Apprenticeship

To foreshadow those methods and why they are likely to be effective, let us first consider some of the crucial features of traditional apprenticeship (Lave, 1988). First and foremost, apprenticeship focuses closely on the specific methods for carrying out tasks in a domain. Apprentices learn these methods through a combination of what Lave calls observation, coaching, and practice or what we, from the teacher's point of view, call modeling, coaching, and fading. In this sequence of activities, the apprentice repeatedly observes the master and his or her assistants executing (or modeling) the target process, which usually involves a number of different but interrelated subskills. The apprentice then attempts to execute the process with guidance and help from the master (i.e., coaching). A key aspect of coaching is the provision of scaffolding, which is the support, in the form of reminders and help, that the apprentice requires to approximate the execution of the entire composite of skills. Once the learner has a grasp of the target skill, the master reduces (or fades) participation, providing only limited hints and feedback to the learner, who practices by successively approximating smooth execution of the whole skill.

From Traditional to Cognitive Apprenticeship

Collins, Brown, and Newman (1989) proposed an extension of apprenticeship for teaching subjects such as reading, writing, and mathematics. We call this rethinking of learning and teaching in school cognitive apprenticeship to emphasize two issues. First, the method is aimed primarily at teaching the processes that experts use to handle complex tasks. Where conceptual and factual knowledge are addressed, cognitive apprenticeship emphasizes their uses in solving problems and carrying out tasks. That is, in cognitive apprenticeship, conceptual and factual knowledge are exemplified and practiced in the contexts of their use. Conceptual and factual knowledge thus are learned in terms of their uses in a variety of contexts, encouraging both a deeper understanding of the meaning of the concepts and facts themselves, and a rich web of memorable associations between them and the problem-solving contexts. It is this dual focus on expert processes and learning in context that we expect to help solve current educational problems.

Second, cognitive apprenticeship refers to the focus on learning through guided experience in cognitive skills and processes, rather than physical ones. Although we do not wish to draw a major theoretical distinction between the learning of physical and cognitive skills, there are differences that have practical implications for the organization of teaching and learning activities. Most importantly, traditional apprenticeship has evolved to teach domains in which the process of carrying out target skills is external, and thus readily available to both student and teacher for observation, comment, refinement, and correction, and bears a relatively transparent relationship to concrete products. The externalization of relevant processes and methods makes possible such
characteristics of apprenticeship as its reliance on observation as a primary means of building a conceptual model of a complex target skill. And the relatively transparent relationship, at all stages of production, between process and product facilitates the learner's recognition and diagnosis of errors, on which the early development of self-correction skill depends.

Applying apprenticeship methods to largely cognitive skills requires the externalization of processes that are usually carried out internally. Given the way that most subjects are taught and learned in school, teachers cannot make fine adjustments in students' application of skill and knowledge to problems and tasks, because they have no access to the relevant cognitive processes. By the same token, students do not usually have access to the cognitive problem-solving processes of instructors as a basis for learning through observation and mimicry. Cognitive research has begun to delineate the cognitive processes that comprise expertise, which heretofore were inaccessible. Cognitive apprenticeship teaching methods are designed to bring these tacit processes into the open, where students can observe, enact, and practice them with help from the teacher and from other students.

In addition to the emphasis on cognitive skills, there are two major differences between cognitive apprenticeship and traditional apprenticeship. First, because traditional apprenticeship is set in the workplace, the problems and tasks that are given to learners arise not from pedagogical concerns but from the demands of the workplace. Cognitive apprenticeship, as we envision it, differs from traditional apprenticeship in that the tasks and problems are chosen to illustrate the power of certain techniques and methods, to give students practice in applying these methods in diverse settings, and to increase the complexity of tasks slowly, so that component skills and models can be integrated. In short, tasks are sequenced to reflect the changing demands of learning. Letting the job demands select the tasks for students to practice is one of the great inefficiencies of traditional apprenticeship.

A second difference between cognitive apprenticeship and traditional apprenticeship is the emphasis in cognitive apprenticeship on generalizing knowledge so that it can be used in many different settings. Traditional apprenticeship emphasizes teaching skills in the context of their use. We propose that cognitive apprenticeship should extend practice to diverse settings so that students learn how to apply their skills in varied contexts. Moreover, the principles underlying the application of knowledge and skills in different settings should be articulated as fully as possible by the teacher, whenever they arise in different contexts.
A Framework for Designing Learning Environments

Our introductory discussion of cognitive apprenticeship has raised numerous pedagogical and theoretical issues that we believe are important to the design of learning environments generally. To facilitate consideration of these issues, we have developed a framework consisting of four dimensions that constitute any learning environment: content, method, sequence, and sociology. Relevant to each of these dimensions is a set of characteristics that we believe should be considered in constructing or evaluating learning environments. These characteristics are summarized in Figure 1 and described in detail below, with examples from reading, writing, and mathematics.

Content

Recent cognitive research has begun to differentiate the types of knowledge required for expertise. In particular, researchers have begun to distinguish between the concepts, facts, and procedures associated with expertise and various types of strategic knowledge. We use the term strategic knowledge to refer to the usually tacit knowledge that underlies an expert's ability to make use of concepts, facts, and procedures as necessary to solve problems and accomplish tasks. This sort of expert problem-solving knowledge involves problem-solving heuristics (or "rules of thumb") and the strategies that control the problem-solving process. Another type of strategic knowledge, often overlooked, includes the learning strategies that experts use to acquire new concepts, facts, and procedures in their own or another field.

Domain knowledge includes the concepts, facts, and procedures explicitly identified with a particular subject matter that are generally explicated in school textbooks, class lectures, and demonstrations. This kind of knowledge, although certainly important, provides insufficient clues for many students about how to solve problems and accomplish tasks in a domain. Examples of domain knowledge in reading are vocabulary, syntax, and phonics rules.

Heuristic strategies are generally effective techniques and approaches for accomplishing tasks that might be regarded as "tricks of the trade"; they do not always work, but when they do, they are quite helpful. Most heuristics are tacitly acquired by experts through the practice of solving problems; however, there have been noteworthy standard heuristics for writing is to plan to rewrite the introduction and, therefore, to spend relatively little time crafting it. In mathematics, a heuristic for solving problems is to try to find a solution for simple cases and see whether the solution generalizes.

Control strategies, as the name suggests, control the process of carrying out a task. These are sometimes referred to as "metacognitive" strategies (Palincsar & Brown, 1984; Schoenfeld, 1985). As students acquire more and more heuristics for solving
**CONTENT**

*Types of knowledge required for expertise*

- **Domain knowledge**: Subject-matter-specific concepts, facts and procedures
- **Heuristic strategies**: Generally applicable techniques for accomplishing tasks
- **Control strategies**: General approaches for directing one's solution process
- **Learning strategies**: Knowledge about how to learn new concepts, facts, and procedures

**METHOD**

*Ways to promote the development of expertise*

- **Modeling**: Teacher performs a task so students can observe
- **Coaching**: Teacher observes and facilitates while students perform a task
- **Scaffolding**: Teacher provides supports to help the student perform a task
- **Articulation**: Teacher encourages students to verbalize their knowledge and thinking
- **Reflection**: Teacher enables students to compare their performance with that of others
- **Exploration**: Teacher invites students to pose and solve their own problems

**SEQUENCING**

*Keys to ordering learning activities*

- **Increasing complexity**: Meaningful tasks gradually increasing in difficulty
- **Increasing diversity**: Practice in a variety of situations to emphasize broad application
- **Global to local skills**: Focus on conceptualizing the whole task before executing the parts

**SOCIOLOGY**

*Social characteristics of learning environments*

- **Situated learning**: Students learn in the context of working on realistic tasks
- **Community of practice**: Communication about different ways to accomplish meaningful tasks
- **Intrinsic motivation**: Students set personal goals to seek skills and solutions
- **Cooperation**: Students work together to accomplish their goals

**FIGURE 1 DESIGN PRINCIPLES FOR COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP ENVIRONMENTS**
problems, they encounter a new management or control problem: how to select among
the possible problem-solving strategies, how to decide when to change strategies, and
so on. Control strategies have monitoring, diagnostic, and remedial components;
decisions about how to proceed in a task generally depend on an assessment of one's
current state relative to one's goals, on an analysis of current difficulties, and on the
strategies available for dealing with difficulties. For example, a comprehension-
monitoring strategy might be to try to state the main point of a section one has just read;
if one cannot do so, then one has not understood the text, and it might be best to reread
parts of it. In mathematics, a simple control strategy for solving a complex problem
might be to switch to a new part of a problem if one is stuck.

Learning strategies are strategies for learning any of the other kinds of content
described above. Knowledge about how to learn ranges from general strategies for
exploring a new domain to more specific strategies for extending or reconfiguring
knowledge in solving problems or carrying out complex tasks. For example, if students
want to learn to solve problems better, they need to learn how to relate each step in the
sample problems worked in textbooks to the principles discussed in the text (Chi,
Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser, 1989). If students want to write better, they need to
find people to read their writing who can give helpful critiques and explain the reasoning
underlying the critiques (most people cannot). They also need to learn to analyze
others' texts for strengths and weaknesses.

Method

Teaching methods should be designed to give students the opportunity to observe,
engage in, and invent or discover expert strategies in context. Such an approach will
enable students to see how these strategies combine with their factual and conceptual
knowledge and how they use a variety of resources in the social and physical
environment. The six teaching methods advocated here fall roughly into three groups:
the first three (modeling, coaching, and scaffolding) are the core of cognitive
apprenticeship, designed to help students acquire an integrated set of skills through
processes of observation and guided practice. The next two (articulation and reflection)
are methods designed to help students both to focus their observations of expert
problem solving and to gain conscious access to (and control of) their own problem-
solving strategies. The final method (exploration) is aimed at encouraging learner
autonomy, not only in carrying out expert problem-solving processes, but also in defining
or formulating the problems to be solved.

Modeling involves an expert's performing a task so that the students can observe
and build a conceptual model of the processes that are required to accomplish it. In
cognitive domains, this requires the externalization of usually internal processes and
activities—specifically, the heuristics and control processes by which experts apply their
basic conceptual and procedural knowledge. For example, a teacher might model the
reading process by reading aloud in one voice while verbalizing her thought processes in
another voice (Collins & Smith, 1982). In mathematics, Schoenfeld (see Collins et al.,
1989) models the process of solving problems by having students bring difficult new
problems for him to solve in class.

**Coaching** consists of observing students while they carry out a task and offering
hints, scaffolding, feedback, modeling, reminders, and new tasks aimed at bringing their
performance closer to expert performance. Coaching may direct students' attention to a
previously unnoted aspect of the task or simply remind them of some aspect of the
task that is known but has been temporarily overlooked. The content of the coaching
interaction is immediately related to specific events or problems that arise as the
students attempt to accomplish the target task. In Palincsar and Brown's (1984)
reciprocal teaching of reading, the teacher coaches students while they ask questions,
clarify their difficulties, generate summaries, and make predictions.

**Scaffolding** refers to the supports the teacher provides to help students carry out the
task. These supports can take either the form of suggestions or help, as in Palincsar
and Brown's (1984) reciprocal teaching, or the form of physical supports, as with the cue
cards used by Scardamalia, Bereiter, and Steinbach (1984) to facilitate writing or the
short skis used to teach downhill skiing (Burton, Brown, & Fisher, 1984). When a
teacher provides scaffolding, the teacher executes parts of the task that the student
cannot yet manage. Fading involves the gradual removal of supports until students are
on their own.

**Articulation** includes any method of getting students to articulate their knowledge,
reasoning, or problem-solving processes in a domain. We have identified several
different methods of articulation. First, inquiry teaching (Collins & Stevens, 1982, 1983)
is a strategy of questioning students to lead them to articulate and refine their
understanding of concepts and procedures in different domains. For example, an inquiry
teacher in reading might systematically question students about why one summary of
the text is good but another is poor, to get the students to formulate an explicit model of
a good summary. Second, teachers might encourage students to articulate their
thoughts as they carry out their problem solving, as do Scardamalia et al. (1984). Third,
they might have students assume the critic or monitor role in cooperative activities and
thereby lead students to formulate and articulate their ideas to other students.

**Reflection** involves enabling students to compare their own problem-solving
processes with those of an expert, another student, and, ultimately, an internal cognitive
model of expertise. Reflection is enhanced by the use of various techniques for
reproducing or "replaying" the performances of both expert and novice for comparison.
The level of detail for a replay may depend on the student's stage of learning, but usually
some form of "abstracted replay," in which the critical features of expert and student
performance are highlighted, is desirable (Collins & Brown, 1988). For reading or
writing, one method to encourage reflection might consist of recording students as they
think out loud and then replaying the tape for comparison with the thinking of experts and other students.

_Exploration_ involves pushing students into a mode of problem solving on their own. Forcing them to do exploration is critical if they are to learn how to frame questions or problems that are interesting and that they can solve. Exploration as a method of teaching involves setting general goals for students and then encouraging them to focus on particular subgoals of interest to them, or even to revise the general goals as they come on something more interesting to pursue. For example, in reading, the teacher might send the students to the library to investigate theories about why the stock market crashed in 1929. In writing, students might be encouraged to write an essay defending the most outrageous thesis they can devise. In mathematics, students might be asked to generate and test hypotheses they can devise. In mathematics, students might be asked to generate and test hypotheses they can devise. 

**Sequencing**

Designers need to support both the integration and generalization of knowledge and complex skills. We have identified some principles that should guide the sequencing of learning activities to facilitate the development of robust problem-solving skills.

_Increasing complexity_ refers to the construction of a sequence of tasks such that more and more of the skills and concepts necessary for expert performance are required (Van Lehn & Brown, 1980; Burton et al., 1984; White, 1984). There are two mechanisms for helping students manage increasing complexity. The first mechanism is to sequence tasks in order to control task complexity. The second key mechanism is the use of scaffolding, which enables students to handle at the outset the complex set of activities needed to accomplish any interesting task. In reading, for example, increasing task complexity might consist of progressing from relatively short texts using straightforward syntax and concrete description to texts in which complexly interrelated ideas and the use of abstractions make interpretation difficult.

_Increasing diversity_ refers to the construction of a sequence of tasks in which a wider and wider variety of strategies or skills are required. As a skill becomes well learned, it becomes increasingly important that tasks requiring a diversity of skills and strategies be introduced so that the student learns to distinguish the conditions under which they do (and do not) apply. Moreover, as students learn to apply skills to more diverse problems, their strategies acquire a richer net of contextual associations and thus are more readily available for use with unfamiliar or novel problems. For reading, task diversity might be attained by intermixing reading for pleasure, reading for memory (studying), and reading to find out some particular information in the context of some other task.
Global before local skills. In tailoring (Lave, 1988), apprentices learn to put together a garment from precut pieces before learning to cut out the pieces themselves. The chief effect of this sequencing principle is to allow students to build a conceptual map, so to speak, before attending to the details of the terrain (Norman, 1973). In general, having students build a conceptual model of the target skill or process (which is also encouraged by expert modeling) accomplishes two things. First, even when the learner is able to accomplish only a portion of a task, having a clear conceptual model of the overall activity helps him make sense of the portion that he is carrying out. Second, the presence of a clear conceptual model of the target task acts as a guide for the learner's performance, thus improving his ability to monitor his own progress and to develop attendant self-correction skills. This principle requires some form of scaffolding. In algebra, for example, students may be relieved of having to carry out low-level computations in which they lack skill in order to concentrate on the higher-order reasoning and strategies required to solve an interesting problem (Brown, 1985).

Sociology

The final dimension in our framework concerns the sociology of the learning environment. For example, tailoring apprentices learn their craft not in a special, segregated learning environment but in a busy tailoring shop. They are surrounded by both masters and other apprentices, all engaged in the target skills at various levels of expertise. And they are expected, from the beginning, to engage in activities that contribute directly to the production of actual garments, advancing quickly toward independent skilled production. As a result, apprentices learn skills in the context of their application to realistic problems, within a culture focused on and defined by expert practice. Furthermore, certain aspects of the social organization of apprenticeship encourage productive beliefs about the nature of learning and of expertise that are significant to learners' motivation, confidence, and, most importantly, their orientation toward problems that they encounter as they learn. From our consideration of these general issues, we have abstracted critical characteristics affecting the sociology of learning.

Situated learning. A critical element in fostering learning is having students carry out tasks and solve problems in an environment that reflects the nature of such tasks in the world. Where tasks have become computer-based in the world, it is important to make them computer-based in school. For example, reading and writing instruction might be situated in the context of students putting together a book on what they learn about science. Dewey created a situated learning environment in his experimental school by having the students design and build a clubhouse (Cuban, 1984), a task that emphasizes arithmetic and planning skills.

Community of practice refers to the creation of a learning environment in which the participants actively communicate about and engage in the skills involved in expertise,
where expertise is understood as the practice of solving problems and carrying out tasks in a domain. Such a community leads to a sense of ownership, characterized by personal investment and mutual dependence. It cannot be forced, but it can be fostered by common projects and shared experiences. Activities designed to engender a community of practice for reading might engage students and teacher in discussing how they interpret what they read and use those interpretations for a wide variety of purposes, including those that arise in other classes or domains.

*Intrinsic motivation.* Related to the issue of situated learning and the creation of a community of practice is the need to promote intrinsic motivation for learning. Lepper and Greene (1979) and Malone (1981) discuss the importance of creating learning environments in which students perform tasks because they are intrinsically related to an interesting or at least coherent goal, rather than for some extrinsic reason, like getting a good grade or pleasing the teacher. In reading and writing, for example, intrinsic motivation might be achieved by having students communicate with students in another part of the world by electronic mail (Collins, 1986; Levin, 1982).

Exploiting cooperation refers to having students work together in a way that fosters cooperative problem solving. Learning through cooperative problem solving is both a powerful motivator and a powerful mechanism for extending learning resources. In reading, activities to exploit cooperation might involve having students break up into pairs, where one student articulates his thinking process while reading and the other student questions the first student about why he made different inferences.

Figure 1 summarizes the characteristics of each of the four dimensions included in our framework for designing learning environments. The content and sequencing dimensions provide a striking contrast to the focus on isolated mastery of discrete lower-level skills that is characteristic of compensatory education programs developed in response to Chapter 1 legislation (Means & Knapp, this volume). On the other hand, our framework is entirely consistent with the goals of compensatory education, particularly with respect to the high level of teacher-student interaction that both the methods and sociology dimensions advocate. Though the cognitive apprenticeship environment is important for all students, we want to argue that it is particularly effective for students who are considered disadvantaged or "at risk" because learning is embedded in a setting that is more like work, where the tasks have some "authentic" relationship to students' lives and where there is a community of people working together to accomplish real-world goals (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989). We contend that disadvantaged students who learn in an apprenticeship environment will not only learn the basic reading, writing, and mathematics skills that they have had difficulty learning either in regular classrooms or in Chapter 1 programs, but also develop the more advanced skills characteristic of expertise. The remainder of this paper is devoted to introducing two apprenticeship learning environments that are currently being designed and evaluated.
Two Examples of Cognitive Apprenticeship for Disadvantaged Students

We have been working at two schools during the last year where the majority of the students might be considered at risk. We will briefly describe how different forms of a cognitive apprenticeship have been implemented at the Charlotte Middle School in Rochester, New York, and the Central Park East Secondary School in Harlem to demonstrate alternative approaches to applying the principles of context, method, sequencing, and sociology outlined above.

Discover Rochester

Charlotte Middle School is an urban school located in a socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhood. It has approximately 64% minority students and provides free or reduced-cost lunches for 56% of its students. Close to 30% of the students have been identified as moderate to high in terms of being “at risk,” which means that they can be characterized by two or more of the following criteria: multiple suspensions, excessive absences, repetition of a grade, failure of two or more classes in one year, and California Achievement Test scores three or more years behind grade level.

A team consisting of two University of Rochester researchers and the eighth-grade math, science, history, English, and writing teachers conceptualized and implemented the Discover Rochester project. Generally speaking, the researchers provided theoretical background and computer training for the teachers, and the teachers contributed their expertise in curriculum design. All team members served as leaders and facilitators during actual classroom sessions, and all contributed to both formal and informal program evaluation and assessment of student progress.

The goal of this project is to raise the skill levels of urban middle school students beyond basic skills to develop sophisticated skills that will help them succeed at work and in everyday life (Resnick, 1987). It provides a model for redesigning middle school learning environments based on many of the principles advocated above, yet cast within the current constraints of an urban school system. The aim is to increase student motivation, effort, and learning by providing a learning environment that is sensitive to individual needs, interests, and abilities. To accomplish this, students are provided with computer tools that aid them in learning general thinking and problem-solving skills as they explore their community and experience ways of applying their school learning in the real world.

In a pilot of the Discover Rochester project at the Charlotte Middle School, “at-risk” eighth-graders spent one day each week exploring aspects of the Rochester environment from scientific, mathematical, historical, cultural, and literary perspectives. They worked in groups to conduct their own research about topics ranging from weather to industry to theater to employment, using a variety of strategies including library and archival research, telephone and face-to-face interviews, field observation, and
experimentation. On the basis of their research, students developed a HyperCard exhibit for the Rochester Museum and Science Center, including text, audio, graphics, maps, and music.

The primary focus of the Discover Rochester curriculum is on explicitly teaching general strategies while students investigate multiple aspects of their own community in order to design an interactive learning exhibit. Thus, students' learning is situated in an exploration of real-world topics for a real-world purpose. The particular skills targeted by the Discover Rochester curriculum are both control and heuristic strategies for learning and communicating information. Students learned to coordinate five types of skills to complete their exhibit: question posing, data gathering, data interpretation and representation, presentation, and evaluation—an elaborated version of the Bransford, Sherwood, Vye, and Rieser (1986) IDEAL program.

In the context of the interdisciplinary work, students practiced a variety of heuristics for accomplishing each subtask. Specifically, explicit instruction was provided in the following heuristic strategies for research and communication:

- **Question posing**: (a) brainstorming techniques for generating interesting topics and deciding what students want to discover about those topics, and (b) typical sequences of questions beyond the traditional “who? what? why? where? when? how?” (e.g., when asking about someone's job, generally ask for the job title, responsibilities and risks, necessary training, etc.).

- **Data gathering**: (a) reading and listening comprehension skills; (b) strategies for using indices, headings, tables of contents, etc., for finding information in texts; (c) interviewing techniques; (d) strategies for using other nontraditional data sources, such as photographs and museum exhibits; and (e) various techniques for recording and storing information (e.g., notes, tapes, photos, and photocopies).

- **Data interpretation and representation**: (a) strategies for viewing data in historical and social contexts; (b) strategies for organizing and analyzing data (e.g., categorization); and (c) various techniques for representing information (e.g., expository vs. narrative writing, paragraphs vs. lists vs. tables, and visual representations such as maps, timelines, and graphs).

- **Presentation**: (a) strategies for considering the interests and abilities of the audience; (b) strategies for clear organization, consistency, readability, etc.; (c) specific skills for designing computer presentations, such as designing modules, and creating options for interactivity; and (d) skills for verbally describing a nonverbal presentation.

- **Evaluation**: (a) strategies for self-evaluation as well as peer evaluation, (b) techniques for surveying users to get their feedback about a presentation, and (c) strategies for considering and incorporating suggestions.

In terms of sequence, instruction progressed from global to local focus and from less to more complex tasks by starting with an overview of all five skill areas, highlighting heuristics already possessed by students or easily within reach. For example, when asked about alternative representations for information, students readily suggest
paragraphs, lists, and drawings. The lesson then would begin with showing how the same information can be presented in all three forms and proceed to discussion of which forms would be best in which situations. As students began to understand the overall goals, teachers introduced the more advanced heuristics. For example, once students started to generate and evaluate alternative representations using text and pictures, teachers introduced new types, such as timelines, graphs, and maps. Diversity increased as students worked on more and more aspects of the exhibit. For example, teachers and students began to discuss diverse types of graphs, such as line, bar, pie, etc.) as a wider variety of graphing situations arose. Also, the interdisciplinary aspect of the project incorporates domain knowledge from four subject areas to highlight the use of similar general strategies in all of them. For example, history concepts of city growth and science concepts of animal and plant distribution might both be represented using maps.

The teaching methods used in the Discover Rochester project exemplify all six of the principles described under “Method” above. The lesson sequences began with explicit descriptions of heuristics for each type of skill and teacher modeling to demonstrate alternative approaches. Next, students practiced on prepared materials designed to provide scaffolding in some of the five skill areas to allow students to focus their attention on particular areas. Finally, students spent most of their time in individual or small-group practice in the context of self-directed exploration. As students worked on their projects, teachers provided additional coaching and scaffolding as needed. Students also spent a significant amount of time articulating their understanding and reflecting on their progress as they designed and evaluated their exhibit.

The Discover Rochester learning environment was designed to embody a community of practice by resembling the natural work environment. Students worked primarily in one room for a two-period block of time in the morning and another in the afternoon, rather than switching rooms every 40 minutes. Students had ready access to computer tools for facilitating their work (8 Macintosh computers for 20 students). They learned to use MacPaint, MacWrite, CricketGraph, and HyperCard to the extent that they found the software tools useful. Students also took an active role in directing their own learning. By selecting their own topics within Discover Rochester and choosing when to work independently and collaboratively, they could focus on their own interests, which increased their motivation for learning.

For example, at the beginning of the project, students and teachers worked as a group to brainstorm about possible topics for study. They used maps, phone books, information from the Chamber of Commerce, and other sources to help generate ideas. Students formed groups based on mutual interest. One group decided to study Rochester’s environment. They chose weather as one subtopic and generated questions about the recent year’s precipitation, temperature, and wind patterns, how those patterns compare with the 30-year norms, how proximity to Lake Ontario affects
the weather, etc. With these questions in mind, they assigned each group member to research one subtopic and even planned strategies for finding information (e.g., interview a meteorologist, gather weather reports from local papers, check the library for information on climate normals, etc.). Data gathering proceeded somewhat independently, but interpretation, presentation, and evaluation were done more collaboratively to encourage consistency in the final product. Throughout the process, students called on teacher or peer assistance when they needed it. In addition, explicit lessons in general techniques were interspersed with the ongoing activity of the group (e.g., effective interviewing techniques), and teachers sought opportunities to practice subject area skills (e.g., interpreting graphs).

During the pilot project, we observed impressive improvement in the students' intrinsic motivation. Initially, students were sluggish, uncooperative, and unimaginative. Some refused to talk at all. The initial brainstorming session was more a lesson for the teachers in pulling teeth. As the students developed new skills (particularly computer skills), they began to participate more often, and many students took initiative beyond expectations. One student took two pages of notes from library work done during a free period. Another contacted administrators and legal counsel about the possibility of conducting a survey in the school. A third learned how to do animation in HyperCard. A fourth student made posters for the community showcase day, and about a third of the group started working voluntarily during their lunch periods. The students not only developed the five aspects of research and communication skills but also generated creative strategies for gathering and presenting information.

As the students became more engrossed in the project, behavior problems became almost nonexistent. During the first few days, there was a lot of off-task behavior in both large- and small-group work, and students were more interested in what happened in the hall between periods than in what happened in the classroom. Over time, students started ignoring the activity in the hall between periods as they pored over their work. Other teachers could not believe that we would take these "troublemakers" on field trips, but the students were polite and cooperative on all three trips we took.

On the first day of the project, students in the hall questioned why the "dummies" got to use the new computers and they did not. The participating students initially perceived themselves according to the labels of their peers. As they became proficient with the computers, they received a lot of positive attention from both peers and teachers who were curious, envious, and in awe of what the "dummies" had accomplished. The participants began to perceive themselves as more competent than they had before, both in terms of their current skills and in terms of their future career plans. One girl, who won the award for the hardest-working student, commented in a television interview that she believed that she could do more things than she had before. Another has decided to pursue a career that involves computers.
As the students explained their work to others, it was obvious that they felt a sense of pride in how much they had learned. At the same time, their standards for "good work" became stricter. Initially, students approached their work by looking for the quickest and easiest solutions. Before the students' first version of the HyperCard exhibit went into the museum, they talked about how good it was and were convinced that there was nothing they wanted to change. After interviewing students from other schools who actually used the exhibit and found it boring, they started reflecting on ways to improve their work. They actually implemented many of their ideas and started paying more attention to detail and to audience as they added to the project; but, more significantly, as they explained their work to peers and adults on the showcase day, they discussed what they would like to improve in addition to bragging about what they had done.

Many of the students involved in the project qualified for Chapter 1 instruction. Some had been placed in pull-out programs for reading and others received in-class help from the writing resource teacher. Despite the fact that these students missed their special instruction to participate in the project, their teachers reported that they improved more over the course of the project than similar students who had received the regular Chapter 1 instruction.

Though the students and teachers who participated in the Discover Rochester pilot project spent only one semester working together, they began to develop new skills, pride in their work, and a sense of community. By sharing experiences, helping each other conquer difficult problems, and working toward a common goal, they began to show signs of the investment and mutual dependence that helps shift distraction to focus, resistance to initiative, and a critical attitude to a constructive one.

These informal evaluations of student progress are positive, but more formal evaluation of the project is necessary to determine whether the program is achieving each of its specific goals, why it is working or not working, and how the effective parts of the project can be exported to other sites and other grade levels. Such formal evaluations will be initiated during the 1990-91 school year. In the meantime, however, similarly positive results are emerging from other projects incorporating aspects of the framework we have provided. For example, Roy Pea (Institute for Research on Learning) and Richard Lehrer (University of Wisconsin, Madison) have implemented programs in middle school science, social studies, and problem-solving classes. Also, the Genesee River Valley Project is an example of an interdisciplinary curriculum, like Discover Rochester, that has been developed for third- to sixth-grade urban students. For large-scale implementations such as these, the formal evaluation must unfortunately be postponed until a stable implementation is achieved, which is often a multi-year process. The Central Park East program is such a case.
Central Park East Secondary School

For the past 12 years, Central Park East Elementary and Secondary Schools have been creating and refining a learning environment that successfully challenges prevailing assumptions about the problems that urban minority students have in achieving higher-order learning goals. The secondary school has 300 to 400 students and serves a primarily minority population (about 90%), many of whom are eligible for the free-lunch program (about 60%). The school's curriculum affirms the central importance of students' learning how to learn, how to reason, and how to investigate complex issues that require collaboration, personal responsibility, and a tolerance for uncertainty.

The secondary school (CPESS) receives slightly over half its students from three elementary schools based on the Central Park East (CPE) model. In general, students are selected for the schools on a first-come, first-serve basis, but preferences are given to siblings and, in the secondary school, to students who are likely to adapt to the culture of the school. Of the first class that entered CPESS five and a half years ago, approximately 75% are still in the school, 15% changed schools after the eighth grade, and 10% left because they moved or by mutual agreement. In later classes, fewer have left the school, and school officials know of only one actual school dropout. Attendance at the school averages over 90%, and there are very few suspensions or fights. The students do better than city or state averages on the Regency Competency Exams. In summary, the school is remarkably successful in educating its students by almost any measure.

In every class, students learn to ask and answer these kinds of reflective questions:

1. From what viewpoint are we seeing, reading, or hearing this?
2. How do we know what we know? What's the evidence, and how reliable is it?
3. How are things, events, or people connected? What is the cause and effect? How do they fit?
4. What if...? Could things be otherwise? What are or were the alternatives?

A core of curriculum is offered to all students, organized around two major fields: mathematics/science for two hours and humanities (art, history, social studies, literature) for two hours. Every effort is made to integrate academic disciplines, so that students recognize and understand the relationships among different subjects of study. The communication skills of writing and public speaking are taught in all subjects by all staff. The organization and scheduling of the curriculum allow for maximum flexibility. Each team of teachers offers a variety of styles of teaching, including group presentations, smaller seminars, one-on-one coaching, and independent work in the studios, science labs, and library.
At CPESS, the school year is divided into trimesters, and student work in each interdisciplinary curriculum area (math/science and humanities) is organized around comprehensive student projects, called exhibitions. The team of teachers in two grades of math/science, for example, collaboratively generates the curriculum for the trimester and specifies the requirements for the exhibition. Staff development at the school consists almost entirely of teachers meeting together in small groups for half a day each week to plan curriculum, as do the math/science teachers. By the end of the trimester, each student has completed a product that fulfills the requirements for the exhibition. In addition, each has done an oral presentation for a teacher in which he or she explains the exhibition and demonstrates understanding of the fundamental ideas.

The exhibitions the teachers assigned were based on real problems of the world. For example, in the first trimester of the math/science classrooms where we have been working, 9th- and 10th-grade students designed amusement park rides and specified—through multiple representations—the physical motion principles exhibited by their designs. In the second trimester, they focused on the physics concepts for a projectile motion of their own choosing (e.g., a foul shot in basketball, a curve ball in baseball). In the third trimester, the students worked on exhibitions involving two-body collisions. In the latter two trimesters, their work involved using a sophisticated simulation system for the Macintosh called Physics Explorer (there were four Macintoshes in two of the four 9th/10th grade math/science classrooms). They created models reflecting the kinds of motion they were studying and developed graphs plotting vector components against time. Much of their written work involved explaining changes in the vector components. Every student in the 9th and 10th grades at CPESS is working on serious physics problems, whereas, at most, 10% of students in the rest of the country study physics.

Three aspects of the way the school is organized reflect a cognitive apprenticeship approach to education. First, learning is situated by having students engage in projects that relate to the world about them and help them to make sense of that world. Because of their long-term nature, the projects reflect much more closely the nature of work. Students become invested in them over time and gain an ownership of the ideas they develop. For example, in the projectile motion project, one student calculated the speed and angle necessary for a stunt car driver he admired to jump over the Grand Canyon (which is not possible). When they work on projects, students use a variety of resources: the library, computers, and, importantly, the adults and other students around them, just as people do when they work. The teacher assumes the role of coach to help the students attack the problems that arise as they work on their projects, and so the student has a kind of autonomy not present in most schooling.

The second aspect of the school that we think critical is the emphasis on articulation, reflection, and exploration in learning. In presenting their exhibitions, students are required to make coherent presentations of their materials and to answer difficult questions on the fly that probe their understanding of what they have done. The effect of
this training showed up in one 10th-grade girl, who on our first visit to the school was asked by her teacher to explain to us what she had done on a difficult math problem that she knew she had worked incorrectly (the problem: find the area above a right triangle inscribed in a circle, given an angle of 30° and the length of the hypotenuse). As she articulately explained her work, our questions about why she had done each step helped her find the two errors she had made. The emphasis on reflection is embedded in the kinds of questions students are taught to ask, and in the ways that they are forced to think about what they have done in order to explain and justify their work. The emphasis on exploration derives from the project-based nature of much of their work and the autonomy this fosters in students to control their own learning.

The third aspect we think is critical to the school's success is the learning culture that has arisen among the students and staff of the school. Developing this culture depends partly on starting in one of the three elementary schools that feed students to CPESS and that share the same philosophy of caring about students. Such caring is evident in the fact that there are only about five fights in the school each year, many fewer than in the other schools serving the same population. But it is most evident in the way the students bond to teachers, particularly their advisors (1 staff to every 12 or 13 students) and in the community sense that derives from the small size of the school and the trips they take together. This community feeling in the school fosters cooperation as students try to accomplish the difficult tasks they are given.

**Conclusion**

By giving students long-term projects that deeply engage them and constructing an environment that embodies the principles described in our framework, these two schools have gone some way toward fostering cognitive apprenticeship. Many of the students at the two schools are the kinds of students who are labeled "at risk" in other environments. But working on difficult projects that make sense to them and challenge them leads to dramatic increases in their motivation to learn and think. Instead of treating these students as failures, the programs succeed by treating them as adult workers.

By centering education around projects, we do not rule out teaching particular disciplines. Central Park East Secondary School, for example, centers its projects in particular disciplines, such as history or physics. The projects are designed to teach the most essential knowledge in the different disciplines. But all the projects are interdisciplinary: for example, the project on projectile motion involved reading, writing, mathematics, and history, as well as physics. What we are advocating, then, is quite compatible with practice in our best schools.

Most schooling emphasizes the teaching of abstract knowledge, such as arithmetic algorithms and grammar rules, that have little grounding in what students see as useful. Schools usually attempt to teach students to apply these abstractions with word
problems and other artificial tasks. Our argument (Brown et al., 1989) is that this approach is backwards. We need to engage students in authentic tasks and then show them how to generalize the knowledge they gain. Instead, educators have usually attempted to give students who do not master the abstractions more and more practice or simplified versions of the same kinds of tasks. This approach is a recipe for destroying anyone's motivation to learn or think.

By embedding education in authentic tasks, what is taught will be both useful and usable. It is useful because it reflects the kinds of activities people encounter in the world. It becomes usable because students learn to apply the knowledge in accomplishing tasks. What are authentic tasks? Our argument is that they should reflect the changing nature of work and life. They include tasks like: (a) understanding complex systems (e.g., computer systems, electronic systems), (b) finding information about different topics in a large data base, (c) writing a report or making an argument about some topic, (d) analyzing trends in data, (e) investigating a particular topic to answer some open-ended question, (f) interpreting a difficult text, and (g) learning about some new domain. Accomplishing such tasks in the future will depend on using computers and electronic networks. We should not continue to educate students to communicate and calculate and learn and think with primitive tools like card catalogues and arithmetic algorithms. It is like teaching people to drive a car by having them practice riding a bicycle.

The place to encourage change in education toward a more rational system is in education for the so-called disadvantaged students because these are the students who have not been able to acquire even the basic skills in regular classrooms and because the current compensatory programs are often "widening the gap in terms of achievement of the more advanced skills" (Means, Schlager, & Knapp, 1990). We see the beginnings of an apprenticeship approach at Charlotte and Central Park East, and we think it is worth a major investment in resources to evaluate these models carefully and try to replicate them elsewhere in our failing schools. We suggest that both the design and evaluation of subsequent apprenticeship environments be based on the four dimensions in the framework we proposed:

- **Content.** Focus instruction and assessment on general strategies for accomplishing tasks, for directing one's own behavior, and for learning new material, as well as on domain-specific concepts, facts, and procedures.
- **Method.** Use teaching methods in which students learn by observation and guided practice in the context of defining and solving problems and in which discussing and evaluating developing skills is as important as practicing them.
- **Sequence.** Sequence lessons so that students begin with a clear sense of the high-level skills they are seeking and then acquire the component skills as they work on authentic problems of increasing complexity and diversity.
- **Sociology.** Offer students an environment that reflects the changing nature of work in society by initiating realistic activities, promoting communication and
collaboration among students and teachers, and providing appropriate tools for learning.
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DISCUSSION: REFLECTIONS FROM A WORKPLACE FOR COGNITIVE APPRENTICESHIP

Herb Rosenfeld
Central Park East Secondary School

For the last 30 years I have been a teacher, curriculum developer, school administrator, and staff developer in the New York City Public School System. This career has included working at Walton High School, the Bronx High School of Science, Manhattan Center for Math and Science, and, most recently, the Central Park East Secondary School (CPESS), one of the schools described by Collins, Hawkins, and Carver in their paper on cognitive apprenticeships for disadvantaged students.

Early in my career, I became interested in the mathematics curriculum and the difficulties generated by the seemingly random selection of ideas that are studied. One startling realization was that the congruence proofs students did in their study of plane geometry did not give them an insight into the nature of a deductive system or into the significance of Euclidean geometry in the development of mathematics and science. My concern with what wasn’t working in math classes ultimately led me to look more closely at problems of classroom management, teacher-student and teacher-teacher relationships, staff development, school leadership, and the basic tenets of pedagogy and school organization.

The Roots of Central Park East

In the fall of 1984 Deborah Meier asked me to join her in establishing a grade 7-12 public secondary school in East Harlem. Students would be accepted into CPESS on a first come, first-served basis. As assistant director, my responsibilities included not only the role of vice principal but also leadership in the development of the math/science program. The vision that Deborah and I developed was generated from a small number of axiomatic beliefs about the way children learn, and was greatly informed by the work of Ted Sizer. In fact, our school became a charter member of Sizer’s Coalition of Essential Schools.

Classroom experience dictated to both of us that students have unique ways of making sense of the world and that teachers must be able to observe and talk to students while they are on task. The Coalition of Essential Schools reflects this same belief in its position that students must be workers and teachers must be their “coaches.” To create an arrangement where this could happen without affecting our budget, we felt that we had to rethink our daily schedule so that class size could be reduced to a maximum of 20 students.
In addition to the belief that people learn best by doing, we believed that ideas are more deeply understood and appreciated when they are embedded in a context (i.e., mathematics embedded in science, literature embedded in history, etc.). Further, we agreed with Sizer's argument that high schools take on so many tasks that they rarely do any one of them very well. Accordingly, we selected two main academic focuses—math/science and humanities (a single curriculum for literature, history, and fine art). We chose to offer only a single foreign language (Spanish). Finally, our conviction that people function best in a personalized atmosphere led us to assign each member of the faculty (including Deborah and myself) the responsibility for a daily advisory with between 10 and 15 students. The result is an academic school day consisting of two 2-hour long blocks (math/science and humanities) and two 1-hour classes (Spanish and advisory). An additional hour at mid-day allows for lunch, physical education, student-teacher conferences, and access to the library and computers. This schedule made it possible to reduce maximum class size to 20. Since students work with only three different teachers each day (their advisor is almost always one of their academic teachers as well), the teachers and students develop strong personal relationships.

The Components of Cognitive Apprenticeship at CPESS

Collins et al. describe their concept of a cognitive apprenticeship in terms of the way it deals with four key aspects of pedagogy: content, sequencing, methods, and sociology. These aspects of the program at CPESS and the ways in which they embody principles of cognitive apprenticeship are described below.

Content

The development of the CPESS curriculum started with the question that Ted Sizer poses, "How can we help students to use their minds well?" Our answer is that the curriculum must concentrate on students developing habits of mind that will make it possible for them to be life-long independent learners. Thus, in designing our curriculum we put emphasis on content that will help students acquire learning strategies, heuristics, and control strategies that will serve them not only in future schooling but throughout their lives as critical, informed citizens. We call upon students to construct arguments to grapple with questions like "Can we be sure that our economy will rebound, or are we headed for a real depression?" In doing so, we force them to focus on the validity of their evidence and appreciate the complexity of the possible conclusions. They learn to be conscious of the context of a discussion (Where did it come from? Where is it going?). They learn to ask the question "What if it were otherwise?" and to be comfortable making predictions and expressing opinions.

In terms of the domain knowledge in our curriculum, an important goal for us was to integrate the ideas of two or more disciplines (history and literature, or mathematics and science). We decided to organize our ideas around a theme, such as "The Peopling of
America." Given a theme, we were able to generate the course by posing a series of questions, such as: "Were the Native Americans the first Americans?" or "Were each of the incoming groups welcomed in a similar fashion?"

As we continue to develop curriculum content, we are guided by the following questions:

- Will it make "sense" to our students and their families?
- Can it be connected to, or drawn from, students' everyday lives?
- Will students have to use their minds?
- Is there an opportunity to find unique ways of doing it?
- To what extent does it integrate the disciplines?
- Will there be opportunities for students to reflect on the way that their understanding of the world is at variance with another model?
- Does it grapple with "big ideas"?

While we are mindful of students' needs to master skills and procedures that are often unrelated to a recognizable context, we work as much as possible to present these competencies as offshoots of meaningful projects. For example, in designing a building, one might need to find the height of the neighboring structures. In that context, proportional reasoning, symmetry, and size and scale take on a real and vital meaning.

Examples from the Mathematics Curriculum

Although we did not use the term "situated learning" as we began the design of our mathematics curriculum, our concerns were certainly very much like those expressed by Collins et al. The traditional mathematics curriculum has a number of formidable obstacles to overcome if one aspires to making mathematics accessible to all students (including those who are not college bound). The first, and perhaps foremost, barrier is the sequential, cumulative build up of abstract concepts in the traditional curriculum. It is in the nature of mathematics that information is built upon already established or accepted truths. For example, if I know that the product of a positive number and a negative number is a negative number, then I can use this information to prove that the product of two negative numbers is a positive number. This "deductive proof" concept is the basis of abstract mathematical thinking, and is a very difficult idea for high school students to grasp. Consequently, a watered down, less formal version of accumulating mathematical knowledge (that is equally as puzzling) has become the conventional curriculum in most high schools. This conventional curriculum requires the student to be adept at factoring trinomials before learning to solve a quadratic equation. What's more, the student is required first to learn to complete the square in order to understand the derivation of the quadratic formula before getting practice in using it. Factoring and completing the square are skills that atrophy at a rapid rate. (How many of your educated colleagues can complete the square?). An alternative approach is to have
students grapple with situations which require the use of a quadratic equation and then find the simplest way to solve it. I would be proud of a student who, faced with an event that could be better understood by solving a quadratic equation, goes to a text to find the formula and then applies it.

It was our conviction that the practice of teaching skills and concepts unconnected to practical applications was the major factor in leaving students confused and turning them away from mathematics (and often, from school itself). Hence, we were determined to make the heart of our curriculum a collection of ideas and skills linked to, and embedded in, a problem context that is meaningful to students.

There is much mathematics embedded in the questions that normally turn up in science classes, and students can use it to generate more mathematical ideas and a deeper understanding of the science concepts. For example, the study of the human body as a system fosters the need to collect, organize, and graph data, in addition to measuring the many rates of change that keep the system going. We challenge students with questions such as: How could I calculate the average diameter of my body cells? What is the distance between my ears? How could one actually make these measurements accurately? A student will know how to measure the length of his or her index finger, but will have trouble with measures of body parts that cannot be done directly. Simple counting and measurement are familiar concepts to most students. The mathematical investigation of the more complex questions about the human body extends and uses that familiarity, while giving rise to even more complex questions and a deeper understanding of the ideas behind the questions.

Another curriculum theme used at CPESS—the exploration of motion, energy, and astronomy—strongly requires that one can uniquely determine the position (location) of an object at any given time. This involves graphing and mapping skills in addition to the measurement of rates, distances, and size. Some of the same skills used to analyze data and make predictions in studying the human body are also part of this work. Moreover, throughout science, the same geometric shapes show up repeatedly in contexts ranging from the path of a heavenly body to the shape of the human skull. The mathematical and the scientific ideas reinforce each other and eventually become one.

In the grades 9/10 math/science class studying motion, students were asked to design an amusement park ride as an exhibition. This project lasted for an entire trimester and included a scientific analysis and model (or computer simulation). These tasks led to the study of equations, trigonometric functions, and plane vectors. Much of our time was spent on the graphs of functions and “what they tell us.” We decided to supplement this work with some of the ideas of geometry that did not turn up in designing amusement park rides (e.g., parallelograms, mathematical transformations, and matrices) and with the study of probability. In addition, we spent time considering purely scientific questions (that did not include location or counting) such as “How much of the moon do we get to see?”
Sequencing

Our curriculum content starts with a "big idea," for example, motion. We then immediately present the students with a motivating global situation (e.g., design an amusement park ride). Students invariably create a design that is too complicated for them to analyze. So, we are then propelled to the simplest motion that we can imagine, free fall. Then we might move on to projectile motion and combine the two motions, and so on. This is clearly an example of increasing complexity and diversity as described by Collins et al. It should be kept in mind, however, that although the sequence of student work moves from simple to complex problems, the entire unit is introduced with a complex question (e.g., the design of an amusement park ride) that serves as a context and motivator for working on both the simple and the more complex problems. This is typical of the way that the sequence for curriculum content at CPESS develops.

Methods

CPESS students learn and demonstrate their mastery by doing short- and long-term projects. Projects consist of research papers, oral presentations (defenses), physical models, and/or computer simulations. Any or all of this work may be supported by technology. These projects often speak to open-ended situations that allow for much speculation and can be thought of in several different ways.

The classroom is run like a workplace. Everyone has a job to do. Students work in groups and the teacher acts as a mentor/coach to each of the groups and to each student in the group. In the course of this activity teachers model heuristics and control processes for problem solving, critical mathematical and scientific thinking, and formulating questions (inquiry).

The kind of project work assigned to students at CPESS is designed to foster exploration and reflection. During a typical two-hour class, students confer with their cohort groups, search out references in the school library (the classroom library couldn't possibly contain all the research materials necessary to support all of the activity going on in the class), speak with the teacher about their projects, find materials and advice for their models in the art studio, use the computer for simulations and word processing, and reflect on their progress thus far and their design for the project. Their activities mirror those of researchers and designers in the real world. In this way, we believe they experience a real cognitive apprenticeship.

As students work on their projects, teachers provide coaching to help them see additional aspects of a problem, connect their current work to things they already know, execute a procedure more skillfully, and so on. Skillful implementation of the technique Collins et al. call scaffolding is a major issue for our teachers. There is a tendency for teachers to "give away the game" and deprive students of the opportunity to struggle through a creative moment. On the other hand, it is often difficult to get students started.
on the kind of "thinking" problems used in our curriculum without an intellectual push. Finding the right balance—and selecting appropriate amounts and kinds of scaffolding—is a tough problem, mostly because teachers need more experience working with students in this way.

Articulation is a major goal in our school. The exhibitions give students an ample opportunity to work on writing, oral presentation, and model/simulation making. Exhibitions often give rise to the use of technology as a medium of articulation. During the presentations, students have an opportunity to critique each other and some teachers have them make formal evaluations of presentations. Often alternative approaches are considered in these sessions.

Part of what makes the methods used at CPESS unusual is the way in which student work is evaluated. For each project, the teacher prepares a narrative report, designed so that it can be understood by the student and his family. This report assesses the students strengths and weaknesses and suggests a plan for working towards growth. Students' work is evaluated in terms of the following categories:

- **Organization of the Work as a Whole**
  - Does it make its point?
  - Is it easily understood?
  - Does it hang together?

- **Understanding of the Math/Science Ideas**
  - Does it probe ideas deeply?
  - Does it use examples and/or applications to illustrate ideas?
  - Does it make connections between ideas?
  - Does it properly cite evidence?
  - Does it explain observations?
  - Does it conjecture?
  - Does it hypothesize and then test for validity?

- **Process Skills**
  - Are the data correct?
  - Are appropriate formulae correctly used?
  - Does it pay attention to details (labels, units, etc.)?
  - Are skills appropriately applied with competence?
  - Are incidental interesting facts introduced?

**Sociology**

Experience demonstrates that when students are interested in their work, learning flows naturally. They also function best in an environment of mutual respect. So, for starters, the curriculum must be demystified, a process that creates the kind of situated learning described by Collins et al. Consider the following typical classroom conversation:
"Where are we going in this year's work?"

"We are going to study motion."

"Why?"

"Well, all things are in motion."

"You mean, I am in motion. . . ."

This is a dialogue of mutual respect with more complex questions developing as we up the intellectual ante. The teacher (coach) carries on this dialogue with groups of three or four students, the entire class, or individual students (e.g., when a student presents her project). Students carry on the same kind of dialogue within their cohort teams and as they present their work to each other. CPESS is a task-driven environment in which students work in groups and develop both group products and singular ones. This environment allows for knowledge sharing, strategy building, and the analysis of each other's work. It seeks to develop intrinsic motivation by stimulating students to pose and investigate questions that are interesting and meaningful to them.

It is an atmosphere that encourages intellectual challenge, that poses open-ended questions like "What if gravity was a horizontal force?" and requires rigorous defense of arguments made in the ensuing discussion. Encouraging this kind of imagining in students demonstrates mutual respect and encourages the development of what Collins et al. call a community of practice as students work with teachers and with each other on authentic, serious problems.

**Staff: Teaching, Learning, and Leadership**

The cognitive apprenticeship, as described by Collins et al. and embodied in the program at CPESS, requires teachers to play a very different role from that of dispenser of knowledge (the role seen in most conventional classrooms). Teachers need support in assuming this role, and our experiences at CPESS may be helpful to other schools considering such innovations.

The integrated, two-hour long classes are led by a teacher in one of the disciplines (e.g., either a math or a science teacher), but each teacher works toward becoming a generalist (i.e., a math/science teacher) who is equally able in both areas.

Teachers have a great deal of responsibility and decision-making power in our school. The teachers in a particular curriculum thread work in teams (in the same mode as the students who are working in groups) to build a course of study, research and create learning materials, schedule trips, bring in outside resources, create modes of student assessment, and generally support each other. A significant aspect of this collaborative effort is the sharing of each other's specialities (most high school teachers
have taught courses outside of their area of specialty but have had to learn the course content on their own). This sharing often leads to brainstorming about classroom management, ways of constructively relating to particular students, and strategies for solving pedagogical problems in general. The process is, in fact, a built-in peer staff development structure. The team members are scheduled so that their in-school planning hours coincide. They have a single block of three hours for planning one morning each week as well as lunch hours (which they often spend together).

Because curriculum teams need leadership, a team leader is designated for each curriculum. The leader coordinates the team's activities, sets deadlines, looks ahead to what is down the road, finds new teaching materials, brings in outside experts, keeps up with national and local research on classroom practices, confers regularly with both the administration and with other team leaders, arranges for team representation at significant events in and out of the school, helps out in classes, holds the team to its mission, and generally becomes an expert on our way of working with students. In short, the leader's role is to be the foremost advocate of the collaborative effort.

In our community of learners, the teachers as well as the students are growing. The team leader does not evaluate the team members (the team does that): rather, she works with them to facilitate a better understanding of their roles as teachers and helps them to use their strengths to perform these roles optimally. In this way, staff development is built into our collaborative team design.

In addition to the teacher team activities described above, our ongoing development as a school requires regular full staff meetings and retreats to grapple with, and reflect on, schoolwide issues. These issues include governance, curriculum sharing, world events and our school, staff relations, national trends in our work, the school's mission, and an ever-growing common vision.

How Well Do These Concepts Work at CPESS?

I believe that CPESS provides a wonderful growing experience for students. The evidence is manifest in the way the students behave in school. They are nonviolent and respectful to each other as well as to staff members. They are intellectual risk takers: they will tackle complex questions. They study math and science throughout their secondary school career. They are almost all going on to further education after graduation. Their families enthusiastically work with the staff on educational issues concerning their children. The staff works hard on all of the issues surrounding our students' education, and the school as a whole profits from the staff's mandate to make curriculum and governance decisions.

Everyone agrees that there is still room for much growth. There is much work to be done on stoking student curiosity to further increase intrinsic motivation. We are still
working out a concept of homework that makes sense for students in our kind of program. We are seeking better ways to obtain diagnostic information from student behavior in class by taking anecdotal notes that will help us identify the way that each student takes in and processes ideas and what he or she really understands about the concepts we are studying. There is much more thinking to be done about the entire student assessment issue. We continue to search for connections among disciplines—to look for math content within science and literature and art within history. In other words, we are still seeking to integrate ideas better, and are considering exploring different combinations of subjects (e.g., math with art or math with social studies). We are also still working on issues concerning the use of software and the further infusion of technology into our curriculum. But this search for continued improvement in no way detracts from the value of what has been achieved already. After all, the capacity for reflection and the disposition to strive toward continued improvement in one's design are two of the basic goals of the cognitive apprenticeship.